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circle known as the
South Side Christian School circle
has been organized* by a group
interested in the cause of Christian Education.
Women interested are invited
to attend the meetings to be held
at the South Side Christianschool
on Monday at 7:45 p.m. Meetings

Ter Beek-Thomas Rites Read

Fre Prevention

Measnre Passes

Day

Observed

Is

Primary Reading
In Holland
Measure Designed

Today

Aldermen Ponder

Outside Inspector*
scheduled for the second
To Relax Certain
Action on Six
Monday of each month.
Conduct Intensive
Week for More Gifts
Present Provisions
Temporary officers named are
Different
Streets
Campaign for Safety
The Community Chest campaign Mrs. Peter Beckman, president; An amendment to the Holland
Mrs.
Paul
Baker,
gecretary;
in Holland is still $2,000 short of
Paving oamt in for considercity zoning ordinancepassed its
Visiting firemen— or more pro*
its goal of $42,156, it was an- Mrs. Fred Kolenbrander, assistant first reading at Wednesday'sregable discussion at Wednesday’s
perly, fire inspectors-descended
nounced Wednesday night by the secretary and treasurer,Mrs. Har- ular session of Common Council.
on Holland today for an intensive
regular session of Common CounCampaign Chairman Clarence vey Kronemeyer,treasurer and
The amendment as prepared by
Fire Prevention Day campaign in
cil,
and
some
of
the
matter*
conJalving at what was to have been Mrs. Jerry Van Wyke, vice presi- City Attorney James Townsend
the dty.
dent
tained
involvement*
with
the
pavthe victory dinner for workers at
at the direction of the Planning
About thirty fire Inspector*
the Warm Friend Tavern. The
ing provision*in the dty charter.
Commission,regards so-called
end special agents representing
workers were guests of the Hol"nuisance industries" within the
In all, six differentpetition*
capKol stock insurance companies
land Furnace Co.
John H. Van Dyka
city limits, and is considered a resigned up at incomingheadquart*
were received by council.
Chest President O. W. Lowry
laxation of previous positive reers in the former Democratic
The
first
petition
regarded
pavtold workers that the Community
strictionson these industries.
Ex-Alderman Appointed
headquartersbuilding before noon.
Chest has never failed to go over
ing of two blocks on 25th Sts.,
The ordinance amendment
Representative*wore red and
the top and all agreed that soliciwould provide that these "‘nuisbetween Maple and Van Raalte Hospital Board Member
black arm bands signifying them
tation must be continued another
ance industries"—with 56 of them
Ave*. The bulk of the 57.6 per
as members of|the MichiganFix*
Hie appointment of John H. Prevention association.
week until the final goal is met
listed in the actual amendment—
cent of assessableproperty repreVan Dyke as member of the Hosfor the support of its nearly 40
could be aljowed within specified
sented
in
the
petitions
is
in
the
The inspectors were assigned
At
agencies.
areas of the city upon action of
block between Maple and Wash pital Board was approved by five buildings each to inspect for
‘This is a matter not only of
ington Aves., while four property Common Council Wednesday various violations, business place*
A bruised and battered Holland the Board of Appeals.
civic pride,”Jalving said, "but we high school football squad will inTownsend explained that the
and public schools were included
owner* in the other block— John night.
must meet our responsibilities
to vade the Tigers’ den at Benton amerttlment gives the Board of Apon the list of buildings to be in*
Galien, Dick Zwiep, John Galien,
In offering the appointment, spected.
these worthy causes which depend Harbor Friday night to face one of peals power to locate certain inJr., and Jennie Smeenge— requeston us for their support.
The project Is sponsored In Hoi*
ed council to consider the proposi Mayor Harry Harrington died
the best high school grid teams dustriesotherwise prohibited.Aid.
Total pledged to date is $40, in the state.
Robert Visscher added that the
tion on# block at a time. In its Van Dyke's past service as an land by the Chamber of Com*
110.96 which is $2,045.04under the
action, council authorized con- alderman and comented that this merce in co-operation with the
Benton Harbor, rated consistent- amendment actually will promote
quota of $42,156.
Holland Assodation of Insurance
struction of storm sewers in the
ly high in all the state-widepolls industryin the city instead of
experience would stand him in Agent*. Members of Holland- Boy
Amounts raised by each divisidn of class A teams, has lost only one hamper it.
two blocks, with the paving progood stead as a Hospital Board Scout troops served the inspector*
follows:
ject referred to the dty manager
game this season. The Tigers hold A public hearing on the zoning
member.
Industrialdivision, Robert Kouw victoriesover Chicago Morgan ordinance was set for Wednesday,
as guides throughoutthe dty. for further report.
Van Dyke will fill the term of
chairman,$23,370 or $2,000 short Park, Kalammflp,Muskegon, Lan- Dec. 3, at 7:30 p.m.
The super inspectionis sponsorAnother group of property own
Alfred C. Joldersma,who is re- ed In nine Michigan cities eedi
of quota of $25,293.60.
In other council action, the cansing Sexton, 'l5»nd Rapids Ceners asked that Harrison Ave., ber
cuperating from a recent illness. year. Betides the inspections,Fire
Business and professional,Rus- tral and Muskegcrti Heights. Lone vass of the city vote on the protween 18th and 19th Sts., be pav- The term will expire in 1955.
sell Klaason and Stuart Padnos loss was to Grand Haven 19-12.
posed municipal recreation buildPrevention Day also featured
ed. But upon motion 6f Aid. John
The new board member is aschairmen, $9,202.68 or $350 over
Last week's Harbor win over ing was adjourned because of the
Beltman, the aldermen dedded to sistant sales manager at Hart and special assemblies in schools of
the dty.
quota of $8,852.76.
Muskegon Heights 20-14 assured need for more time. Mayor Harry
extend the request and pave Har Cooley ManufacturingCo,
W. D. Vorhees, president of th#
National corporations, Mayor the Tigers of at least a share of Harrington said he felt that there
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Eugcnt T*r Beek
risen Ave., from 12th to 22nd Sts.,
Michigan Fire prevention assodaHarry Harrington chairman, $496 the last football crown in South- was insufficienttime to carry out
and authorized the necessary steps
The wedding of Miss Ida Mae crepe dress with blue accessories
the canvass between Tuesday’s
tion, spoke to the Holland Rotary
50 or $75 over the quota of $421.- western conference history.
in the procedure.
B. Thomas and Paul Eugene Ter and had a corsage of mums in fall
56.
vote
and
Wednesday’s
meeting.
club
at a regular luncheonmeet*
Benton Harbor was at its best
The frame situationcarried over
ing today. The luncheonhonored
Schools and colleges,E. E. in turning back the Heights, whom The city charter calls for the can- Beek was performed in First shades. Mrs. John Ter Beek, regarding a petitionto pave Colthe inspectors and Holland Fir*
Brand chairman, $1,529.75or $150 Holland edged 7-6. Said the Mus- vass on the Wednesday following Methodist church Memorialchapel grandmotherof the groom, wore a umbia Ave., from 24th to State
on Saturday,Oct. 25. The Rev. brown dress with matching acChief Andrew Kkxnparens.
short of quota of $1,686.24.
kegon Chronicle: "This Benton the vote.
St*.
Aid.
Robert
Visscher,
moved
Vooiheet, termed. the co-opera*
t Public employes, Ray Reidsma Harbor victory was no fluke. It The canvass will be taken up John O. Hagans performed the cessories and white mums corsage. that the paving project include Listed
double ring rites at 7:30 p.m.
Eighty-five guests attehded the
tion shown In Holland as "unex*
chairman, $691.40 or $59 over the was engineeredby an alert, ag- when council convenes again at
White mums and evergreensdecor reception in the church parlor Columba Ave., from 24th to 32nd
ceUed.”
quota of $632.34.
gressive team that capitalizedon the call of the mayor. At that ated the chapel.
Sts., and this was okayed.
which was decorated with autumn
House-to-housein city, Mrs. every break and beat the Heights time, other probable action will
A fourth petition from prop- To
Parents of the couple are Mr. flowers. Mrs. William Aldrich was
John Tiesengaand Mrs. Bert Sel- at its own game— hard, fast line be to authorize the architect to
and
Mrs. Bert Thomas and Gary mistress of ceremonies and Mr. erty owners on East Fifth St
proceed
with
the
preparation
of
les chairmen, $2,640.28 or $310 play and deceptive offensive acfrom Columbia Ave. east to the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Th#
and Mrs. Henry Funckee, brotherfinal plans and specificationsfor Ter Beek, all of Holland.
short of quota, of $2,950.50.
tion. There was no question that
end of the street was okayed, and
Attending
the
bridal
couple
in-law
and
sister
of
the
bride,
the
recreation
building.
names
of 33 Ottawa county men
House-to-houseon south side, the Harbor squad was the best
a fifth proposal requesting paving
A report by a special commit- were Miss Ann Marie Thomas, arranged the gifts. Mrs. John O. of 12th St., from Lincoln to Fair- to leave Nov. 17 for induction Into
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Lamb chair- producedhere since 1943 when the
sister of the bride, and Lloyd Ter Hagans cut and served the wedman, $814 or $450 short of quota last of two conference titles was tee consisting of Aldermen Rein
Eleven
banks Ave*., also was okayed the service were Ustcd today by
Visscher as chairman, Raymond Beek, brother of the groom. Bur- ding cake. Mrs. Lloyd Ter Beek
fijof $1,264.68.
tucked away by the Bengals."
ton Thomas of Madison, Wis., and and Mrs. Harold Ter Beek served These two petitionscontained less the Ottawa county draft board
A slight departure In the usual
House-to-houseon north side,
The Harbor offensive is paced Holwerda and John Van Eerden Harold Ter Beek, brothers of the at the punch table and assisted than the customary 50 per cent here.
schedule routine will give Holland
Gary Jalving chairman,$1,366.50 by a big forward wall and execut- and Manager H. C. McCdntock,
of
the
property
owners
as
signers
couple, were ushers. Frank about the rooms. Among the outIncluded in the group are nine fans a chance to see an Improved
or $102 over the quota of $1,264 ed by a rugged backfieldbuilt regardinga study of the InsurThe final petition concerned men from Holland,four from Hope college footballsquad in ac«
Thomas, brother of the bride, lit of-town guests were Mrs. Ray
68..
ance Audit and Inspection Co. rearound all-state halfback Nate
candles at the altar.
Cooley of Glendale, Calif.,Mrs. East 29th It, from Central to Zeeland, two from Hudsonville and tion Friday night at Riverview
New board members elected Clark, now in his fourth year of port of the insurance coverage of theMiss
Shirley
Nonhof,
the Charles Mitchell of Omaha, Neb., Michigan Ave*., and the petition even from Grand Haven.
park against a defensive minded
Wednesday night were Tony Last, varsity competition. Teaming with tht dty, was ordered adopted in
groom’s cousin, played the tradi- and Mrs. Robert Shaw and aon, repfaented only 3 per cent of
Abna outfit.
The
men
will
report
at
the
its
entirety.
The
manager
was
Gary Jalving and Russell Klaasen. Clark in the backfield will be Sid
the assessable frontage. So countional wedding music. Mr. Ter Bobby, also of Omaha.
Game time wifi be at 8 p.m.
Grand Haven Armory at 1:15 p.m.
They were elected for a term of Thomas, another stellarperform- authorized to carry out its proviBeek, father of the groan, sang
For their wedding trip around cil deferred action with an' eye Nov. 17, and leave by bus lor J*
The Abna Kiltie band^vflll com*
three years. Amedditionalmember er, at 'the other halfback slot, with sions, which dealt jsMh property
"O Promise Me” preceding the 'Lake Michigan, Mr*. Ter Beek to the 19M paving program.
wfcth the team and* will maneuver
duction tn Detroit.
will be appointed by the board.
Bob De France at fullbackand insurance, workmen’s compensa- ceremony and "The Lord’s Pray- worq a red faille dress with
Final plans for the widening November selectees, listed by at half time as well as th# Hop*
tion, boiler insurance and automoPersons who have not contribut- Dan Biggs at quarterback.
er” as the couple knelt at the al- matching accessories and a gray and resurfacing of MichiganAve., postal addresses
band.
ed or those who feel they can In
The Tiger line, which played al- bile insurance.
tar.
coat. They will be at home after from 28th to 19th St*., and re*ur
Holland (9) — Andrew Kragt, 74
Winner of Friday’s game wig
crease their gifts are asked to most ferociously on defense to/ A summary of the sixth annual
facing from 19th to 13th Streets
Given in marriageby her father,
East 13th St.; Vaughin Jensen, 134 keep alive hopes of a possible
take such contributionsto the most of the season, is paced by report of the Michigan Municipal the bride wore a blue velvet Nov. 10 at 438 J Howard Ave.
The bride has lived in Holland as submitted by the state highway West 14th St.; Kenneth Vork, route share in MIAA football glory.
Chest headquarters in the Cham- guard Peterson, tackle Byers and Employes’Retirementsystem was
dress
and carried a bouquet of for seven years and was grad- department for the city's approv- 2; Sherwln Hop, route 2; Sidney Both Alma and Hope have won
presentedby City Auditor John
ber of Commerce building.
end Goff.
W. Fonger, who along with Ray white baby mums and carnation?. uated from Holland high school. al, were okayed by the aldermen Lankheet, route 4; Donald Arends, two and lost one in MIAA play,
Holland Coach Dale Shearer, in
Her attendant wore a champagne She has been employed as book- The state department also listed 400 West 21st St.; Kenneth Lem- and the winner will be in posfUon
analyzing his team’s chances Riedsma served as delegate at the faille dress with black velvet keeper at Steketee-Van Huis the low bidder on the job as the men, route 2; Alvin Hecrspink, 424 to gather in the chipa should
Physician to Participate
meeting
Oct. 16 in East Lansing.
against Benton Harbor, expects
trim and carried a bouquet of bur- Printinghouse. Her husband is Nell and A1 Construction Co. of Pine Ave.; Donald Baker, 1819 league-leadingAlbion stumble
In other council business:
the Tigers to "be as tough as
gundy and beige mums.
In State Conference
employed by West Shore Con- Holland at a low bid of $78,806 South Shore Dr.
somewhere along the line.
Aldermen okayed a contract
Grand Rapids Catholic."
The bride’s mother chose a blue struction Co.
26, with the estimated dty share
Zeeland (4) — James Kroll, 25
The contest also will feature i
with
the
Kirkhof
Electric
Co.
for
Dr. Otto van der Velde, director
Shearer points out that the
of the cost at $15,845.Council api State St.; Harold Timmer, route battle between last year’s co*
of Holland’s Community Blood Dutchmen reached a peak early $24,000 for wiring at the James De
proved the low bid.
3; Carl Rietman, route 2; Erwin champions of the MIAA. Th*
bank, has been invited to take in the season in defeating Muske- Young power plant.
Miss Marilyn Brouwer
City Finally Finiikes
A piece of property on the south Poest, 131 Centennial St.
Dutch and Scots shared the crow*
Council accepted an invitation
part in a Blood Procurementcon- gon Heights, and since then have
side of East Ninth St., adjacent to
Hudsonville (2) — Nelson Schut last year.
from
the
Woman's
Hospital
AuxFeted
at
Two
Showers
Piece
of
Old
Btuinesi
ference Friday at Kellogg Center been an up-and-down ball club,
the west line of the Western and John Ossewaarde,both route
Hop# will enter the contest pos«
iliary to attend an open house at
at Michigan State college,East playing sporadically.
Foundry
Co. property, wa* ordersibly without the services of act
Miss Marilyn Brouwer who Is
Holland hospitalon Nov. 11.
A long-pending piece of business
Lansing. The conference is being
“If we can put together four
ed purcha*ed by the city at an
Grand Haven (7)— Robert Lyttle, fullback John Hamilton, who hai
conducted by the State Health good quarters Friday night," Regular monthly reports pre- to become the bride of Vernon with the Public Housing Adminis- offered price of $4,500.This prop- Herman Rycenga, Stuart Vollmer,
been limping around all week and
sented for October included the Rouwhorst in November was tration finally was was cleared up
department.
Shearer comments, "we can give
erty, formerly occupied by the late Robert Urbanik, George Olthof, may be entirely on the shelf this
building
inspector’s,
listing
59
apDr. van der Velde, leader In the Benton Harbor a real ball game."
guest of honor at a surprise show- at Wednesday’s session of Com- George Steggerda, would be nec- Eugene Yedinak, Chester Stolarz. week. Coach A1 Vanderbush explasma salvage program in Mich- He explained that against the plication for buildingpermits, sev- er Tuesday at the home of Mrs. mon Council
essary for a street connection beSpring Lake (2) — Harold Van pects Hamilton to be in uniform
igan, will participatein two sym Heights was the last time Holland en heating permits and two sign Albert Brouwer,route 2.
The business regarded a housing tween Ninth and 10th Sts., to pro- Raalte, Hubert Rosema.
but is doubtful about how muck
permits;
the
fire
inspector’s,
listposiums during the day. The has played a complete game of
The bride-elect received many unit on the old tannery lot dur- vide an outlet for Ninth St. to Coopersville(3) - Robert Short, he will be able to play.
morning symposium will cover consistentlygood football. "We had ing 90 inspections and six warn- gifts "sailed in” on a blue and ing just after the war, and spec- Fairbanks Ave. The lot has a Warner Cheyne, Duane Hudson.
"Experience of ParticipatingBlood two good quarters against Catho- ings; the health inspector’s,out- white sailboat. Games were played ifically an item titled, “Payment frontage of 66 feet on Ninth St.,
Jenison (2) — Donald Wlerenga,
Seattle Siklcel Feted
Banks Affiliatedwith the Plasma lic, none against Dowagiac, one lining his activities and listing and duplicate prizes were award- in Lieu of Taxes."
and a depth of 166.89 feet, and Arthur Feenstra.
contagious diseasesincludingthree
Salvage Program,” and the after- against St. Joe and about 1%
ed. A bride’s book was made by
Others
(4)
Ronald
Eden,
contains
a
30
by
60-foot
cement
Accordingto agreement beAt Surprise Shower
noon symposium will be related to against Petoskey," Shearer ex- whooping cough, one German the guests after which a twotween the city and PHA, Holland block building, which the dty Marne; Dan Ludlow, Muskegon;
measles
and
two
chicken pox.
A surprise bridal shower hondonor recruitment
plained.
course lunch was served by sisters will pay $243.61 to Ottawa county plana to rent.
James Meekhof,Byron Center;
Council deferredaction on an
oring Scottie Sikkel was give*
At an evening banquet, Dr. L.
The Dutchmen will not be at full application for license to operate of the honored guest.
Gerald
Cnossen,
Grandville.
and $582.17 to the Holland school
Wednesday evening by Mrs. WilK. Diamond of the Harvard Medi- strength to test the Tigers. Most
Those present were the Mes- district to clear up the matter.
a
restaurant
known
as
the
East
liam Sikkel, Jr., and Miss Toni
cal school will be guest speaker. senous loss has been at tackle,
dames Bill Ter Haar, Howard Aldermen gratefully granted
Speeder Pays $32 Fine
Sikkel. The party was held at the
His subject will be 'The Clinical where both Ward Pippel with a End Cafe by Carl L. Winstrom, Dorgelo,Fred Dorgelo, Jr., Bill such permission.
Fennville
Girl
and granted a license to conWilliam Sikkel, Sr., home at 63
Use of Blood and Blood Products
shoulder separation and Dave struct sidewalks to Gordon Streur. Dorgelo,William Vander Linde,
In Municipal Court
West 17th St.
Rogers with at^ankle injury def-i The mayor was instructed to John Brouwer, Peter Wolters,
Gaines were played and dupliBernard Wolters, Gerrit Groene- Sentinel Election Extra
Paying fines during the past
initely are out of action. Shearer
Election Workers Gather
appoint a committee to study the
few days in Municipal Court were cate prizes awarded. A two-course
and Coach Ned Stuits are working regular audit report for the per- woud, R Brouwer, George Roberts, Put Out Wednesday
Tony Slagh, John RouwhorstHenIrvin Diekema, 20, of 209 East lunch was served by the hostesses.
In Hotel for Results
with Roger Kolean, Roger Israels
iod ended June 30, 1952, accordALLEGAN (Special) - Peart Ninth St., speeding, $32; Normal Invited were the Mesdames A!
ry Elzinga, John Vanden Brink, The Holland Sentinel put out its
and Paul Dozeman to fill this spot,
On election evening a large with Kolean likely to get the call ing to past custom.
Alma Diekema, Carlton Brouwer, first election extra in several Machinkowski,34, route 1, Fenn- J. Castsel, 36, Muskegon, failure Hulsebos, Gus Deising, John De
crowd of election workers and 00 offense,with Israels and DozeAlbert Brouwer, and the Misses years Nov. 5, announcingEis- ville, who had been brooding since to keep an assured clear distance, Ridder , Julius Kempker, Bert
friends gathered in the Centennial man called on for defense.
Revu Slagh, Ella Wolters and the enhower’svictory,the passage of her face was disfiguredin an auto $12; Margaret Haviland, 711 Jeni- Koenes, Vernon Nienhuis, Ir*
Missionary Meet Held
Van Dussen, Henry Van Den
room of the Warm Friend Tavern Other injuries throughout the
honored guests. Others invited the municipal recreation building, accident three months ago, shot son Ave., speeding, ^20.
to follow election results by tele- squad are less serious and most At Maplewood Church
were the Mesdames Gerald Dor- and a completeelectiontable for herself in the head with a 32 cali- William Fortney, 18, of 49 East Berg, Ed Van Dyke, Ray Vande
ber revolver early Wednesday 18th St., speeding, $12; Sidney Vusse, James Siegers,Walter Mil*
vision, radio and telephone.It was likely won’t eliminate any player
Maplewood Reformed church elo„ Norman Dorgelo, E. K. Van- Ottawa county.
a happy occasion as heavy Repub- from at least part-time service.
Women's Mission society held a der Linde, Ed Vanderlinde, Jr.,
The latter was made possible and died three hours later in Barrett, Borden, III, no operators ewskl, Lawrence Sackett, Elmer
lican majorities began to pour in
license, $5; Jack Taylor, 25, Zeel- an Djke, Herman Vander Maat,
The offensive lineup likely to monthly missionary meeting Tues- Jack Vanderlirtde,Kenneth Brou- through efficient operations of the Douglas Community hospital.
The attractive girl had been and, speeding, $5; Jim Booms tra, John Van Huis, Martin DeBoer,
from all parts of the country.
start for the Dutchmen will in- day evening in the church par- wer, Bob Greening, Conrad Slagh voting machines which the Board
Mving with her mother, Mrs. An- Zeeland, parking, $2.
W. A. Sikkel, Harold Costing,
Kenneth E. Scripsma, campaign clude Dave Bos and Ron Boeve at lors. Devotions were led by Mrs. and Charles Vork.
of Supervisors purchased for the
coordinator for the Republican ends, Ken Lubbers at the other D. Thomas.
Miss Brower also was honored county during The October ses- tonio Machinkowski,and her half
Eunice Dekker, route 4, park- Jack Gainey, A1 Kolenda, William
Speaker of the evening was at a miscellaneous shower on Oct. sion Had the county used the bal- sister, Lorraine Kowalski. The lat- ing, $1; Mrs. Clare B. Frank, 235 S. Sikkel, Sr., Manley Beyer,
county committee, handled tele- tackle, Jerry Victor and Ed Raak
phone results of the local and at guards and Blaine Timmer and Mrs. Harvey Cals beek. Mrs. Cals- 27 given by Mrs. Albert Brouwer. lot fystem, it would have taken ter found her etill alive tar a tool West 35th St., parking, $1; James Winnie Wlerenga. Ed Bolles,
county election, and passed the re- Laveme Hoeksema sharing center beek and her husband worked at Balloon* with note* inside direct- perhaps to 7 am. to tabulate the shed attached to the bare on Brower, 208 West 14th St, park- Grace Rinck, Peter Sikkel, MelMescalero, N. M., during the sum- ed her to hiding places of her
the farm.
sults to the group during television duties.
ing, $1; toaVerne Kane, 161 West vin Victor, Paul Essenburg, Wilvots.
mer.
Slides were shown of their gifts. Gaines were played and *
A note indicated Miss Machin- 20th St., parking, $1; E. M. Cran- liam Van Bragt, John Tieseng*
and radio station breaks.
In the backfield will be Terry
After the newsroom crowd kept
kowski was brooding about a scar dall, 11 West Eighth St., parking, and Ralph Houston and Misse*’
Refreshments were served to Bums , at quarterback, Jack work there among the Indians. two-course lunch was served.
an all-nightvigil and the comIn the election of officers, hfrs.
Invited were the Mesdame* posing room employes turned out resulting from th* accident The $1; J. Hempel, Holland, parktog, Ruth Kufken and Ruby Weighmore than 100 persons attending Kempker and Carl Visscher at
body was taken to Chappd fun- $L
the gathering. Mrs. O. Steggerda halfbacks despite bruises left over James Baar was re-electedpresi- Henry Tenckinck, Sr., Henry
mink.
in the wee hours to set type and
of Hudsonville and Mrs. Riemer from the Petoskey game, and John dent; Mrs. M. Oetman was named Kiripen, John Brouwer-, John make up the pages, the eight-page eral home to Fennville.
1st vice president; Mrs. B. Vahde Rouwhorst,Clara Madderom, Dick
Van Till of Holland poured. Mr. Fendt at fullback.
election extra was ready for the
Assessed Coart Fine
26 Crowded Into County
Bunte, second vice president; Mrs. Arens, Marjorie Bell, Russell
and Mrs. Henry Maentz and Mr.
Shearer was pleased with the
Holland Townfhip Vtte
streets about 5:30 am.
Holland Meat Go., route I, Ted
E.
Neuman,
secretary;
Mrs.
E.
Raak, George Veldheer, Ralph Beside* the biggest type The
and Mrs. Carl C. Andreasengreet- performance of his squad in the
Jail (or AU-Time Record
E verse, manager, was assessed
ed the guests. G. J. Tillema serv- k*t half against Petoskey, and Tanis, assistantsecretary; Mrs. J. Brouwer, Chet Foss, Mart Nien- Sentinel can boast, the issue con- Rato £6*9 Per Cent
ed as messenger bringing election hopes that the blocking win con- Sale, treasurer, re-elected; Mrs. hujs, Lubert Hop, Jake Bakker, tained three pages of EisenhowGRAND HAVEN (Special)— $50 fine and $3.90 coats to MuniA total at 3,27$ votes were east Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeekre- cipal Court Wednesday aftenxxm
J. -Nyhuis, assistant treasurer,re- Henry Vander Wal, Justin Wareturns from The Sentineloffice'lo tinue to be crisp. '
er’s lift in pictures.
in Holland township’s five pre- port* this morning that the coun- on a charg* of ’’manufacturing
beke, Henry Tenckinck, Jr., Julius
the hotel.
The game Friday night Is slated
and selling, liver sausage which
After the election Miss Sharon De Haan, Peter Siersma, Claude
cincts Tuesday, a record of 86.9
ty jail has an all-timenumber of
to get underway at 8 p.m. at FilRyzema played two accordion Tenckinck G. Tenckinck, Clarence Holland Chapter, OES,
per cent of the total registrationprisoners during his administra- was adulterated by hair." Arrest
strup field. The Dutch will be solos. The meeting was closed
Fmtport Trio Fined
was by th# city health department
of 3,775 voters, according to fig- tion.
Brouwer, Dan Dekker, Henry
cheered on by a vanguardof about with prayer.
and state department of agriculGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ures submitted by Township Clerk
Elzinga, John Vanden Brink, Has Regular Meeting
Twenty-six prisonersare conture bureau of marketing and
Raymond Vaughn, 20, Charles 400 high school students— including Hostesses were Mrs. F. Schuite- Alma Diekema, Carlton Brouwer,
Walter Vander Haar today.
fined, nine of whan are awaiting
Holland chapter, No. 429, OES,
Classman, 17, and Harold Wither- two bands— who will make the trip roa, Mrs. W. Smith, Mrs. R. Ry- Charles Stegenga,Harry Schutt,
The vote Is broken down into appearance in circuit and five beby
the special football frain.
held
a
regular
meeting
Tuesday
ell, 20, all of route 1, Fruitport,
zenga and Mre. E. Straatsma.
precincts as follows
Charles Brouwer,Peter Baumann,
ing held for the immigrationdeFinal game of the season is next
night in the Masonic hall with
appearedbefore Justice George V.
Precinct No. 1—1,181 voles cast partment who have come from
Adrian Baumann, Dick Brouwer,
Retired Minuter Dies
week
at
home
against
Grand
Mrs.
Jud
HoW,
worthy
matron,
Hoffer Wednesday afternoor on a
or 84.4 per cent of registered vote Mexico and overstayed their visas.
William Brouwer and Jim BrouwTanker Maine Returns
Haven.
, Thr Rev. Gerrit J. Vande
conducting
her
first
meeting.
charge of stealing a blanket and
of 1,380.
er.
The latters were brought to retired Christian ~
The tanker Maine made a quick
Plans were made for a card Precinct No. S-415 votes cast
flashlight from a car belonging to
Grand Haven Tuesday night and minister, died 1Ui
return trip to Holland harbor
party on Nov. 18 in the chapter or 84.4 per cant of 492 registered.
Gerald Pellegrom, which was Rollaway Bed Missings
are expected to be transferred to home. 486 College A\
Wednesday,
with 36,000 barrel* of Rnhbish Fire Reported
room*. Reports were mad# by
parked on Beech Tree St Oct
Precinct No. 3-818 votes^castor Detroit jail
A rollaway bed was reported gasoline for the Texas company. A rubbish fire outside the Sligh Mrs.
a four months’ tone
Louis
Hieftje
and
Mrs.
Hohl
29. Each pleaded guilty and are missing from the recently burned
9L5 per cent of 894 registered.
The jail which has the capacity years old. Vande i
The Maine wa* here on Monday Furniture Co. on East 11th St. on the grad chapter sessionslast
attempting to pay the $25 fine im- Schwnack home on 16th St. PoPradnet No. 4-630 votes cast or for 32 ip fully equipped to handle in 1948 after
then returned Wednesday. She called out Holland firemen on a month in Grand Rapids.
posed, plus $6.55 costs, in each lice listed time of^ the apparent
87.8 per cent of 604 registered.
about 20 prisoners.Meals are be- Overiael
was due to leave the harbor to- still alarm at 8:10 pm. WednesThe meeting was atyumsd I Precinct No. 3-396 votes cast or ing served in two shifts to procase.
theft at
day. No damage was nported.
l«U par eant
vtte an ample supply of dtohe*.
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CoDegians Score

Two Persons Killed

16

In

in

Last Period

To Defeat Hornets
KALAMAZOO

ALLEGAN

in the fourth

quarter, Hope college kept

MIAA

its

ed

if

zoo college outfit 30-14 before an
estimated 2,500 fans at Angel]

field. ....

and 20
Saturday night when
a speeding car missed a sharp
curve and crasjiedinto a tree on
the Pullman road, five miles

f\

southwest of Allegan.

of-

Killed were: Barbara Miller,18,

fense in the tooth-and-nailstrug. gle that finally ended in a rout,
the defensive platoons of both
squads came in for their share of
laurels as both the Dutch and
Hoi nets found paydirt difficult to
reach.
'

who had m&de
her home with an aunt, Mrs. J. T.

of Winchester, Ky.,
<:

4“

L

Black, of Pullman, for the last
two months.
John D. Johnson, 24, of Kalamazoo, father of two young children.
Badly hurt was Richard Thrash,-

in

Jack Kempker (left) etarta off on hit 43-yard

19, route 1, Allegan. He suffered
two broken legs, but his condition
was described as “gdod” at Allelan Health
>
Deputy Roy Priest, who investigated,said Thrash was the driver. The car was completelydemolished when it struck a treq

nets edged the Dutch on first
down 17-13, on yards rushing 323-

Center.

294 and on yards passing 46-38.
As one Hope partisan expressed
it, “They pushed us all over in
the middle of the field. But we
got into the end zones.”
In fact, two Hope touchdowns
were called back because of penalHeavyweight boxing champion Rocky Marciano
may not appear to be too large physically, but he
sure puta away a huge breakfast.Breakfast
Monday morning at the P. T. Cheff home for
Marciano consisted of orange Juice, fruit, toast,
bacon, 3 two-minute eggs, lamb chops, waffles and
milk. Above, (left to right) are E. H. Moss,

Manager AI Weill, Edgar Laadwehr, Marciano,
Cheff, and Lester Malitz. Weill is
Is holding Marciano'sright arm which helped to dethrone Jersey
Joe Walcott. Marciano wears the championship
belt symbolic of the heavyweight’ crown. He
spent Monday in Holland as guest of the Holland
Furnace Co.
(Sentinel photo)

Boxing King Marciano

different

It

waa

Bangor Buries

fumbles deep in Hope’s backyard.
The defensive platoon came in for
Fennville
honors here, stopping Hornet
drives on the 12-yard line, one
FENNVILE (Special)’—An inyard line and 20-yard stripe.
Quiet, sensible Rocky Marci- neck and elbow and wrist alttenap
I Late in the period, the Hor- ano destroys all myths about what at the same time, relaying the jury riddled Fennvile high school
football team took it on the chin
. nets started to move after receiv
a championshipboxer is supposed power from his muscular underat Bangor Friday night when
ing a Dutch punt on their own I to be.
pinnings into his gloved fist.
Bangor staged what seemed like
IBS, and then drove 62 yards
Legend has it that there are
And you know that old yarn an endlesg touchdown parade to
score on the sixth play of the four types of ring champions,
about squeezing a small leather
second period. Key played in the One is the obviously stupid and ball to develop arm muscles? win by a lopsided 61-0 score.
The Blackhawks were playing
drive was a 35-yard split-Tlateral punchy fighter who must look to
Well, it worked for Marbiano.He
ron with Phill Dillman carrying his manager to speak for him. confessed that he used to take without the services of three of
thrmigh the line, then lateraling Another is the big, brawny and the little rubber ball to bed with their stalwarts— fullback John
Parks, tackle Norm Sanford and
tSu?.- V_.,„°irn„.„r ga'n- bragging type of boxer who is im- him.
quarterbackLarry Morse. Parks
Dillman sneaked over from
pressed with his own prowess.
Jersey Joe Walcott, lately de- is out. for the season with a leg
one for the touchdown and Bob
The third type is the sullen kill- posed heavy-weight king, was the
Vander Veen kicked the extra
injury, Sanford has an ailing
er type, on the order of Jack toughest fight he ever had. Marpoint
shoulder and Morse suffered a

Seems Unlike Champion

to

•

Blocked Punt

Provides Margin

and John, three-months-old.Funeral services were held from the
Nyberg funeral home Wednesday
at 2 p.m. with burial in Lindsley
cemetery.

'

$2,500

13-0.

.

.

(Sentinel photo)
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Holland fumbled a total of sev
^•Kalamazoohas a fine bal
en times in Saturday night's club,” Coach AI Vanderbush comgame against Petoskey and the mented. "I don’t know how much
locals recovered just one of those
their injuries hurt them, but H'l
seven times. Petoskey also had the best Kalamazoo team we’va
a case of loose fingers as the played.”
Northmen fumbled five times and
But Vanderbush wasn’t sur
were able to recover just one of prised that the Hope team played
those five.

During the fourth quarter,play
was stopped when an ambulance
drove across the field and parked
in front of th? dressingroom engrid team.
End Dave Bos was the hero for trance. Ward Pippel, Holland
the Dutch as he rushed in and tackle who was carried Off the
blocked Dick Sellers’punt in the field on a stretcher a while bePetoskey end zone and fell on fore, was taken to Holland hos-

Causes

Damage

s

Grandstanding...

after hiissingthe curve near
Schemerhom lake. The party was In Last
going to Allegan.
Miss Miller is. survived by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Miller of Winchester, Ky., a brother and two sisters. The body was
A two-point safety in the wantaken to Kentucky for burial.
Johnson, a native of Jonesboro, ing minutes of the fourth quarter
Ark., is the son of Mr. and Mrs. at Rivervlewpark Saturday night
John Johnson, of Kalamazoo. Five gave Holland high school's footsistersand two brothers also surball team a hair-breadth14-13
vive, as wbll as his wife, Virginia,
and two sons, Mark, 22 months, victory over a scrappy Petoskey

Home

_ _

...........

the ball for two valuable points.
The victory assures Holland of
a winning season. The locals
now have won five, lost one and
Fire
tied one. Benton Harbor is next on
the schedule for Holland followed
by Grand Haven.
of
Holland had to fight uphill all
the way for the victory against
Damage of $2,500 was estimated the stubborn Northmen. A had
after fire of unknown origin hit case of fumbleitis in the first
the home of George F. Schumack, quarter on Holland’s part Jed- to
195 East 16th St., at about 6 p.m. two Petoskey scores and made
Sunday.
the score
,
The fire apparentlystarted in
fractured finger on the second
But the Dutch narrowed the
the closet of a first floor bedroom, count to 13-6 at halftime, scored
play of the game. He will be out
and the flames gutted the bed- again in the third quarter, and
for the rest of the season.
room and rose to the attic at the capped it with the safety tyeU
Fennville made a ball game of

•

DTps7’
^°^
, ,

Team

Holland’# flrat

'

Period

ties.

The score was tied 7-7 at the
half and 14-14 ai the third quarter. Then the Dutch put together
a 66-yard sustained drive, a field
goal and a touchdown run on an
intercepted pass to whip the Hor^ nets in the final period.
. The first period was scoreless
and played mostly in Hope terri
tory as the Dutchmen found
themselevfes In hot water after

touchdown run in tho second quarter agalnet
Petoekey Saturday night

1

•core of tho gamo that tha Dutch finally won in
tha fourth quarter,14-1S. A two-pointaafety in tho
laet period gavo tha loeala the margin of victory.

*

everything but points as the Hor-

Kazoo recovered three

traffic fatalities No. 19

to; their list

alive here Saturday night by
stunning a highly-toutedKalama-

Kalamazoo outscoredHope

(Special)— Allegan

county's sheriff’s departmentadd-

football title defense hopes

Although the accent was on

Auto Accident

On Pullman Road

(Special)-Pil-

ing up 16 pointa

1952

6*

well. “I could sense in practice
week that the boys were determined. There was no monkeying around at practice,” Vander
bush said. "Their performance

last

was remarkable in view of

the

bad breaks in the first quarter
but they never quit trying.”

pital for treatment of a dislocated
On the injury list, John Ham
shoulder. It's the same shoulder ilton sat out most of the second
Pippel hurt earlier this season. half because of an old leg ailment
He probably will be out for the John Fisher sprainedan ankle
season, certainly for this week's John Adams and Ken Baumai

game at Benton Haitor. * both came up with sore ankles
Tackle Dave Rogers also was Paul Vander Meer injured hii
hurt in Saturday’s game. He knee, and Ed Stapert was hit lr
sprainedhis ankle and definitely the throat. All were sidelined pari
will be out fpr the Behton Har- of the time, but Vanderbush exbbr gap**.

pects all of them to be able t«
play this Friday against Alma.
Oosch Dale Shearer said his
"We’ll take it easy in practici
team^'didnTlook so good the first this week,” the coach promised
half, bur cpme around in the sec-

ciano said. He attributed this not
The two teams exchangedpunts
only to Walcott’s ring savvy but
bnd half." The Dutch mentor
and Hope found itself with^ ^tlorJ
Dave Kempker was the workalso to the fact that Joe was
counts it lucky that Dave Bos horse of the Dutch, carrying IS
ball on the Kazoo 35. The Dutch
landed on the ball for a safety times for 121 yards. John Hamildrove for paydirt, and quarter- read3 *** dassics’ a la Gene Tua‘ champion, giving him • somewhat
rear of the house, firemen said.
of a natural edge.
midway ’.throughthe fourth quar- ton carried 12 times for 48 yards
back Don York sneaked over from ne^;
, „
along in the fourth period.
it for the first quarter. When the
Chief Andrew Klomparens said
the one yard line, but the Hope Marciano is none of these
While Marciano was talking in whistle sounded it was 7-0 in
Holland received the opening ter.
Frank Talarico12 times for 9(
team was penalized 15 yards.for Stopping in Holland for a short a Sincere, straghtforward * man- Bangor’s favor. However, the roof that the family lost all their kickoff and five plays later the
He explained that the safety yards and Adams seven times foi
clothing
and
the
bedroom
furnian illegal tarnation. Undaunted, visit Monday as guests of the Hoi ner about anything that the inter- caved in during the second quarball squirtedaway from ’ John made It necessaryfor Petoskey 24 yarda For Kazoo, Bob Vai
the Dutch drove back to the one- land Furnace Co. were the new viewers asked him, Weill— in a ter as Bangor scored the amazing ture. Firemen were on the scene Fendt and Roscoe Livingston .xe^ to kick of£ to Holland and the Horn carried 20 times for' 13<
yard line again before giving up champion and his manager AI double breasted blue suit with total of 34 points to lead by a 41- for about two hours. The alarm covered for Petoskey on. the /Hoi* Dutcji, ifere. able to control the yards and Vem Mario 20 times foi
was turned in by neighbors. Firethe ball on
Weill. The latter fits more into a sport shirt— was darting thither
land 30. Seven plays later Pet- ball just that much longer while 66 yards .... Saturday war
0 count at the intermission.
men
said that the Schumacks
Kazoo successfully carried out stereotypeas a manager than and yon taking care of details.
It was just one touchdown were sitting in their living room oskey halfbackAllan Yentz^. fum- a touchdown would have' meant a Dad’s Night at Kalamazoo . . .
to the Hornet 31 when Dillman d008 the Rock as a champion,
He was called to the telephone drive after another for the winHolland kickoff to Petoskey. The The Hope college marching band
bled and Holland recovered.
and did not know of the fire until
tried an optionalplay to the right. The first thing you notice about at least three times for loflg disHowever, on the first play,.Jhf.Nprthnten Just about that time of about 35 members put on t
ners during that point production
after the alarm was sounded.
But Don Howard batted down the Marciano is his size. You say to ance calls, and you heard such
were All steamed up and itchingto halftime show under direction oi
display. Hard-running Bob Lewis
Klomparens said the loss was ball again got away from Fendt get their fingers on the baH.
lateral and recovered the result- yourself, "Is THAT the heavy- partial statementsas "What
and Bob Anoe recoveredon the
Morette Rider .... The garni
led the parade with his long runs, covered by insurance.
ant fumble on the Kazoo 27. Dave weight champion of the world? about TV ... The gate don’t
To give an indication of play was a long one, with the first hall
Holland seven-yard line. On the
Bangor added another 13 points
A
large
crowd
gathered
at
the
Kempker drove in the middle for And it is.
mean nothing ... Get ahold of during the third quarter and tapfirst play Yentz crashed through during the* two halves, Holland taking one hour and 10 minutes
scene to watch firemen work.
two, and then passed to Ken Bau- Marciano is not tall, he is not me in Chicago” and other fight
right
guard and went to the end made just 81 yards rushing in the The game ended about 10:31
ered off with seven in the final
Four still alarms were answerman for a 23-yard gain to the big, he is not heavy. He looks manager talk.
zone. Jim Donnelly’a kick was first half to 157 for Petoskey.
. . . Penalties were ramquarter.
ed
by
firemen
on
Saturday.
One
two-yard line. John Hamilton split more like a baseball player—
Marciano told with details how
However, the tables turned in the pant, with 13 called against Hope
?
As one Bangor school official was a rubbish fire at 14th St. and good and it was
the middle to the one, and Kemp- which he is, incidentally — than a he first got interested in boxing
Holland received the kickoff second half as Holland ran up 110 Vanderbush pointed out the penalkec piled over for the marker, boxer. His muscles are not mas- in Brockton, Mass., when his commented, ‘They never looked HarrisonAve., and two were leaf and five plays later fumbled and yards to less than a net 20 for the
ties indicated that the Duch were
so
good,” For Fennville it was a fires, one on Ninth St., near ColBob Prins kicked the point to tie sive except ki his legs,
uncle took him to the amateur
Doug Piehl recovered for the visitors.
over-anxious ... On one series o<
the score with less than two Marciano talks directlyto peo- fights regularly and how he end- matter of never getting started. lege Ave., and one at 24 west 14th Northmen on Holland’s 48. Six
four Kalamazoo plays, four penThe game was Fennville'sthird St.
minutes to play in the
pje, without any side glances or
ed up with the regular job as
Hope’s victory over Kalamazoo alties were called, with threi
The /ourth call was to River- plays later Dick Spitler raced
Kazoo then drove, to the Hope looks at WeUl as to w'hat to say. glove lace snipper because one loss of the season against three
victories.
view park, where some children around right end from seven on the Hornet’s field Saturday coming on another series . . .
15 on passes and optional runs be- in fact, during a drawn-outinternight he brought some scissors;
Coach Sam Morehead’s crew apparentlycut the rope on the yards out for the score. This time night marked the first time since Chief Hornet threat was quarterfnefl5!2
view session with the champion how he was transferred from his plays at Byron Center next Fri- flagpoleat the football field. Fire- Donnelly’s kick was no good and the war that the Dutch have won back Phil Dillman, who operated
engineer outfit to specialservices day night.
at Kalamazoo, And so Hope keeps the split-T optionalpass-or-rus
men worked about one hour Sat- the score stood at' 13-0.
wem
°f thp
as a fighter in the Army: how he
A beautifulrunback of the kick- pessession of the Wooden Shoe system to perfection. The Hopi
urday afternoon putting the rope
Hope 27 before their drive stalled
used to dream of knocking out
off by Jack Kempker brought the trophy put up in the rivalry be- defense did a great job against it,
back on the pole.
ribwort
a"
Joe
Louis and being boxing chamball to the Holland 49 and set tween the two schools.
however.
first play, Kempker wem through
right ,lme
pion; how he received an extensive
the stage for a sustained drive all
the middle, then wriggled to the
Two Holland Dairies
He appeared at *the
interview tryout with the Chicago Cubs as
the way down to the Petoskey Holland trailed 13-12.
right and streaked down the ride,
faded
argyle a catcher; how he eventually
eight where that old bugaboo— a
lines to the Kazoo 15 for a
fad<
Announce
Merger
Plans
Holland was right back down
trousers hopes to work with kids and athfumble— again halted the Dutch. there knocking at the door again
of 58 yards. On the next plav,
u!blue'Sray
in
ffateler
Prize
and
a
matching
sweater.
Under
letes, both in boxing and in basePlans to merge Consumers A sort time later Bos pounced in the fourth quarter when VisFrank Talarico took a pitchout
and skirted left end for the re- the cardigan was another sweat ball how he achieved his reputaNOV YORK - Dirk U. Stikker, Dairy, owned and operated by An- on a Yentz fumble to give Holland rcher fumbled and Petoskey remaining 15 yards and the touch- er, this one a sweat-shirttype tion as a fighter back in Brock- Netherlandsambassador to the drew Helder and Arnold Hoek, and the ball on the Petoskey 49. Carl covered on ita own one-yard line.
down. Prins again kicked the garment that looked like it had ton when he knocked out a pur- Court of St. James, and former the Maple Grove Dairy, owned by VLsscher moved it to the 43. On
Three plays carried it out to
been worn for quite some time.
ported tough guy with one blow ministerof foreign affairs, has Gerald Mannes, were announced the next play Kempker raced
point and Hope led 14-7.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) the eight, but the Northmen had
An exchange of punts after the Marciano explained to the news- at the age of 14; and how he been awarded the Wateler Peace Friday.
around right end and behind some
kick. That’gwhen Bos raced in, Mrs. Winnie Hassevoort, 54, routi
ensuing kickoff gave Kazoo the men and visitors Monday that his hopes to continue in boxing for a Prize for “his untiring efforts in
The merger move, which be- nifty blocking went all the way to blocked it and accounted for the 1, Zeeland received a possibli
ball on its own 23. Two plays in power in his punch comes from his while yet.
skull fracture in a two-car crash
developing peaceful co-operation came effective Saturday, Nov. 1, score. Kempker’s kick was no precious safety,
the line netted yards, and then thigh, of all places. The power
Asked how often he would fight between nations by promoting in- will enable the two dairies to "re- good and the half ended a short
at 2:15 p.m. Sunday in Olivi
After
the
kick,
Holland
was
Van Horn took a pitchoutapd culminatesin a knockout punch as champion, Marciano jerked a ternationalorganization."
duce certain fixed and overhead time later with the count stand- held for three plays and forced to township at the intersection o!
picked up good blockingaround when he uncoils from his regular thumb at manager Weill, busily- The Walel^r prize was establish- costs and effect more efficient and ing at 13-6.
punt The boot went out of bounds 136th Ave. and Stanton St. Her
right end to race 68 yards for the crouchingfighting stance into a engaged on the telephone.
ed bv the late J. G. D. Wateler, economical planning of routes," Holland held the visitors for the on the Petoskey 17. On the third condition was described as good
Hornets' second touchdown. Van* taut, tightly wound spring that
Whenever he says,” said the who before his death in 1927 was the owners said.
first series of downs in the third
play Ken Clark caught a pass Monday in Municipal hospital.
der Veen again kicked thru and has Just been released. In other champ.
a director of the Oranje-Nassau The new firm will be termed quarter and forced a punt that from Jim Bigelow and lateraled She was one of four persons inthe count was knotted 14-14. words, his knees, hips, shoulder, And that’s boxing.
Hypotheek bank at The Hague. He Maple Grove Dairy, Incorporated. went just 20 yards to the Petoskey to Yentz as he was being tackled jured in the crash involving care
The Dutchmen took the next
willed his estate to the Nether- The business will continue to oper- 40. Then the Dutch began to roll on the Petoskey 17. Yentz raced driven by Bernard Conjer, 19,
kickoff and plunged 66 yards on
all Hornets chances to score
lands Camegie Foundation on con- ate the present retail .milk store as Kempker, Visscher, Terry down the north sidelines all the route 4, Holland, and -Carl E.
12 plays to score. A 22-yard run
dition that its income be used for and dairy bar, as well as its re- Bums and Paul Mack started to way to the Hdfland 30 before he Johnson,30, Whitehall. Johnson
again.
by Talarico and 26-yard jaunt by
an annual peace prize to be award- tail and wholesale delivery routes. bite off yardage in big chunks.
was tackled by Mack who was received back and side injuries,
Kempker featured the drive which The win gives Hope a 2-1 marx
Plant operations will continue at
The Dutch moved all the way the last Holland man In his path. Conjer cuts on the head, and Ella
ed to the person who had b cst
was capped early in the fourth in conferenceplay, and leaves Admitted to Holland hospital
served the cause of peace or con- the Michigan Ave. and 28th St., down to the Petoskey 11-yard
The fired up Northmen kept Hassevoort, 22, route 1, Zeeland,
period as Kempker plunged over
the Dutch mathematicallyin the Monday were Mrs. Arthur Knoll, tributed toward finding a way to location. The present Consumers line. On the next play Burns
punchingaway and movpd it down received lacerations on the face
left guard from the one for the
Dairy building on 27th St., and pitched out wide to Kempker who
running for the MIAA crown with 1009 Butternut Dr.; Mrs. Henry combat war.
to the Holland 12 before Spitler and leg. The three were disthird Dutch score. Prins’ kick was
certain excess equipment is ex- went all the way to score.
games against Alma and Adrian
The
yearly
prize
is
awarded
alPostma, 28 West 15th St.; Michael
fumbled
and the ball went into the charged after hospital treatment.
blocked by Jack Doyle and Hope
pected to be sold.
coming up. Kazoo dropped out of
Again the kick was no good And end zone and Holland recovered
Mrs. Hassevoort, a passenger in
ternately to a Netherlander and to
led 20-14.
the league race with a present Ackerburg, route 1; Clinton Alyea, a citizenof a country other than
the Conjer car, was to undergo
for a touchbapk. The Dutch took
The Hornets again began to record of one win, two losses.
Holland; Mrs. Albert Schuitema, Holland. It amounts to about 55,500
over on theft own 20 and stalled it x-rays today. Both cars were dammove after taking the kickoff Hope meets Alma at home on 253 West 15th St.
today.
aged to the extent of $250. Stats
out.
and were on the Hope 29 before Friday night.
- Discharged Monday were Mrs.
police are investigating.
Dr. Stikker has been active for
Jim Van Hoeven pounced on a
For
Holland
H
was
the
line
play
Statistics:
Eva Stroh, 340 Maple Ave.; Miss a number of years. He founded the
fumble to end this threat. The
by Ed Raak, and Bos that repeatK Nancy Freestone,236 West 20th NetherlandsLabor Foundation in
Dutchmen failed to gain and kick- First Downs
edly stopped the tricky Petoskey 'Balloon Race’ Entry
13
17 St.; Mrs. Edward Zuidema and 1945, the Party of Freedom, later
ed out to the Kazoo 18, where Total Yardage
offense. Kempker’s running was
322 369 baby, 609 Gordon St.; Mrs. Donald known as the People's Party for
Dillman fumbled on the first play Yards Rushing
Dr. and Mrs. William Winter must be God’s will and not our the key offensive gun for the Found by Zeeland Girl
294 323 Grotenhuis and baby, 113 West Freedom and Democracy (Conserand Don Piersma recoveredfor Yards Passing
were
hosts to some 80 members little wills that shall be done," Dutch.
An eighth grade student at Zee38 46 29th St.; Mrs. Matt Numikoski and vative) in 1946. He was named
Hope on the Kazoo 16.
Holland wijl travel to Benton land Christian may enable a cripof the Century club in their home the speaker said.
Passes Attempted
baby,
252
West
10th
St.;
Mrs.
John
minister
of
foreign
affairs
in
1948
Kempker passed to York for Passes
on State St. Monday evening. Mrs.
Secondly,Mrs. Olert said the Harbor for its game this Friday. pled child to Illinois to win a "bal5
Bouwman and baby, East Sauga- and in 1950 was appointed Nethttine yards, and then plunged for
Statistics:
Randall Bosch, president, Intro- church must become a teaching
Intercepted
loon race.”
tuck; Mrs. Gerald Batema and erlands representativeat the Counthree to the Hornet four. On the
duced Jeanie and Richard Zeid- church, and must pass on its great
P Gladys Steal, 13, was hunting
Fumbles
4
baby,
713
Lincoln
Ave.;
Mrs.
Charfourth play, John Adams crashed
--------- - 1 12
6 with her brother, Sidney, .16, on
85 75 les Ter Horst and baby, 190 East cil Organization for European ler, who delighted the audience wealth of Christian education First Downs
Economic Cooperation and serv- with their rare musical talent.
over from the one, but Hope re- Number of
190 179 Saturday when ihe found part of
The
third area must be in the Yards rushing
3
38th St.; Mrs. Mabel Huntley, 17 ed that group as chairman from
ceived a five-yard penalty for
Richard played the first move- field of evangelism. There must be Pass attempts ••••«••••••••••••#
26 29 West 10th St.
a balloon with a card attached.
backfield in motion nullifyingthe
1950-52.He was appointed to his ment of Weber’s “First Concerto” a red-blooded type, of evangelism Completed
Hop©
>••••••••••••••••<
The qard said the balloon was enHospital births Monday included present post in 1952.
•core. Anothed five-yard sentence
as a clarinet solo with his sister carried forth hi the Christian Yards Pass ....
tered in a race on Sept. 14 by
Ends— Bauman, Bos, Brannock, a son born to Mrs. and Mrs.
•••••••••••
followedfor delaying the game, Vander Meer.
as accompanist.Jeanie played church if.it survives today's world. Tumbles
Karen Overhue, a child receiving
Kelly
Farhat,
40
West
iGth
St.;
a
and then Prim came in to boot a
Mendelssohn’s “Violin Concerto" Lastly, she said, the church must Recovered ...... ••••••••••••••
Tackles- Beekman, J. Van
care from the Lutheran Child
12-yard field goal from almost Hoeven, HoUander, D. Van Hoe- *>n, Kevin Charles, born to Mr. Funeral Services Set
with Richard at the piano. They be the church it was meant to be. Yds. penalized
Welfare association,a home tor
and
Mrs.
Allen
Shaw,
92
West
•traight out to give the Dutch a
For MahlonV. Odell
closed the musical portion of the Here she deplored the church’s
ven, Heydorn, Ter Avest.
crippled children,at Eddison, HI
10th St.; a daughter, Jajiice Lynn,
comfortable 23-14 margin with
program by dedicating D’Harde- timidityin leading the way on the
Guards — Vander Toll, Prins,
The finder is asked ^to return the
five minutes left to play.
bom
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernard
Hallowe'en
Party
Held
ALLEGAN (Special)*- Mahlon lot’s "Because,” sung by Richard, question of race prejudiceand
Fisher, Howard.
balloon to Eddison, located 20
After the next kickoff, the HorKeen, 830 Pine Ave,; a daughter, V.1 Odell, 87, died here Saturday to Dr. and Mrs. A. Leenhouts in segregation.
Centers— Newton, Stapert. _
miles west of Chicago, with inforAt
Kruithof
Residence
nets were stalled and lined up in
Mrs. Olert concludedher chalBacks— York, Talarico, Adams, Sara Ann, bom to Dr. and Mrs. at the home of his sister.Miss honor of their 60th wedding anmation aa to where and when it
punt formationon their own 32
Mrs. Harvey Kruithof entertain was found.
lenging address by saying that
Hamilton,Piersma, Kempker, De Frank Wassenaar, 216 East Down Flora Odell. Funeral serviceswere niversary.
on fourth down. But Dillman Young, Ypma, Nienhuis.
Ing, Alma
held Tuesday at 1:30 pm from
The charming Mrs. ‘ Frederick the hope of the future lies in peo- ed Friday evening at a HallowGladys and her brother were
elected to pass, and Knebacker
the Gorden funeral residence with Olert of Richmond, Va., gave the ple who have integrity and dare e’en party at her home on route 2.. hunting two miles south and six
Kalamazoo
Hoeven intercepted on
burial in Oakwood cemetery,
address of the evening entitled to step out in Christ’s name and She was assistedbj^ Mrs. Gary De miles east of Zeeland. They are
Ends— Neeser, Strieker,Stefoff, Marriage Licensee
the 35 and raced across the douSurvivors include the wife, Nora “The Church in the World Today." lead the world of today.
Jonge.
Harris, Issacson
children of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Ottawa County
ble stripe to score standing up.
Games were played and refresh- Staal, Jr., of route 3, Zeeland,
Guests were served by the soTackies-Hartung, Grossnickle, Jay Simpson, 19, route 1, Zeel- two brothers, Arthur of Trow- The audienfce was impressed by
Prins kick was good and the final
Hewlett, Bowen, Baumgartner and, and Ruth Neitring,17, Grand bridge township and Erneat of her sincerity and her grave con- cial committee composed of -Dr. ments served in the recreation near Drenthe.
•core stood 30-14.
Holt, Mich.; two sisters, Flora and cern for today's church.
Stuit, Greene.
and Mrs. J. Harvey Klelnheksel, room, decoratedto tne Hallowe’en
Haven; Melvin Behm, 18, and Ed- Mrs. Nina Rovault, of San AnNot content to take defeat, the
*
“'Hie church is on trial today. Mrs. J. E. Telling,Henry Winter,
Guards— Gilman, Grady, Baker. ith Smith, 19, both of route 1,
its struck back and carried
Those present were Donna and
Centers— Doyle, Copeland, Pat- West Olive; Ernest G. Race, 24, tonio, Tex., and several nieces and It is definitelyat the crossroads. Mrs. C. J. Hand, Mr. and Mrs. G.
their own 34 to the Hope terson.
.
If the Christian church is to sur- J. Bosch, the Rev. and Mrs. Paul Beverly De Jonge, Marcia Derks,
Saugatuck, and Ruth Dorgelo, 17,
Jtripe. Fullback Sam
He was bom March 6, 1865, the vive, ij must take drastic action Hlnkamp, Mr. and Mrs. Randall Rochele De Vrj.es,Gonda Romeyn,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
tr Ba<*?,
Vander
Veen,
Van
Holland;
Stanley
C.
Sandal,
19,
plunged into the line and Horn, Mario, Patzer, Grow, Dill•on of Steven and Martha Odell, in four areas,” Mrs. Olert said. C. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Shirley Kriiithbf, Jame4 and Leon
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
route 2, Grand Haven, and Elizaand the alert Van HoeNye, Mosier, Adams, Hac- beth Ann Pendleton, 18, route 1, in Trowbridge township. He had “The church must, first of all, Karsten, Mr. and Mrs.- Vernon De Vftser, Kenneth Fought, Bern- » Kael 9th
Phene 381
tMovcnd on the two, killing
made his home here for the past unite on main issues It must be- Ten Cate and Mr. and Mrs. A. A- ard Kamphuft, Gerald Rozeraa and
Grand Haven.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
two and a half years.
come an ecumenical church. It Visscher^
Gary and Dennis De Jonge.
I
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beride a (reek just east of town

Building Permits

VOLLEYS

Valued at $35,727
I

Issued in Monti)
A

ROM

AMBUSH

total of 59 building; permit*

valued at $35,727 were issued dur-

ing tp the records of Building In-

spector Joseph Shashaguayand
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed.

Included

among

S6.000; five

nOw

the approved

new

house,

19 residentialrepair and remodeling jobs, $6,480 ; 27 reroofings,
$5,397; on« commercial building
repair, $100; two residents,asbestos siding, $975; two commercial
properties remodeled, $275; one
church addition,$8,000; one addition to commercial property,

Republican “truth •quad'' mambera lenatora
Francis Capa of South Dakota and Frank Carl•on, following Fraaidant Truman around the

Five permits totaling $1,260 were
issued during the past week. They

were:
John Kolean, 101 East 18th St.,
reroof house, $60; Jack Stremm-

country,accused “Harry Truman’s administration”
of breaking up tha bl-partlsan foreign policy.
Speakingat a Grand Rapids press conference
Thursday at the Pantlind hotel, tha two blasted
Truman’s Michigan s^eachss as a “travesty on

ler, contractor.

Arie De Visser, 105 East Eighth
St., build shower, $150; -self, con-

*

tractor.

Henry Beelen. 434 College Ave.,
reroof house, $250; self, contrac-

*

+

the memory of Arthur Vandenberg.” In the above
picture 8en. Case and Sen. Carlson (at extreme
right) answer Truman’scharges Item by item before a crowded room of press and radio personnel.
In the bottom insert, (left to right) Sen. Carlson,
Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Grand Rapids and Sen. Case
chat for a few minutes following the conference.
(Sentinelphoto)

Truth Squad Accuses

Truman

-

and

Entertain at Tea

Way &

Dam

Hunter Fined

Ottawa County

$32

E

Real Estate
In

Birthday Celebration

—

Justice Court

Transfers

Shooting a pheasant from an
automobile resulted in ^ine of

Ottawa county.
Probably nothing much will

challengers into

wf. to poke a guy in the nose if he
starts messin’ around.
Charles D. Smith. Pt. 20-7-13 twp
Prosecutor Wendell Miles takes
Tallmadge. %
a calm view of the situation.He
Roger Jack Hoolsema A wf to
has instructedall election boards
Peter Schuel & wT Pt. SEi NWi
to treat challengers courteously
17-8-13 twp. Wright.
and expects there will be little
Bessel Vande Bunte & wf. to occasion for getting tough. If anyHenry J. Heetderks & wf. Pt. thing does happen, electionworkNWi SWi 16-5-15 twp. Holland. ers are instructed to call him.
George D. Kensil & wf. to Fritz
R. Wenell. Pt. Si NEi 35-8-13 Actually, the Detroit group is
Lewis George

of 'Sell Out'

Dames

County Employes Hove

crop* up in most unexpected

Anything can happen during who, knowing Randy was from
election year ..... and anything Michigan, started talking about
can happen at Hallowe’en.
hi* visit* In this state. He said of
But it remained for Eleanor all the dtie* he visited, Holland
Duffy, national committeewoman wa* the cleaneet and most beautifor the Young Republicans of ful. Then Randy told him that
Michigan, to combine the two.
wa* HIS home town.
When the young trick-treatere Another time while waiting In
called at her home at 65 West line for chow, the boy* were bat12th St. earlier this week, she ting the breeze about basketball.
gave all of them an Ike sticker in A GI from Kansap, Bill Remsaddition to the treats.
berg, said the best player he
Those politicalworker* think ever saw perform was In the Kanof everything these day*.
*a* National IntercollegiatebasJanssen Four Gensrations Group
ketball /tournament— >co Vander
Mrs. Sena Janssen, 341 Lincoln Jay
"
G. Janssen and Ivan Jay JansNever before have local citizens Kuy. Again Randy took a bow.
been quite so incensed over any and said Leo lived onl> a half Ave., who will' celebrateher 86th sen, all of route 3. Ivan Jay is six
political developmentas were block away fjorn the VJande Water birthday anniversary on Nov. 11, years old. Mrs. Janssen, who i* In
good health, atill does all her own
local Dutchmen this week when Iwme in Holland.
is the senior member of thi* family
work. She has three children, six
they learned that Detroit factions
four generations group. Others grandchildrenand eight great
favoring a particular reapportionMrs. L. J. Harris, 400 Van
are, left to right, John Janssen, grandchildren.
raent plan were preparing to send Raalte Ave., submitted this inter-

happen, but the mere suggestion
that metropolitan city-slickers
njight attempt a slow-down of
Seth Holcomb’s second add. Nun- voting here has caused more than
ica.
one loyal resident to threaten to

GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Carlson said Elsenhower had
$500; E. J. Holkeboer, contractor. The Republican "truth squad"
not only unified the Republican
still dogging the footetepaof Presparty but was capable of healing
ident Truman lashed out at Tru- the present breach between the
man’s Grand Rapid* speech call- legislative
administrative
ing the talk a "traveafy on the branches of government.
memory of Arthur H. Vanden- Both agreed that the bi-parti- twp. Wright.
berg.”
san foreign policy has been sabFred Sandy & wf. to Hollis I.
. Members of the .Hope college The President, iurir* a Michi- otaged by the Democrats and said Halstead & wf. Lot 19 Sandy’s sub.
Faculty Dame.s entertained guests gan tour Thursday,told a Grand the election of Gen. Eisenhower twp. Holland.
at their annual tea Thursday af- Rapids audience that were Sen. is the best guarantee that both
Fred C .McCrea & wf. to Harternoon at the home of Mrs. Ir- Vandenberg alive today, "he would politicalparties would work to- vey E. Klomparens & Wf. Lot 194
win J. Lubbers on the college be 100 per cent in accord with gether for world peace.
East Highland Park sub. No.
campus. Mums in fail shades were the present foreign policy.”
In answer to a question. Sen. City of Grand Haven.
fL'ied as decorations.
Truth ^squad member. Sen. Case said the use pf a top-secret Henry Oosting & wf. to George
In the receiving line were Mrs. Francis Case of South Dakota, document in the campaign by Slikkers Sr., & wf. Pt. lot 6 &
Lubbers, Mrs. John Hollenbach, speaking at a press conference Truman points to the depths the Sandy’s sub. twp. Holland.
president of the group, and Mrs. in Grand Rapids Thunflay,quot- Democrats are stooping. He reHenry Bolhuis & wf. to Henrv
William Hilmert, Mrs. Lawrence ed from Sen. Vanden berg’s papers ferred to a document which was Zwak & wf. Pt. SWi 24-6-13 twp.
Green and Mrs. Dyke van Putten, in which Vandenberg had written, written in 1947 bv the joint chiefs Georgetown.
wives of new Hope faculty mem- ‘There is no doubt but that the of staff, in what, Case said, was
James H. Woldring & wf. to
bers.
Korean mess was mishandled • reply to a State department John Van
wf. Pt. SEi 22Anthony Kooiker of the college from the start and wa* not part letter asking for an appraisal of 5-15 twp. Holland.
music department presented an of the Far Eastern bi-partisan the militan- situation in Korea.
James W. Oakes et al to Neuunusual program on the clavi- policy.”
Case said the report was purely man Wesley Gordon & wf. Ix)t 125
Sen. Case continued quoting a summation of the military situ- & pt. 126 Sheldon’ Heights Add.
chord. His instrumentis a faithful reproduction of those used in from the paper* saying, "The ation in Korea as of 1947. At that City of Grand Haven.
the early 18th century, and was administration sold China down time, Case, said the troops in KoGerrit K. VanDenBerg & wf. to
made by John Challis of Detroit. the river at Yalta and Potsdam rea were a liability in the event Jerald Redder & wf. I/)t 1 G K.
Forerunner of the piano, the in opposition lo the bi-partisan of hostilities and said that Re- VanDenBerg's sub. twp. Georgeclavichord has an especially policy of firmness in the Far publicanSen. Morse of Oregon town.
East and no surrender to the wa* incorrect in saying that Eissweet, almost plaintive tone.
John Voorhorst1'et al to Jean
After presenting a brief history Soviets". The papers were dated enhower agreed to a withdrawal Nienhuis. Pt. lot 3 blk. 64 City of
of his instrument, Mr. Kooiker September,1949.
Holland.
of troops from Korea.
Sen. Frank Carlson of Kansas,
played selections from “WellA third member of the team, John Voss & wf. to Ralph Van'TemperedClaviers" and from another member of the squad, Sen. Homer Ferguson of Michi- der Veen & wf. Pt. Ni NWi SWi
"Anna Magdalena Note Book," said the Truman campaign is all gan, sent a statement from his NWi 32-5-15 City of Holland.
selectionscomposed by Bach for part of a program to discredit hospital bed hi Cadillac,where he
Edward B. Wolbert & wf. to
‘his wife. He also played a move- Gen. Dwight Eisenhowerin the ia recoveringfrom virus pneu- Martha Schoon et al. Ix>t 17 & pt.
eyes of the American people. Sen. monia. He said the "record” shows 18 blk. C R. H. Post’s Park Hill
ment from a Mozart sonata.
Tea was served by Mrs. Mary Carlson called Eisenhowera lead- that long before Senator Vanden- add. City of Holland.
Tellman and-Mrs.Hollenbach and er in his own right and a captive berg died, the administration failDavid Ruiter A wf. to Jacob De
their committee, including the of no one.
ed to consult him on China policy. Ryke & wf. Lot 1 blk. 7 Scofield A
Mesdames Henry Voogd, Robert
Vermyles add. Ferrysburg.
Vanderham, Clyde Geerlings, EdFloyd M. Baldus A wf. to Anne
ward Brand. Della Steininger and
Ernst. Lot 3 blk. 5 Earnst’s plat.
Lars Grandberg and Miss Emma
Nunica.
Reeverts.
Charles
Laitsch
wf. to

Faculty

Tex., that Holland just naturally

I

$5,000.

Martin Dykstra. 94 East 16th
St., enclose front porch, $300;
Henry Beelen, contractor.
J.' W. Lang, 162 West 12th St.,
enlarge side porch and glass-in,

Randy Vande Water, who formerly conducted Sentinel news
caata, write* from Fort Bliss,

•

garages, $3,500;

tor.

Family Has Four Generations

during that cold, cold weather
few days ago .
.it was only to
boost morale overseas.

placet. During a reet period he
met a Jack 0,’Brienfrom Missouri

ing the month of Oc#ber accord-

applicationswere one

mi

A

Robert F. Bresnahan A w f Ix>t 67
Bay View add. City of Holland.
Exec. Est. Nina Vanden Brink.
Dec. to Minnie Purdue. I/)t 4 blk
4 Hope College add. Holland.
Helen D. Skendrovicto Joseph
H. Willette A wf. Pt. sec. 4-8-16
twp. Spring Lake.
Arthur- Ross Burke A wf. to Ko
Groen A wf. Pt. Ej EJ NWi 136-14 twp. Blendon.
Henry Beelen A wf. to George
J. KalteneckerA wf. Pt. lot 37
Bouws sub. twp. Holland.
Clare E. Mitchell A wf. to Clifford P. Lemieux A wf. SWi SEi
30-8-14 A pt. NWi NEi A SWi
NEi, 31-8-14 twp. Polkton
Simon Zimmer to Clare E. Mitchell A wf. SWi NEi 31-8-14 twp.
Polkton.
John Welling A wf. to Car!
SchroederA wf. Pt. lot 129 Sheldon Heights add. City of Grand

Nicholas Tanis to David M. Van
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
County employes were entertain- $32.40 for Richard Jone*, route 1, Der Kooi & wf. Pt. Si NEi NEi
ed at a birthday party Thursday West Olitfe before Park Township NE| 24-5-15 City of Zeeland.
afternoon in the Supervisors room JusticeC. G Wood during the past
Cornelia Vander Molen to Joe
from 2 to 4 pm. when six qf their week.
Dykstra A wf. Pt. Ni NEi 33-6fellow-workers joined in celeOthers paying fine* were James
14 twp. Blendon.
brating their birtndays.
A. Parker, 360 James Ave., reckEva Van Tubergen to Donald De
Hosts and hostesses at, the par- less driving,$27; Loraine Vander
ty were Drain Commissioner Bosch, 187 Jamei Ave., interfer- Witt & and wf. Pt. SWi 11-6-13
George DeVries, Agricultural ring with through traffic, $12; twp. Georgetown.
Agent Leo R. Arnold, County Lloyd K. Smith, 1334 Washington Archie E. Pelton & wf. to
Clerk Anna Van Horssen, Deputy Ave., Grand Haven, failureto ob- Clayton Zaagman & wf. Pt. lot 13
blk. 15 Monroe & Harris add. City
County Clerk Vivian Nuismer, serve clear distance ahead, $12.
of Grand Haven.
County TreasurerFred Den HerIva Viola Brockman, KalamaDick Costing & wf. to James
der and Mrs. Rosetta Pollock, zoo, stop light, $7; Ralph E. Poole,
helping teacher in the school Evanston, 111., stop sign, $5; Jack Glen Van Valkenburgh& wf. Lots
2, 3, 4. 5 blk. 19 Howard's add.
commissioner’s office.
E. Hobeck, 1899 South Shore Dr,
Refreshmentswere served from stop light, $5; Sally Wyngarden, twp. Holland.
Rena Wolters to Benjamin Wela table decorated in a Hallowe'en 424 Howard Ave., no operator’s
ters k wf. Lot 179 Diekema Home- Haven.
motif.
license, $8.90.
stead add. twp. Holland.
Pauline Van I^pik to Carl W.
John E. Naber & wf. to Earl Schroeder A wf. Ut 130 Sheldon
Weener & wf. Pt. SWJ SWi 26-5- Heights add. City of Grand Haven.

W

just invokingthe use of a law
long on the statutes— that of providing challengers.But it seems
to be the first time it hits Ottawa
county. And when you start pushing a Dutchman around, don’t expect him to like it.

eating Hallowe'en story which she
clipped from the Gazette In St.
Cloud, Fla.
Actually, it was a new’ twist
for trick-treaters in which a
group of "Welfare Scouts" visited homes in a certain section and
sang for the residents. In return
the residents were requestedto
give a treat— clothing, soap or

even
the

a

cash donation —

"Welfare Center, a

H

for
dis-

tribution point for local needy.
visiting group included small
children as well as adults.

The

Maybe you’d
. . . .
issues

like a few laughs
sometimes these political
get pretty thick and a good

laugh clears the

A meek

air.

littleman in a restaur-

ant timidly touched the arm of a
man putting on a coat. "Excuse
me," he said, "but do you happen
to be Mr. Smith of Newcastle?"
"No, I’m not!k’ the man answered impatiently.
"Oh— er— well," stammered the
first man, "you see, I am, and
that's his overcoat your're putting
on."

With voting machines a permafixture in Ottawa county
voting, the citizenryis settling
down to learn all about the fascinating little levers that make
casting your vote a far simpler
Washington — Hubbub of the
operation than it would be to tan- Universe.
gle with the six separate ballots
Washington is the only place
which otherwise would be used in where sound travels faster than

nent

Holland.
Of course, it will help fo study
the ballot in advance and that’s
why the big ballot is being printed
today in The Sentinel. Study it
carefully, and mark just what you
want to vote for. Take It along
to the polling place, and you'll be
able to vote with no trouble at
all. The only ballot which will be
rotated in Tuesday’s election is
the non-partisan race for Justice

Van Zyl, profeseor ef ehemletry at Hope college (center),
receivesan honorary degree of Doctor of Science at ceremoniea recently at Hamline unlverelty, St Paul, Minn. Loft of Dr. Van Zyl
is Henry Richter, associateprofeesorof chemistry at Hamline, and
at right is Charles Wlmmsr, dean of Hamline unlvereltyand professor of chemistry. Behind Dr. Van Zyl ie Perry Moore, profe^•or of chemistry at Hamlins. It was one of three honorary doctor
degrees awarded at ceremoniea to mark dedicationof the new Drew
hall of acience at
.
Dr. Gerrit

Hamline.

light.

The

District of Columbia is a
territoryhounded on all sides by
the United Stales of America.
There are three major parties
in the United State*— the Democratic Party, the Republican
Party and the cocktailparty.
Some politicans repair their
fences by hedging.

Isaac

Van Weelden Dies

At Convalescent Home

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

,

Beukering,Grand. Haven school
teacher; two sons, Carl, superintendent of the Yankee Spring recreation area near Hasting*, and
Morri* of Glen Allyn, 111.; a sister,

Isaac Van Weelden, 79, of 144 S.
Mrs. Ida Zwemer, San Pedro,
Fifth St., died at HlllcreetConCalif., and fdur grandchildren.
valescent home Thursday night.
He had been in ill health two

An English lady, self appointed years and seriously 111 since he fell First Reformed Choir
Court. Those supervisor of village morals, ac- two weeks ago.
names may be in different order. cused a workman of having revert- He was born Aug. 24, 1873, In Has Hallowe'enParty
Otherwiseall name* and issue* on ed to drink because "with her own Grand Haven, and lived here all
Tbventy-fivemembers of the
the machine are exactly the same eyes" she had seen his wheelbar- his life. He was a member of
as on the ballot. Polling places row’ standing outside an English First Reformed church. He form- choir of First Reformed church
outside Holland city will not have pub The accused made no de- erly operated his own gravel held a Hallpwe’enparty at the
the bonding issue for the munici- fense, but that evening placed his business including tugs and scows. home of Mr. and Mr*. August
Stassen Tuesday evening.
pal building.
wheelbarrowoutside her door and He was a member of the Coast
The group met at Kollen park
left it there all night.
Guard, sailed the lakes for several to begin a scavengerhunt which
Anybody needing help in voting
years and held pilot papers on the ended at the Stassen home.
will find the election officials
pat on the. back develops Great Lakes and cabin papers for
During the social hour picture*
most accommodating and willing character, if administered young sailingon the rivers. He was aclo help. Everybody is asked to enough, often enough, and low tive in athletics and well-known were taken of the group. Piano
solo? were given by Prof. A.
vote early, hut those who antici- enough.
lor his wrestlingand baseball Kooiker. choir director.
pate they might need aid are parability.His first wife, Adriana,
Mrs. Victor Kleinheksel and Mr.
ticularlyurged to visit the polls
Deep water does not support a died in 1941. He married Mrs.
and Mrs. John Tien were in
before 3 p.m. Lines usually start swimming person better than
HenriettaBoyink in June, 1943. charge of deebrations and refreshforming in the late afternoon.
shallow water. The volume of He has been retired for 25 years.
ments. Miss Adeline Sybesma and
water which a body displaces is
Besides the wife he is survived Ray Mool had charge of enterPersons will be given as much always the same.
by a daughter, Mrs. Marius Van tainment.
time inside the booth as they

of the Supreme

A

need. Particularconsiderationwill
be given in Tuesday's electionbecause this is the first year voting machinesare in use here. But
if electionofficials have any reason to suspect a person is deliberately stalling to halt the line, the
law provides means for ejecting
such person from the booth. Such
action has never been necessary
in the Holland area, and none is
anticipated Tuesday. But the law
makes definite provision, jur* in
case somebody gets frisky.

And now

for other stuff.
ran into Policeman Don
Oosterbaan in the drug store the
other day. Of all things, he was
buying a couple of packs of cigarettes for the fellow held in the
15 twp. Holland.
Edith Van Wieren to Fred Van jail who had been charged with
J. Lester Plaggemars & wf. to Wieren A wf. Pt. SWi SWi 23-5setting four bigr fires in HudsonJack Drooger & wf. Pt. SEi NEi 16 twp. Park.
ville.
21-5-15 twp. Holland.
Carol Borgman et al to August
Mary Wild to Edward
Boch- Stassen A wf. Pt. NWi 33-5-15
My, my, what a girl won't do to
enek k wf. NEi NWi 4-7-15 twp. twp. Holland.
raise the morale of
soldier
Robinson.
friend in Korea.
Martin Hart to George Vander
It is estimated that one - sixth
When a local miss (she shan’t
Velde & wf. Pt. Wi SWi SEi of the rain that falls
the mention names) received word
27-8-14 twp. Polkton.
United States is absorbed by veg- her boy friend wanted a picture
Richard E. Slayter & wf. to etation or sinks into the ground.
of her in a bathing suit, such an
Chester H. Warrington wf. Pt.
order was of prime importance,
Gov. lot 2 10-8-16 twp. Spring
Saudi Arabia has more than weather notwithstanding.
Lake.
500.0Q0 square miles, mostly desSo if you happened to see a
Charles Reuben Grubham & wf sert.
shivery girl posing in a swim suit
to Ray WUson Inc. Lot 12, & pt.
15 subdivision of lot 8 Lakeside
plat, twp. Spring Lake.
Ray Wilson, Inc. to George J.
Keenen k wf. Lot 12 k pt. 15 subdivision of lot 8 Lakeside plat twp.
Spring Lake.
Jacob Van Grondelle& wf. to
Jan Biesheuvelk wf. Pt. lot 12
blk. 33 City of HoJand.
Naph-Sol feefining Co. to Central Oil Company. Pt. lot 1 blk.
40 City of Holland.
Loring K. Holt k wf. to Clara
Essebagger. Lot 8 sub. lot 1 blk. A
Oty of HoUand.
John Franzburg to Dick Costing
k wf. Pt. lot 4 Tannery add. City
of Holland.

We

k

a

on

v*

"

m

''v

The mystery of the missing pilot who landed a
•ingle engine airplaneThursday night in an open
field four miles south oj the Holland city limits
near U8-31 was clearedup Friday night. According

to Leonard Austin, of South Bend, he left Indianapolis,Ind. late Thursdayfor a flight to South
Bend. When he reached South Bend, the entire
area was fogged in so he continued on looking for
a landing field. Unable to find a lighted field and
bucklna itrnnn wlnria Anatln #ir.->iiw tu. ___

down In an open field near the Harvey Townee
home on route 6. Austin reported the accident to
police and then left for South Bend. He returned
to Holland Friday night with help and a trailer.He

planned to dismantle the plane and truck it back
to South Bend. Austin estimated damages to the
plane at le*s than $100. Above, (left to right) Harvey Townes and Trooper Walter Bilanow Inspect
the

damaged

plane.

Adrian A. De Vos A wf. to HarKoopman A wf. Lot 15 A 28
South Park sub. twp. Grand Hav-

old J.
en.

City employ* Jack Wltteveen, at the far end ef a five fact In
diameter pipe puta the flniahlngtouche# on a now eulvort running
under the road between Central and River Avee. The culvert now
makea It posoibloto open the road betwoan the two avonuca. City
Manager Harold C. McCIIntock said work It prograoainflon a
similar culvert to be laid on Slat St for podoetrian croaeing with
additional pipe* to be laid .at a later date for a reed creeelng
between Central and Wver Avan

Harold J. .Koopman A wf. to
William Calvin Jackson A wf. Pt.
lot 192 Rycenga’* plat No. 2 City
of Grand Haven.
1962 Holland Junior High tehool Football Team
Francis S. ' Sanford k wf. to
The 1952 Holland junior high
In a successfulseason, the JunFred C. McCrea A wf. Lots 53. 54. school football team has decided ior Dutchmen won four game* Stuart Poet, Bob Bale, Len Belt- don Boer, Dick Den Uyl, Bill
man, Ron Haverdink, Henry Stef- Buis, Tom Klomparens,Tom Ov55, 56. 57, 58. 59 Borck’s 35 Little to call it a season.
and tied one while loeing none.
erbeek. Ray Arenas, Norm Witte2 twp. Grand Haven.
Coaches Ed Damson and HarTeam members are shown fens, Terry Otting. Don Hous- veen. Fred Protsman, Jack LoyAmos Nordman A wf, to Valdv old Streeter planned to call in
enga,
Bruce
Brink,
Bril Kuiper.
W. Weetbrook A wf. Lot 35 LitUe equipment Monday from’ aU above. Front row, left to right:
Tom -Klaasen, Rodney Pasamore. er, Ted Van Zanden, Gordon De
Farm* plat twp. Wright.
players except about 15 ninth Coach Streeter, Chuck Lemmen, Second row; Laimy Zyhnan, Vries, Ralph Dokter.
I^awrence Brady et al to Lewis grade boys who will move up to manager, Carl Weiss, Keith
Ed Van Eenenaam, Jack De Long,
Third row: Tom Regains, man* wf. Lots 2, 1 blk. 2 the reserve teem.
White, Bob Boech, Rose Boetarae, Btt Xmm, Teny Hofanayei, Gor- age*,. John Cook, Shetri Shaffer,

BMek

HD, Russell Tague, Werfey
Bonzelaar,Clyde Broker, Terry
Reinink, John Vander Ven, Bill
Japinga, Ron Van Dyke, »«"-

Bill

Bronson, Bob Van
George Boerigter, Carl

Dennis Smeenge,
manager, Coach

e
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Sunday School

Brummel-Overbeek Rites Redd

Sales Tax

NOVRMtK

t,

195!

Engagement Told

Money

Zeeland High Vote

Lesson
November 9X

The

1952

Compassion of

Jeons

Sent

Matthew 9:1-9, 36-38
By Henry Geerllngt
One of the contributing causes
still

Schools

Favors GOP Side
-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Ottawa county Treasurer Fred Den
Herder has received a check from

—

Zeeland (Special)
A mock
election,complete with speeches,
posters and vigorousarguments
The Senentding Blue Birds of was held at Zeeland high school
MontelloPark met last Tuesday. this week.

the state for $131,482.44, representing sales tax diversion money for
the schools.This is the second
apportionment for the school year
of 1952-1953, or the county’s fourth
apportionmentor last distribution
for the 1952 calendar year. The
amount receivedis based on a
population of 19,683 children, at
the rate of $6.68 per census child.
The following cities and townships are among those in the
county that will benefit from the
money received, the first figure
indicatingthe number of children,
and the second figure the amount
to be received.
Holland city, 3.450, $23,046.00;

of his amazing popularity lay in
the fact that people

to

'

associat-

First part of the week was savHallowe’enmasks were made and
ed for regulations, with an efficplans were made for a party. For
ient corps of electionofficials rethem for several months before
the party the group assembledat gistering a high percentage of
Tb« Home of the
the home of Mrs. William Topp, grades 10, 11 and 12.
Holland City News Jesus’ fame began. In fact, when
Published Every Thurs- Jeaus began to preach in Galiwho served them lunch. Mrs. WilThen Thursday the candidates
ay by the Sentinel lee, the people heard Him use the
liam Brower assisted her.
put their cases before the student
Printing Co. Office 54-56
identical
words
that
were
being
The
Pleasant
Blue
Birds
of
We«t Eighth Street, Holbody in an dll-school assembly.
quoted from the burning lips of
land, Michigan.
Washington school had a scavang- Speakers were members of Mrs.
the forerunner. The preaching of
er hunt. Later they played games Marie Saunders’ speech class. PreEntered as second class matter at
at the home of their leader, Mrs. senting the arguments for the
the pott office at Holland, Mich., both John and Jesus may be sumunder the Act of Congress,March 3, marized in the call, "Repent ye,
J6ck Leenhouts, reports scribe, Democraticticket were Del Kome1879.
for the kingdom of heaven is at
Thelma Leenhouts.
jan as Stevenson, Eunice De
The Friendly Blue Birds and Jonge as Sparkman. Mary NienW. A. BUTLER, Business Manager hand.” The miracle under consideration toda> occurred very soon
the Merry Blue- Birds of St Fran- huis as Williams, and Tom Tabor
Telephone— News Items 3198
cis met at the home of Mrs as Moody. For the Republicans
Miss Arlene Zylman
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 alter the imprisonment of the
Baptist, an event that threw
The engagement of Miss Arlene George Good. Hallowe’en games David Boon took the stand for
Zeeland
city, 1.290, $8,617.20;
The publishershall not be liable Jesus on His own as leader of the
Grand Haven city. 2.196, $14,669.28. Zylman to Ernest Vander Hulst is were played and treats were serv- Eisenhower,Linda Ver Plank for
lor any error or errors In printing
any advertisingunless a proof of messianic revival.
Georgetown township, district announced by her parents,Mr. and ed by Mrs. Good. Mrs. R. Boulliore Nixon. Don De Vries as Alger, and
such advertisementshall have been
Paralleling the mounting popNo. 1, 104. $694.72; No. 3. 175, Mrs. Fred Zylman of 417 College assistedher.
Judy Ver Plank as Potter.
obtained by advertiser and returned ularity that greeted Jesus, there
Pamela Willis, scribe of the
$1,169; No. 4. frl, 68. $454.24;No. Ave. Mr. Vander Hulst is the son
Election day was Friday, and
by hm in time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted was also a gathering storm of op5, 175. $1,169.00:No. 7. frl, 554. of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vander Sunny Blue Birds of Longfellow, with due regard to voting regulaplainly thereon; and In such case If position from official Jewish cirreports that the group went Horse tions, but without any challeng$3,700.72;.No. 8 frl. 43, $287.24; No. Hulst of Zeeland.
any error so noted Is not corrected, cles. His preachinghad a cutting
back riding last week. They also ers, students went to the polls.
10
frl.,
48.
$320.64;
No.
11,
402,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
had a Hallowe'en party at the Winning was the Republicanticsuch a proportion of the entire space edge which the scribes and Phar$2,685.36.
occupied by the error bears to the isees feared. One may assume
home of their leader, Mrs. Rene ket of Eisenhower.Nixon. Alger
Holland township. No. 1, 86.
whole space occupiedby such adverWillis. Ann Van Eenenaam was and Potter, all with a 180 to 44
that jealousy played a large part
$574.48; No. 2. 238, $1,559.84;No.
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
the chairman with Mrs. Earle Van Tnargin.
in the minds of some who say
3, 196. $1,309.28; No. 4. 166. $1,108.Mr. and Mrs. Andre* Ruys Eenenaam assisting. Main feature
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that the new leader was attract88; No. 5 frl. 149, $995.32; No. 6
One year 13.00; Six months |2.00;
s|)ont a few days in Louisville, of the progranflwas a scavenger
frl. 231, Tl.543.08; No. 7. 287,
three months, 11.00; Single copy 10c. ing wide attention. Scribes and
Ky. visiting their son and daugh- hunt.
Subscriptions payable In advance and Phariseeswho, themselves had
$1,917,16; No. 9 frl, 544, $3,633.92;
will be promptly discontinuedIf not been exalted to the sky by the
The Blue Sky Blue Birds of
No.
10 frl. 75. $501.00:No. 11 frl. ter-in-law Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
renewed.
Ruys.
Maplewood met at the home ol
68. $454.24;No. li, 105, $701.40.
Subscribers will confer a favor by common people, now chafed that
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Johnson and their leader, Mrs. A. Koeman.
reporting promptly any Irregularity Jesus was coming into fame
Jamestown township. No. 1, frl
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
which should have been theirs.
62. $414.16: No. 2, 159, $1,062.12; family have returned home from a They made jar ring pumpkin faces
Pharisees in particular,who were
No. 3. 91. $607.88; No. 4. 60. $400.- trip to Niagara Falls and Canada. to hang in their windows. A short
Mr. and Mrs. George Evenhouse business meeting was held. Mrs. S.
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER the active churchmen of the day,
80; No. 5. 68. $454.24; No. 6, 50.
Hallowe'en prank was
OCR NEW PRESIDENT-ELECTlooked with disfavor upon the
$334 00; No 7 frl., 68. $454.24;No. and family from Chicago spent Belland. their assistant leader, blamed for a fire that destroyed
the week-end with the latter's was also present.
The people have spoken. Now new points of emphasis He was
8, 35. $233.80.
an abandoned and dilapidated
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brummel
The Bonnie Blue Birds of Wash- farm house near Drenthe Friday
the thing that we all need to re- introducing.
Olive township, No. 1 frl. 49. parents Mr. and Mrs. George Ko(duSoor photo)
member is that Government is not The ministry of Christ was two$327.32; No. 2. 52. $347.36; No. 3 lean. Mr. and Mrs Kolean return- ington school were entertained at night in the only violent act of
Wedding vows wore spoken rings on a satin pillow.
a one day job or one week job Or fold. He was ever concernedabout
frl. 74, $494.32; No. 4. 38. $253.84; ed to Chicago with them to spend a Hallowe’enparty at the home vandalism reportedin the HolThursday evening in East Sauga- Music for the rites was proof their leader, Mrs. Frank Wol land area.
just work during the campaign. the iridividual. He took time to
No. 5 frl, 80, $534.40; No.' 9. 80 a few days there.
Patricia Hamilton returned to dring. Their junior assistant, Beth
We all need to get behind the new speak to the woman of Sychar. tuck Christian Reformed church vided by Miss Marian Nienhuis. $534.40.
Drenthe firemen were called to
President-electand work around He dealt with Zaccheus in Jer- by Miss Dorothy Overbook and organist, and Earl Marlink. who
Park township. No. 1 frl 54 school this week, after a two Wiclicrs, told the girls’ fortunes the old Henry Engelsmanfarm,
the clock with him. This is the icho. He spent time with Mary Leon Brummel. The double ring sang "Because.” "Together Life's $360.72;No. 2. 209, $1,396.12;No. weeks’ sight-seeing trip to New Carol Woldring and Barbara Con- about three miles southwest of
rad were awarded prizes. Assist Drenthe early Saturday, but
time for all people to remember as she sat at His feet. However, ceremony was performed by the Pathway We Tread" and "The 3. 114, $761.52; No. 4 frl., 342. $2,- York City.
Waukazoo teachers attended ing were Mrs. Leonard Rehbein, the abandoned house was too far
that we all need to understand His ministry had another phase in Rev. Simon Vroon before a setting Lord's Prayer.”
284.56; No. 8 frl.. 230. $1,536.40.
A reception for 135 guests was
and work at Government. *
Port Sheldon township, No 1. 29, M.E.A. meetings in Grand Rap- Mrs, Nelson Bosman, Mrs. J. gone to save, firemen said. They
which the multitudeswere His of giant mums and pompons and
Brower, sponsors; and Mrs. Char- concentratedefforts on keeping
Government needs to work on chief concern. While God loves candelabraagainst a background held in the church parlors. Mr. $193.72; No. 2. 46. $307.28;No. 3 ids last Thursday and Friday.
both sides of. the street. There every one, we must never forget of palms and ferns. The aisles and Mrs. Andrew Vander Veer frl.. 62. $414.16.
Anyone whd would 'ike to have les Conrad, assistant leader. Pat the flames from spreading
have been many things said dur- that He loved the world and gave were marked with bows and ferns were master and mistress of cereRobinson towaship. No. 1. 68. transportation to the polls on ty Rehbein is scribe of this group. through the grass. The farm at
monies. Punch was served by
Pattie Kool, scribe of the Vio- present is owned by Joe Engelsing the campaign. Now in our His Son so that whosoever be- on the pews.
$454.24; No. 2. 44. $293.92; No. 3 Tuesday Nov. 4 call 5055 or ,5578.
Misses Marilyn Brummel and
let
Blue Birds of Beechwood man, firemen said.
opinion the thing that we all need lieves in Him will have everlastAlso
call
this
number
if
you
are
The bride is the daughter of Marilyn Romeyn anti Misses Eve- frl., 105. $701.40; No. 4. 73. $487.64:
Authorities could figure out no
to do is to unite all of our efforts
available to help drive. Be sure school reports her group met with
No.
5.
51.
$340.68;
No.
6.
frl.,
60.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Johannes
Overbeek
ing life.
lyn Geurink and Ruth Hassevoort
their sponsor. Mrs. Vern Johnson. way that the fire started, and
to bring honesty, economy and
to
vote.
$400.80;
No.
7.
22.
$146.96.
of
route
6,
Holland.
The
groom,
Christian horizonsare never
arranged the gifts. Assisting
faith back into Government.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morris and The group played games and sang placed the blame on an act of
Zeeland township, No. 2, 118
limited to the individual.A great son of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brum- about the rooms were Misses ShirHallowe’en vandalism.
We can do just this if all of us portion of Christ's ministry was mel of route 1, Zeeland, just re$788.24; No. 3. 95, $634.60; No. .4 son have moved into their new songs.
ley Greving. Joyce Brouwer, Rose
Other than this one incident,
The
Flying
Blue
Birds
met
at
will keep on working. Remember
home
on
Lakewood
Blvd.
Mrs.
devoted to the teaching and help- cently was dischargedfrom the Greving, Della Tucker. * Myra frl.. 125. $835: No. 5 frl., 31, $207.it is your tax dollar. We are all
Morris is the former Elaine the home of their leader. Mrs. the traditionalpranksters were
ing multitudes. There i» a real Army after serving with the 45th Brink, Ruth Brink. Gladys Schro- 08; No. 7, 64, $427.52.
part of the Government,so if we
Harold C. Klaasen. The group fairly quiet and subdued in the
Weaver.
danger that Christians may so divisionin Japan and Korea.
tenboer and Janet Bakker, Outwant to make our tax dollars do
In the wedding party were Mrs.
Peter
Dykman
has
been
con- enjoyed a Hallowe'enparty, re Holland area. City police Chief
personalize the ministry of Christ,
of-town guests came from Grand
Jacob Van Hoff said that this
a hundred per cent job, then we
fined to Holland hospital this ports scribe, Judy Van Liere.
that they forget about the mul- Robert Bareman, sister of the Rapids. Tennessee.Holland. Zeemust all put our shoulders to the
The first meeting of the Kont Hallowe’en compared with most
bride, as matron of honor, Miss
Wife
of
Dr.
Bolt
week.
titudes on all sides, who are perland. Hamilfon and Hudsonville.
wheel and see that the job is done.
Nadene Brummel and Miss Mary
On Tuesday night the third an- ahwee Camp Fire group was a was "very quiet” in the city. Only
ishing without Christ and withThe reception program included
The present campaign has been,
Jane
Overbeek, sisters of the group singing: a solo, "Thanks Be
nual
harvest supper of Harder- trip to the Coast Guard station. calls received were for several
out hope. Jesus had the outward
in our opinion, probably the most
couple, as bridesmaidand junior
wyk church' was held at Lake- Next they had their Fly-up. They leaf and cornstalk fires and one
for smearing lipstick on windows.
expensive and the largest that look. He saw beyond Himself and bridesmaid,respectively: Elmer to God," by Earl Marlink; a read- Dies in
wood
school with 77 members also have gone to the Van Dams
Ottawa Deputy Nelson Lucas
some of us will ever experience. HU few disciples. He had other Brummel, who attended his broth- ing by Miss Helen Van Vels;
for
lessons
on
horse
back
riding,
presenr. After the supper a short
"Bless This House" sung by Miss
sheep who are not of the fold of
If we in the Publishing business
er as best man: Robert Bare- Mary Jane Overbeek; a skit by GRAND HAVEN (Special)— Mrs. program was given, also a film and have started work on their also reported "an exceptionally
Rheba Edwards Bolt, 61, wife of
have done nothing more than help Israel.
project of making favors for the quiet" night in the surrounding
man and
Vredeveld,
Miss Juliana Overbeek and Mrs. Dr. Arthur J. Bolt of Spring Lake, on life in Canada.
area. Lucas said the department
produce the highest registration As Jesus saw the multitudes ushers, and Jack Brummel and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubbers hospital. Mrs. Dale Shearer is the had 10 to 15 men alerted,and
George Kuiper, and closing re- died early Sunday in Hackley hosand have continued on to regitter He was moved with compassion. Alice Brummel. nephew and niece
guardian of this group.
and
son
Gradus
have
moved
into
marks by the master of ceremon- pital, Muskegon, following a two
the largest vote that the country A tender heart is an indicationof of the groom, as ring bearer and
The Suawa group of I^akewood most of the calls were minor—
their new home recently finished
ies.
weeks’ illness. The Bolts had
has ever polled, then this leads us true greatness.Sometimes it takes miniature bride.
school
met last Monday. After re- such as youngsters hauling farm
The newlyweds left on a wed- moved to Spring Lake last April by Martin Van Wieren on Washu to believe that there is still great a real man to weep. Hardness of
A gown of white satin and impeating
the Trail Seeker’s Desire, machinery down roads and other
ington St.
ding trip through the southern
from Muskegon where Dr. Bolt
hope for our people and our coun- heart and brutalityof conduct are ported lace was chosen by the
the
girls worked on their memory ^cU of subdued pranksterism.
Dorothy Witteveen entertained
signs of ignorance and heathen- bride. lace formed the fitted states and Florida. For going had been a dentist and former
try.
the Pioneer girls Tuesday even- books Mrs William Bowerman
away the bride wore a beige dress mayor.
ism.
One
of
the
greatest
needs
Our country is a great country
bodice trimmed with pearls and
and Mrs. A1 Hoving are the
ing.
with brown accessoriesand a
and a young country. We, the peo- for this age is Christians who can the long sleeves tapered to points
Mrs. Bolt was born in Grand
guardians of this group and Wilcoral
coat
with
a
corsage
of
ple, have made
tremendous weep over the erring one, lift up at the wrists.Her full skirt ended
Haven
April 13. 1891. Her father,
ma Morgan is the scribe.
mums. They will he at home alter
Janies Edwards, was one of the
amount of costly mistakes in our the fallen and tell them of Jesus in a long train. A tiara of pearl
The Wakahanepew Camp Fire
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Nov. 10 at 43i West Cherry St.
growth. We have destroyed many who is mighty to save. Jesus was orange blossomsheld her fingerowners of a large basket factory. Fire
group enjoyed a hike to Kollen
Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ross, for*
of our natural resources, reduced ever tender and compassionate. tip veil edged white pompons and
In 1917 she was graduatedfrom
park. Mrs. Glenn Brower and Mrs. mer residents of Saugatuck, have
Mrs. Brummel has been teachroses. The groom's gift to the
the value of our dollar, run up True love is always tended.
the University of Michigan school
Fay Van Langeveldeaccompanied purchased the Herbert Keefe home
ing at the Huyser school.
The multitudes were nev^r more bride was a double-strand pearl
debts into such high figures that
of nursing and from 1917 to 1929
the girls. A hot drink and lunch on the New Richmond Road and
must manufacture some needy than they are today. The necklace with matching earrings.
worked as a nurse in Tacoma, Sets
were served, reports scribe,Mari- plan to move back to Saugatuck.
The attendants wore identical- Allegan Resident Dies
land of a yardstick to measure multitudewas never more acces! Wash. At one time she was superlyn Brower.
Carl Thorby was here from
the amount, as billionspiled on sable in some ways. But the mul- ly-styledgowns of taffetr and
visor of the largest county hospiZEELAND (Special' - Word The Lewa Camp Fire group held Montague Sunday to close his
Allegan
(Special)
—
Charles
W
billions does not seem to register titude is not reached. We build ninon, the maid of honor in nile
tol in Kings county Washington.
around town has it that a record its first meeting at the home of mother’shome in Baldhead Park
Tomas. 68. a life-long Allegan
In a great many of our minds.
Mrs. Bolt was a member of of some sort must have been set their leader. Mrs. Don Kuite. The for the winter.
great commodious houses of wor- green, bridesmaidin orchid and
We, however, think that if it is ship and invite people to come in junior bridesmaid in yellow. They area resident, died at Allegan First Congregational church, also
following officerswere elected:
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Crowe and
possible to get out this large a but they do not heed. There are wore matching headbands with Health Center Sunday morning the 5th division and past president by Ixhhs Vis'd the local fire de- Mary Ixju Van Iwaarden. presiMr. and Mrs. George Quick have
nose
veils
and
carried
colonial
after
a
short
illness.
Funeral
serpartment
vote, then the people are again many who seek easy places to
of the Merritt Lamb post auxiliary
dent: Sharon Weatherwax vice gone 4o Fort Lauderdale, Fla., to
becoming interested in their gov- serve., They are willing to serve bouquets of pompons in shades vices will be held from the Gor- of the American Legion, the WomFor a long time it lias been com- president; Marilyn Reinink, secrespend the winter.
ernment. This should give us hope those who come. But what our harmonizing 'with their gowns. den Funeral residence Wednesday an's club and the Hackley hospi- mon knowledge that Vis is par- tary: Gale Beckman, treasurer;
Mr. and Mrs. F J. Keene have
The
miniature
bride
wore
a
bridal
at
10
a
m.
with
burial
in
Lindsfor the future and keep us work- Lord needs is laborers who will
tal circle, all of Muskegon.
Carol Welling, general chairman; gone to Chicago for the winter.
ticularlyfast in responding to fire
ing for a better country of our go out after the multitude wher- gown of satin and ninon with a ley cemetery. Survivors include Surviving are the husband; two
Beverly Minnema. scribe. At their
David Plummer has gone to
own as well as a better world in ever it congregates and bring the fingertipveil and carried a mini- the wife, Anna; two sons. Carl sons. Robert in the Navy and John calls, but until the Herman Miller last meeting, the girls made fut
Stuart,
Fla., for the winter.
ature
bouquet,
and
the
ring
bearand Earl, all of Allegan, and sev- of Coldwater; two stepdaughters, fire last week, nobody knew just ure plans. Miss Mary Lou Van
which to live for ourselves and gospel to them.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Good of
er, in a navy blie suit, carried the en grandchildren.
our children.
Donna Joyce at home and Mrs. how fast.
Dyke, assistant guardian, treated Kalamazoo are spending a few
We need men like the late GenRussell Lawrence of Norton townNow. people claim that only the group.
eral Booth who saw multitudes
days with Mrs. Hilton Force.
ship near Muskegon; a brother. 15 seconds elapsed between the
The Winata Camp Fire group of
and had compassionon them.
A potluck luncheon will be held
Local
on
George Edwards of Grand Haven alarm and the siren for the small Van Raalte met at the home of
They were as sheep having no
at the Methodist church next Tuestownship;
a
sister,
Mrs.
H.
J.
their
assistant
guardian.
Mrs.
Don
rubbish
fire,
which
incidentally,
shepherd. He planned, he organday at 12:30 by the WSCS.
Hards of Tacoma, Wash., and two happened in the nyddle of the Rypma. The group started making
ized, he went after them. He took
A party for all members of thegrandchildren. Mrs. Bolt was a night.
their memory books. Joan Bos
his uniformed men and women,
Methodist Sunday school and their
sister
of
Dr.
Bolt's
first
wife,
ArSome of the more conservative served a treat, reports scirbe, Car- families will be held next Wedof
with their drums and musical ineola. who died Jan. 9. 1928.
people entertain doubts that it ole Risselada. Mrs. Don Kraai is nesday evening from 7:30 until 9
struments
and
went
down
into
A single engine airplane crash^
was quite that fast. Not that they the guardianof this group.
the slums and dens of w-ickedness
p.m. There will be all kinds of
landed early Thursday night, four
The Aowakiya Group of Washdoubt
Vis’ speed. But from the
games and stunts, and refreshmiles south of the Holland city and preached Christ. He and his
time the alarm is given, he must ington school met at the school.
ments will be served.
limits near US-31, causing dam- workers reaped a great harvest
answer the telephone that rings, They made invitations for the
of
souls.
His
message
proved
that
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Newnham
ages to the plane estimated at
listen as police Chief Jim Flint Fly-up and then practiced a play
are spending the week-end in
$500, but the pilot, his name and the gospel was the power of God
tells the location of the fire, get they will present at the memberunto salvation to every one who
Milan with the Justin Dunmire
whereabouts were in doubt.
dressed/ dash across the street ship party, reports scribe. Deanna family.
According to State Police Troop- believed.
to
the
garage,
oper
the
doors, Phillips.
Christ has given us a concrete
Mrs. Pearl Phelps Brown of
er Walter Bilanow of South HavThe Cunksi Mikana group held Newark, N.J., is spending the
the truck, and get under way
Ron Den Uyl, Holland high start
en. a man called the post shdrtly example of compassion.Not only
their first meeting at the home of
starting the siren.
week with her brother, Ross
schools star distance runner,
before 10 p.m. Thursday night was His heart moved because of
This, all in 15 seconds, may be their . guardian, Miss Virginia Phelps and Mrs. Phelps.
the
condition
of
the
people,
but
came in second in the state class
identifyinghimself as Leonard
difficult to believe, hut over their Bocve.,The following officers were
Mrs. May Heath expects to leave
A cross-country meet Saturday at
Austin of South Bend. The man he did several things about it.
coffee people are suggestingat elected: Peggy Tillema, President;
Ypsilanti.
First,
he
called
the
disciples’
atfor Florida next week for the
told police that he had crash landMary Jane Campau, vice presi- winter months.
Don Uyl trailed winning Tern- least an Olympic tryout.
ed a plane in a field because of tention to the scarcity of adedent; Lynda Bronkhorst,' secreBlock of Grand Rapids Union over
high winds. The caller gave his quate leadership. He then asked
tary; Nancy Cooper, treasurer;
the ware by two seconds.• Block
destination as South Bend, com- them to pray about the matter.
Linda Bouwman, scribe. Future Mrs. Cook Entertains
finished in 10:31, Den Uyl . in
ing from Indianapolis,Ind. Regis- And all the time he was personalplf ns were made and refreshments
10:33.
^
ly
engaged
in
a
helpful
ministry
• tration papers in the plane list
were served. Oct. 27 they held a Child Study Group
Den Uyl was sixth at the halfthe owner as L. E. Austin. Elm- to those who had need of spiritHallowe’en
party at Miss Boeve’s
The regular monthly meeting of
way mark, and then pulled up to
ual uplift and guidance. Tragicwood Park, 111.
home. All came in costumes and the Child Study group was held
stay
right
behind
Block
the.
rest
The plane came down in a field ally enough, some Christians nevcarried a pumpkin. Games were Monday night at the home of Mrs.
of the way. Coach Austin Buchanabout 9 p.m. Thursday night just er get that far. Although they
played and pmes awarded. Re- Gerard Cook, 973 Bluebell.
an
said
that
Den
Uyl
"ran
the
north of the Harvey Townes home recognize the need that exists and
freshments were served by the
The speaker for the evening
best race of his life.”
on route 6. Townes said he was are willing to put the matter up
guardian.
were Mrs. Dorothy Van Putten
Union went on to win the team
up looking at television when the to God through prayer, they are
The Okizu group of Harrington and Mrs. Freddy Bos. They led an
title in class A, while Alma copplane landed but didn't hear any- unwilling to assume some measchool finished making their mem- informaldiscussion on "How to
ped honors in class B.
thing. He said winds were strong sure of responsibility
for meeting
dry books. After this they played Keep the Pre-School Child EnterThere were 190-runners in the
which probably blotted out the the need.
games and sang -songs. Mrs. tained and the Problem of Disciclass
A
field. Four other Holound of the plane’sengine.
We can never understand the
Clarke Field and Mrs. William Al- pline.” Mrs. Bos gave helpful sugland boys— Rog Overway, Bob
About noon Friday, Park town- callousness of the religiousleadlen are the guardiana of this gestions as to what a child should
Holt,
Ray
Haviland
and
Jon
ship airport Manager Jacob Liev- ers of Jesus' day, who fleeced the
group.
know before he enters kindergartSchrotenboer—
all
finished,
but
ense reportedreceiving a phone flock instead of feeding it, unless
The Wahanka Camp Fire group en.
out of the money,
call from Austin in South Bend in- we are honestly willing to look inRefreshmentswere served. Comet on Oct. 27 at the home of
dicating he would be In Holland to our own hearts and realize how
their leader, Mrs. William Van hostesses were Mrs. Cook and
later Friday to make necessary re- unlike Christ we are so much of
Mn. Henry Vander Kolk
Hovye. Sara Vande Poel called the Mrs. Charles C. ,Bertsch.
pairs to the plane. State Police the time. Actually, the modem
meeting to order. Plans for a HalDiet
After
Long
Illness
were continuing their investigation church could be rejuvenated overlowe’en party were made. Mrs,
Kiwanis Queens Have
of the pilot’s whereaboutsand his night if her members would unZEELAND (Special) — Mrs.
Van Howe talked about baby-sitpositive Identity.
dertake a complete selfless minHenry J. Vander Kolk. 84, ^f
ting while , parents vote. The Party at Dalman Home
istry to the unled, unfed multiVriesland, route 2. Zeeland, died
group decided to help in this way.
Kiwanis Queens had a Hallowetudes. r
at her home Thursday afternoon
Muditer Called
Sara Vande Poel served refresh- ’en costume party Tuesday eveafter a lingering illneas. She is
ments. At the last meeting the fol- ning at the home of Mrs. Andrew
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mist Shirley Klein
the former Henrietta Koopman
lowing officers were elected: Sara Dalman, 74 East 16th St. TwentySpring Lake Reformed Two Coats Missing
and was born in Overisel townThe engagement 'Of Miss Shir- Vande Poel, president;Linda Rav- two members attended.
church has extended a call to - Robert Bronson of Grand Rapids
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert L. Cook
ship.
ley Klein to Lavenre Van Klom- en, vice president; Mary Bosch,
the Rev. R. T. Ongema of the reported to Holland police SaturA potluck supper w’as served in
On a wedding trip through the
Emanuel Reformed church at day night that two coats— one •outhem and western states, Mr. enth-Day Adventist church. The Surviving are three sons. Frank penberg is announced J>y her pare secretary-scribe;Cherie Yost, the recreation room by members
bride is the former Shirley Ann and William of Vriesland and Nel- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
*
Morrison. IH. The church has been man’s and one woman’s— were
of the losing team in an attendand Mrs. Robert Laveme Cook Wiersum, daughter of Mr. and son of Grandville; one daughter, Klein of route 2, Hamilton.
without a pastor since last spring missing from his car parked on
ance contest.
expect to return to Holland in Mrs. Peter Wiersum of 95 East Mrs. John E. L. Brower of
Mr. Van* Klompehberg’s parents Nicholas-Louis ftobert of France After supper, games were playwhen the Rev. Russell Redeker 12th St., near Columbia Ave. Bron- about a month. The couple were
17th St. and the groom’s parents Drenthe; 10 grandchildren,orte are Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Klom-.
invented the first practicalmach- ed and a prize for the ibest cos•ecepted a caU to a church in son said the theft occurred be- married Tuesday evening in a
are Mr. and Mrs. FranklinCook great grandchild. and one sister, penberg of 26 North Franklin St, ine which could make paper in
Wk, la.
tume was awarded to Mrs. Louis
tween 5 JO and t p.m.
ingle ring ceremony in the Sev- of 191 West 18th St.
Mrs. John Immink of Holland.
Zeeland.
long sheets,
Stempfly,

ed Jesus with John the Baptist
whose preaching had electrified
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Holland Christian Students Favor
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Grand Rapids Parolet'

12 Initiated Into

Real E»tate

Firemen Answer Three

Grace ChurciiHas

Jailed for Takinf Car

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

Calls, Thursday,

Friday

—

Holland firemen answered three
Rudolph Kelsey, 26, Grand Rapcalls Thursday and Friday.
Total
of
ids, charged by state police with
Twelve Hope college juniors and unlawful use of a motor vehicle
At 5:30 p.m. Thursday,a fire
United States if Holland Christian
Ray Wilson, Inc. to Louis H. seniors were initiated into Tri- without intent to steal, waived Announcing that a grand total in the foam cushion department
high school students had anything
Osterhous & wf. Lot 4 Fairview Beta national honorary fraternity examination before Justice George of $135,000 has been pledged, John at the Baker Furniture Co., Sixth
to
to say about it. In a mock election
for biologists at a dinner Monday V. Hoffer Monday. Unable to
sub. twp Grand Haven.
Eaton, associate chairman of the St. plant popped two sprinkler
. held Monday afternoon.EisenhowAlbert' F. Teerman A wf. to evening in Voorhees hall, accord- furnish $2,000 bond, he will re,1 er defeated his DemocraticopponGrace
Episcopal church building heads and called out firemen for
Hector H. Munro & wf. Lot 141 ing to Prof. Oacar ’Diompaon, of main in the county jail, awaiting
about a half-hour. Damage was
Chib
ent, Adlai Stevenson by more than
Post's Fourth add. City of Hol- the biology department, a sponsor appearancein Circuit Court Nov. fund campaign,Friday said that a considered i)y firemen as not too
10-1 in the presidentialrace.
of the organization.
land.
smaller committeewill be selected extensive.
IS.
Eisenhower garnered 491 votes
Joseph W. Mor^n, director* of
Initiation included a welcome by
James H. Klomparens k wf. to
He allegedlytook a 1950 car be- from the larger group to contact
At 7:30 p.m., a still alarm’ callcompared with Stevenson's 48 and the city and public schools recreaJacob Klomparens k wf. Lot 68 Richard Leppink, Grand Rapids longing to Robert Bliss of Cooped firemen to a leaf firt on 15th
remaining prospects.
Stuart Hamblen, the Prohibition tion departments,and Russell W.
McBride’s add. City of Holland. senior, who is president of the ersville early Monday. He
St. between College and Columcandidate, 22. Incumbent Senator Welch, principalof Lincoln school,
Raymond Gerrits & wf. to El- group, and an address by Dr. was released on parole from pris- . Members of the congregational bia Aves.
Blair Moody led the Democratic spoke before the Kiwanis chib
mer Vruggink & wf. Pt. Si SW* Warren Westrateof Holland.
on a month ago, after serving committee under Gerald Kramer A rubbish fire near the Lith-Islate in the voting but still lost Monday •night at the Warm
Initiated were Stig Anderson, time for a similar offense.
SWi 20-6-13 twp. Georgetown.
made their final -reports at a com- Bar property at 14th St. and Harout to Republican Charles E. fet- Friend Tavern.
Margaret R. Swan to Elmer Barbara Tanis and Paul Van Den Mr. and Mrs. Bliss heard the mittee meeting in the pariah house rison Ave., was the third alaro^
ter, 440-109 in the U.S. Senate
Moran complimented KiwanYonker & wf. Lot 23 Swan’s sub. Brink of Holland; Eleanor John- car motor and saw the car being
coming at 11:15 a.m. Friday.
race. Leroy M. Howell on the Pro- ians on their interest in youth
son, Fenton; John Santinga, Kal- driven away when they turned on Thursday night. Before leaving for
twp. Grand ’Haven.
hibition ticket talliednine votes. activities and pointed out the examazoo;
Bernice
Keizer,
Byron
Carl F. Kleist to Eugene Benethe yard light. The car had been New York, the Rev. William C.
Willard Haan
In the governor’s balloting,Fred cellent work being done by the
kert & wf. Pt. NWi NEi 11-8-16 Center; Philip Huizenga, Grand- parked alongside the house with Warner, rector, told the chairman County Schools Entered;
M. Alger, the GOP challenger tal- local service organization through
ville; Francine De Valois, Katpadi, the keys in the glove compart-- he was confident the total goal of
twp. Spring Lake.
Many Articles Missinf
lied 481 votes to Gov. Williams' 71. its joint sponsorship with the
$175,000 would be realized.
Floyd Merkins & wf. to George India; Norman Thompson, Nash- ment.
E. Harold Munn received six.
anic,
N.J.;
Wesley
Sikkema,
schools of the Boys Athletic ckib.
The
campaign
office
remained
Waves & wf. Lot 73 village of
State police were notified and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
On the municipal r^reation On Thursday evening of this
Morrison, 111.; Hope Berger. Sny- Kelsey was taken into custody in open until Monday. Final closing
Berlin (Marne).
A series of breaking and enterbuilding proposal, the students week the Boys Athletic club will
George Talsma A wf. to Henry dertown, Pa., and William Kisken, Norton township, Muskegon coun- of the campaign with the '‘victory ings into schools in the Coopersvoted in favor, 500-22.
hold its first* session of the new
Bolhuis & wf. Pt. SWi 24-6-13 Tarrytown,N.Y.
ty, by Muskegon and Muskegon dinner” will take place in 30 days. ville-Conklin area, were reported
Precedingthe election,the stu- season in the high school gymnaOfficers are President Leppink; Heights police. Kelsey had run off
Plans for the new church to be by state and county officershere
twp. Georgetown.
dents held a political rally in the sium. Instruction 'in wrestling,
Henry Bolhuis & wf. to Erne vice president.Mary Jo Geerlings, the road and the car was a total built on the site at MichiganAve., Friday. State police report four
gymnasium staged by the senior boxing and tumbling, as well as
between Cherry and 24th Sts. schools broken Into, including the
Miedema & wf. Pt. SWi 24-6-13 Holland; secretary,Mary Karsten, wreck.
government classes. Various stu- other sports will be providedby
Horicon, Wis.; treasurer, Charles
were announced in February.The Conklin school at Harding and
twp. Georgetown.*
dents spoke in favor of their canchurch will be of English Gothic 40th Sts.; the Jackson school locompetent instructorsunder leadJohn VanDeBurg & wf. to Edith Dykstra of Reed City, and histoi>
didates amid cheers and placards
ership of Rene Willis, chairman of
sandstone and will seat. 300. AlArnold et al. Pt. lot 155 J. C. ian, Norman Rieck of Union City,
cated a mile north and a mile
hoisted for the candidates.
N.J. Faculty adivsors are Dr.
lowances have' been made for offthe special Kiwanis committee in
Is
Dunton’s add. City of Holland.
east of Coopersville;the Bia
Democratic speakers were Don- charge. All boys interested in
Grace
Elliott,
Miss
Jennie
Spoelstreet parking for 30 cars.
Bouwehs & Sons, Inc., to Jay
Spring
school, a mile and a hall
ald Byker, Stevenson; Shirley athletics are invited.
Building plans were started
Bosch & wf. Ixjf 70 Country Club stra and Prof. Thompson.
east and half mile south of ConkBouwman, Sparkman; Gus Vanden
when statistics showed a growth lin, and the Marshall school at
Welch spoke on the retarded
Estates twp. Holland.
Berg. Williams, Merle Van Dyke.
of 150 per cent. The membership
children's program in .Holland,
Adolfvina Schultz to Ben De
24th St. and Roosevelt Rd.
Moody. Speaking for the Repubexceeds 400.
stressing the importance of proZwaan
&
w-f. Pf. NWi 31-5-14
Radios, projectors, electric
licans were William De Roo, EisGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-The
viding recreational facilities for
twp. Zeeland.
clocks and other articlesare
enhower, Ken Volkema, Alger;
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Bohl enthese children particularly
Dick Nieuwsma & wf. to Ed- tertained at their home on Satur- 1950 farm census just released Two Physicians Fined
missing from the schools.
Karl Essenburg,Potter.
through summer camp programs.
ward
G. Nyland & wf. Pt. lots 29,
The sheriff’s departmentreports
day evening. Mr. and Mrs. Alvin shows interesting farm informaArnold Hertel, chairman of the
Program chairman Willis in30 Rutgers add. Central Park, Strabbing, Ronnie and Kenny, tion according to L. R. Arnold,
Mich. — Two the McDearman school in Folkmunicipal recreationbuildingcomtwp. Park.
troduced the speakers and preGrand Rapids physicians, Drs. ton township was broken Into and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Walters and county agriculturalagent.
mittee, spoke briefly to the stuWalter Jones Jr. & wf. to Fred- Robin from Holland and Mr. and
J. L. McKenna and Raymond an electric clock and a storm windents concerning the history of sented Jack R. Rombouts, who
Number of farms dropped from Van Bree, paid fines and costs of
has also assisted the club in its
rick J. Bakker & wf. Pt. SEi 23Fred William*
Mrs. Melvin Lugten from Hamildow taken from a window brokthe building and outlined its uses.
6-16 twp. Port Sheldon.
He urged the students to use in- athletic program.
ton. The men of this group are 4,131 in 1945 to 3.665 in 1950. Total $57.80 each in municipal court en. to gain ehtrance, were carried
Jack Plewes, club president,
Bert Carrier & wf. to Walter annual deer hunters in northern land area of count is 360,960 acres Thursday after pleading guilty to away. Around the latter school a
fluence at home to gain a favorNienhou.se*& wf. Pt. lot 45 Kostconducted
the
meeting.
The
invoable vote on the building. He closMichigan, and on this occasion of which 73 per cent is in farms. charges they started shootinggeese number of empty beer bottles
er’s plat No. 1 Spring Lake.
18 minutes before the legal starting were found indicatingthe .work of
ed his remarks by quoting from cation was given by A. Vander
planned the trip for this season.
Total land owned by operators time near Fennville.
Button S. Hanson A wf. to Osolder persons.
an editorial, written by Shirley Ploeg.
John Adams from Los Angeles.
car H. Anderson Jr. & wf. Pt. NEi
is 229.394 acres with 41,087 acres
Bouwman. editor of the school
Calif., and his brother from ChiSWi NEi & NWi, SEi NEi cago, called on Mr. and Mrs. Les- rented from others. Total land in
newspaper,urging approval of the Mother of Local
29-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
project. He was introduced by
lie Bekins and Mrs. C. Bekins last farms dropped from 290,892 to
Jason P. Fuller A wf. to Wil- Saturday.
CO.
Patricia tfonhof.student council Dies in Grand Rapids
Willard Haan, president of
264,715 acres during the past five
liam O. Nichols A wf. Pt. lot 4
president.The assembly was conMr. and Mrs. Arnold Huyser and years. Average size of the Ottawa
SSI Weil IHh
M*M 6HS2
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Driesens, 68. Haan Motor Sales.' extends an in- blk. 11 Barber’s add. Spring Lake.
cluded with a film on presidential of Grand Rapids, mother of Mrs. vitationto see the 1953 Chryslers
daughter. Peggy, spent Friday eve- farm increased from 70.4 acres to
John Haveman A wf. to Henry
elections. Ronald Bulthuis was
MIRRORS
CUSTOM MADE
Herbert Bulthuis of Holland, died now on display. The new cars are Van Harn A wf. Pt. NEi SWi 24- ning with Mr. and Mrs. Robert 72.2 acres. At same time the avechairmarv of the rally.
Barnes and sons in Lowell. Mr. rage value of farms almost dou(PLAIN — AENQRAVED OR ANTIQUID)
Sunday morning in Butterworth the most beautiful Chryslers ever 6-13 twp. Georgetown.
Barnes, a former resident here, bled in land values.
hospital, Grand Rapids, where designed. Ken Bowman, salesman,
Richard J. Levingstone A wf. to
TABLE AND DESK TOPS
fell from his barn recently while
will
be
on
duty
to
greet
his
Records taken in 1949 show 1,949
Native of Netherlands
she had been taken Friday. She
Donald E. RabidouxA wf. Pt. gov. repairing the roof, and was placed
friends.
CRYSTAL
WINDOW GLASS
farmers
doing
some
work
off
farm
had had a heart attack earlier in
lot 4 A pt. SEi SEi 2-8-16 twp.
Found Dead in Home
in a cast.
Fred
Williams, service manager,
as
against
1,583
in
1944.
A
total
of
the- week.
GREENHOUSE GLASS
INDUSTRIAL GLASS
Spring Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubbers and 1,397 reported that they put in
GRAND Haven (Special) — HerSurviving are the husband, two is a firm believer in the old adRoy C. Waits A wf. to Earl V. children from East Saugatuck
THERMOPANES
man Van Opynen. 55, was found sons, William. Jr., and Roger W. age that no car is any bottqr than
100 days or more off the farm.
dead in his* home Friday at of Grand Rapids; three daughters, thg service rendered. Fred is well Schneider. Pt. WJ SEi 1-7-13 were visitors with Mr. and Mrs. In 1950 there were 2,864 full
FULL LINE OF O'BRIEN PAINTS
twp. Tallmadge.
1417 Prospect Ave., SE. Grand Mrs. Gilbert Vander Veen and qualified,having eight years of
Harry Bowman and Mr. and Mrs. owners of farms, a drop of about
David
E. Hanson A wf. to Earl
Rapids He was born in the NethMrs. Adrian De Vos of Grand Chrysler experience. The service V. Schneider. Pt. EJ SEi 1-7-13 Alfred Bowman last Thursday 500 in five years.
erlands Dec. 15. 1896, where he
departmentis equipped with comevening. On Wednesday evening • Number of telephones on farms
Rapids and Mrs. Bulthuis of Holtwp. Tallmadge.
was a school teacher. He came to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Huyser reported in 1945 was 2,185. This
land; eight grandchildren, three plete Chrysler specifiedtools.
Grand Haven about 1920. He later
Among the shop personnel are George. Vander Velde A wf. to from Jenison were visitors there. had increased to 2,637 by 1950.
brothers and three sisters.
Martin
Hart.
Pt. NWi 23-8-14twp.
moved to Grand Rapids and at the
Pat Fletcher, Harr y Mullin,
His address is A/3c Harris OpOne surprising item is the large
Polkton.
time of his death was employed
Chink Nyhof and Willie Krontje.
penhuisen, 16403914 335? Student number of upright silos to be
Andrew
Reenders
A
wf.
to
Anat Grand Rapids Store Equipment Accident Reported
Ray Weitsma is a trained ChrysSquadron, Box 5013, Chanute Air found in the county— 1,375. Pracdrew N. Hoegh A wf. Lot 5 Reen- Base. 111.
Co. He never married.
tically all farms now have electric
Cars driven by Linnie Sly, 44, ler parts mangaer An authorized ders add. City of Grand Haven.
He is survivedby Several sisAAA senvice garage, the local
Girls league will meet Thursday power available.
of 118 West 13th St., and Delwin
Cecile
Rose
Maxa
to
Albert
W.
ters and brothers in the Netherfirm services all makes of cars.
evening at 7:45 in the chapel.
Grissen. 16, of route 4. collided on
Oe The Average
lands, and two uncles. Herman
The office work is handled by Bierma A wf. Lots 157. 158, 171, Linda Abel will be hostess. Roll
and Henry Van Opynen of Grand East 15th St., near River Ave., Mildred Haan and Wilma Veld- 172 Jenison Park twp. Park.
call to be responded to with the
at 5:01 p.m. Thursday as the GrisHoward Dorgelo A wf to Har- word “Sacrifice.’*Marcia Knap
t
Haven.
heer. Pop Haan is janitor and
sen car was headed out of a parkriet Van Der Bie. Ix)ts 18. 19. 20.
parts chaser when the fish aren’t
will be in charge of devotions.All
04 Iverv Worklei Doy.
ing place. Damage to the right
biting. Come in for service. 41, 42. 43 Midway sub. twp. Park. donationsand other articles are
front of the 1950 model Sly car
BIN VAN UNTI, Agent
to be sent in for the Christmas
was estimated at $150 and the Drive a Chrysler and learn the
177 CollegeAvenue
Phone 7199
difference.The sales room is lobox
to be packed.
right and left front of the 1947
The Beaverdam male quartet
model Grissen car at $50. A third cated at 23-25 East Ninth St.
AH Makes
supplied the special music for the
car, parked in front of.the Grisevening service in the Reformed
sen car, also was struck but not
church Sunday.
Authorized
damaged. City police investigated.
Aid
The Mission society holds their
Chry«ler-Plymouth Dealer
Oar* Called For and Delivered
regular monthly meeting WednesThe Junior Archery club will day afternoon in. the chapel. Roll
Haan, Motor Sales
Good Selection — Used
H.
B.
hold its first meeting tonight at 6 call text is ' Thanksgiving.’' The
28 W. 8th Street Phone 7242
p.m. at the Holland high gym. leader is Mrs. 1. Jelsma. hostess,
This club is for persons from eight Mrs. John Hungerink.All mem•nd
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Don Hartgerlnk - Herm Blok
years of age up to senior high bers are to take part in the
Ten students of the University of aged children.
125 W. 8th
Phone 7777
Thanksgivingstudy.
Michigan are spending a week in
There also is a club for senior Art and Alice Van Dam of OakSteeiti Cleaning
Grand Haven area on a field train- high students, which meets Tues- land with Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop
Motors and Tractors
ing program for public health. day evenings at the Holland high visited with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Events started with an orientation gym at 7:15 p.m.
Scot in Coopersville Friday afterin the court house Monday mornThese clubs are sponsored by noon.
AVE.
ing.
the Recreation department under
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ter Haar of
HEATING t AIR CONDITIONING
The five-day program includes the direction of the Hollad Arth- Drenthe spent Wednesday with
831
Phone 9210 conferences on health and sanita- ery club. All young persons in Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berens. *
The Lennox Furnoce Com;
tion and field trips to immmuniza- these age groups are welcome to - Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fylstra
pony, worlds largest manution clinics, sewage disposal join the clubs.
from Little Falls, N.J., were visifacturing engineers of warm
plants, milk plants,dental clinics,
Scores of the senior high club tors with Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet
o i
^eating equipment
producerfarms, orthepedic schools last week were:
last Thursday.
Fine Selection of
mokes o heating system to
IRON and METAL CO.
and some industrialplants.Park*1,
Mae Naber 444. Carl Holkeboer
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
fit your individual requireDavis
and
Co.
in
Holland
is
in430, Nick Havlnga 406, Warren
120 Rivtr Ave.
ments for gos, oil, or cool.
cluded in the latter group.
Cornelissen 254, Phil Rathke 252, Municipal Coart Fines
Lennox dealers ore factoryPaying fines Saturday and MonStudents, all of whom are stu- Marilyn Lam 221, Ray Tardiff 184,
trained heating experts.
You'll select
dent health officers or deputy stu- Mary Van Dyke 162, Gail Aye 107, day were Roger E. Van Harn. 19.
At Your Service
Grandville, speeding, $17; Balser
dent health officers are Marley C. Shirley Hamm 90.
^Papers (or niches,
Doy or Night
Scores of the Holland Archery Cook. 25. Allegan, speeding, $15;
Clark, Muskegon; E. E. Hadden,
.borders, dadoes!
Gordon Sluiter, 17, of 272 West
Jr., Madison,Fla.; Victor B. Mo- club last week:
ya. Chile, South America; A. C.
John Lam 744. Don Caauwp 736, 21st St., imprudent speed. $10;
Siddall,Jr., Oberlin, Ohio; Owen Norma Naber 728, Glenn Brower Glen fyonson,Grand Haven, red
(SERVED FAMILY STYLE
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
R. Birchman,Ann Arbor; Eduarda 721, Jerry Kline 712. Deane Mul- light, $5; Dick Van Hoven. ZeeALL YOU CAN EAT)
—NOT A SIDELINE
Niezen, Lima, Pern; James M. der 710, Bill Brown 696, John Mul- land. speeding, $10; Margaret
ELECTRIC CO.
't
Food
—
Most Reasonable
Sisler, Winnipeg, Canada; Harold der 690, Webb Dalman 678, Neal Heighes, 28. of 324 Mavrose Ave.,
120 River
Ph, 6-6828
ran
red
light.
$5;
C.
M.
Flower50 West 8th
Phone 4811
Houtman
654,
Earl
Welling
609,
C. Gustafson, Costa-Mesa,Calif.;
Privet* Dining Room tor Parties
Theda B. Murphy, Berkeley, Al Hamelink 579, Red Hiddinga day, 651 Central Ave., parking,
Calif.; Pearl Bayne, Springfield, 576, Bob Van Dyke 568, Arnie $1; Jerry Cook, Inc., Holland
Overway 566, Bill Payne 559, Mel parking. $1; Keith Walker. Hol111.
Now Oporetod By
Assisting in the field training Jousma 548, Andy Naber 524, land, parking, $1; Don Notlke, 636
PAUL
end KDNA VAN RAALTI
Lincoln
Ave.,
parking,
$1;
Mrs.
Juke
Ten
Cate
521,
Mike
Lam
494,
program are Dr. Ralph Ten Have,
Aaosi from Post Office
directorof the Ottawa County Art Van Order 418, Gladys Jousma Clare B. Frank, 235 West 25th St.
industrial
Zeeland,Michigan
parking,
$1;
Jack
Taylor,
Zeeland’
563,
Norma
Hoatlin
283,
Health
department;
Dr.
E.
W.
Sold With
Bonafide
speeding,
$5.
Closed Sundays
COMMERCIAL
Gaikema, tuberculosis consultant;

General Dwight D. Eisenhower
would be the next presidentof the

Honor Fraternkj

Transfers

$135,000

Begin

Kiwanis

Meets

Boys

,

—

Made

Report

On Farm Census

Beaverdam

ALLEGAN,

Si.

Woman

MAER0SE GLASS PRODUCTS

—

PUTEGUSS

—

—

—

STATE FARM MUTUAL.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
Pays a Claim

Every 15 Seconds

ROAD

SERVICE

LUBRICATION

COMPLETE SERVICE

Holland Archers

CAR WASHING
BRAKE SERVICE

Young Clubs

&

FARM TRACTORS

SUPER SERVICE

—

8t

MACHINERY

ALWAYS BUYING

SCRAP

LINCOLN

GARAGE
Lincoln

r

MATERIALS

Louis Padnos

-

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

AVE.

WALL PAPER

CHICKEN
FISH or STEAK

Koop Heating

ELZINGA A V0LKERS, INC.

ESSENBURG

Ave

48-

8L

THE HUB

GENERAL CONTRACTING
ENGINEERING

TROPHY USED CARS
A

Written Guarantee

Dr. Charles L. .Pomernacki, dentist; John H.
and John
Smallegan, county sanitarians,and
several public health nurses and

Wyma

MRGf SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM

secretaries.

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan

Avtnut

Phone 7225

W#

Repair All Kinds

Of Leaky Roof*!
Wi'll recover old roofs
like

new

insto!l

new

ones reasonably Esti-

‘

mates furnished prompt-,

GEO.

MOOI
HOOFING CO.

Decker Chevrolet,
MVERotJTH STREET

Inc.

—'RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

PHONE 23M

PHONE 3826

W*

Boiler Installed

Women of India believe no
marriage can be successful unless
If any farmer has hay available
the bride wears pearls.
he should contact Taylor. P.M.A.
office, Grand Haven. Regulations

CONSTRUCTION

LOG CABIN

—

ZEELAND (Special)
A new
boiler is being installed in the
Zeeland public high school by the
IndustrialPiping company of Holland. The boiler arrived recently
GRAND HAVEN (Special)—Purchase of hay to be delivered to and a 20,000 gallon oil tank is expected within the next couple
drought stricken areas \fill be carweeks. The new automatic oil
ried on in Ottawa county if adequate supplies of the right kinds burning equipment will give more
steady and regular heat throughof hay are available according to
out the classroombuildings.
an announcement by Glen Taylor,
chairman of the P.M.A. commit-

RESIDENTIAL
Ale* Operate The

Oe M40 end

•6

Sf. AHepee. Mick

East

81

VT,"’

J

V.

-**

Try Ovr

in bales that will
supply 15 tons in a 50-foot car or
12 tons in
40-foot car. This
means that bale must average 55
pounds each. 2. Must be No. 1
hay of good quality. 3. Price at
Present: $16 for grasses, $20 for
mixed hay, $24 for legumes. 4.
Purchase to be made through the
P.M.A. 5. No second cutting hay
taken at present time.

a

Annoincemeats

Special

PRINTING
Whether before er

Seftty-Stop Sorvict

Holland. Mlek

Song aheeta FREE with oeell
order of Wedding Statloneiy.

*

;

1. Must be

2284

Wedding

tee.

at present on purchase of hay are

Phone

Prieliig

after the

theatre, or for a sandwich at

Conmercial

noon, enjoy our eonveniinfc

Prilling
*r looated Bier Holder’ for

BRAKES

your favorite beer or wine.

STEERING

Open neon

until

Ut

midnight
‘

as do all

yam printing!Qualify presswort. dependable

**nr*ck prompt delivery . , . sahstoctioaguaranteed!

ENGINE TUNE-UP
’

COOLING SYSTEM

Cement Boat Enters
The cement boat

J. B.

John be-

came

the 65th boat to enter Holland harbor during this year when
she docked Sunday at the Medusa

company.

WARM FRIEND

STEKETEE-VAN HUI$

TAVERN

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICt

Dependable Service

S.

A.

DAGEN,

Inc.

9 East 10th Street

•

NOUMHt

THC HOLLAND CITY NfWV, TH«t1D*r,

Gifts

Sought

At Home After Wedding Trip

Aims and accomplishments of carry out her plans. She said the
the music and art departmentsin aim is to have children think

Jones

Holland high and Junior high music is wonderful with the idea
schools were outlined ft an infor- of enriching their lives.
mal meeting of the BoaiM of Edu- Mrs. Shaffer explained the pro*
cation early this week in Junior gram of general music in Junior
high school.
high school -Natural problems enMeeting with the board Monday countered are changing voices and
were Supt. Walter Scott, Principal difference in ability. She said the
Bernice Bishop, Mrs. Louise Krum, aim is for children to derive pleaMiss Elinore Ryan. Miss Henriet- sure from music.
ta Althuis, Arthur C. Hills, Willard
Willard Fast explained the glee
Fast, Carleton Kelch, Granville club and a cappella choir proCutler, Mrs. Emily Shaffer and grams. There are two girls’ glee
Miss Margaret Van Vyven. Three clubs of 40 members each in the
visitors from sending districts, Dr. ninth grade, 65 in the high school
T. Van Haitsma of Waukazoo, girls’ glee club, 19 'members in the
John Henry Albers of Overisel and boys’ glee club from both schools,
John Kaper of Hamilton, also and 73 members in the a cappella
were present.
choir which meets every day.
Miss Ryan, who meets all eleHe said all singing groups like
mentary pupils once a week, car- to be invited to give programs.Hfe
ries out an art program with the said shortage of music rooms is a

Would you like to give a gift to
• serviceman patient at Percy
Jones hospital?
Red Cross volunteers are seeking giffc for patients to help
brighten their holidays.
These gifts should be approxi-

mately of $2 value and gift
wrapped.The contents should be
clearlyidentified on a $lip outside

of the box. The donor’s name
may be included, but no letters
or literaturemay be included.
Suggestionsfor gifts include
small leather portfoliosfor

mt

Aims of Musk and Art
Programs Are Outlined

For Patients
At Percy

I,

pic-

tures. pipes, ballpoint pens, stationery. unbreakablepocket mirrors. cigarette lighters,plain Tshirts in small, medium or large
sizes and leatherettescuffies.
Persons interested in supplying
these gifts are asked to bring
them to the Red Cross office before Dec. L
Mrs. Warren S. Merriam.chairman of the committeeon Services
to Camps and Hospitals attended
a meeting of the Fort Custer Volunteer Service council at Percy
Jones hospital Wednesday. Accompanying her were members of
her committee, Mrs. Clarke Field
and Mrs. Donald Crawford.
Members of the camp and hospital committee are meeting at
the home of Mrs. Henry Meantz,
134 West 12th St., today to wrap
gifts for servicemenwho will be
spending Chrismas on the high

Cider, doughnuts and all-day suckers wer: the
order of the day at the big Hallowe’en party for
kids at Rlverview park Friday night The cider
was provided by the Fraternal Order of Police
.and served by local policemen. Left to right are

help of each teacher. She said the
aim is to teach the child to create, rather than to work according
to pattern
Miss Althuis explained the art
program in seventh and eighth

Charles Oulyea, Leonard Steketee, Burton Borr,
Simon Steketee,Don Oosterbaan, Richard Bonge,
Ed Kampen and Chief Jack Van Hoff. Other
officers were on the scene on various other tasks
helping out with the
(Sentinelphoto)

party.

Flower Expert
Speaks

to

Club

"Creating Beauty in the Home,’’

was

the subject discussed and

making art and
eight large arrangements music a major and minor seand several smaller ones using as quence which would induce many
her base "design with color and talentedpupils to take art 1fi high
flowers." The two principlesshe school. She regretted there was
pointed out were "be dynamic" not ample room for suitableworkand "achieve co-ordinatingtri- ing space.
Miss Van Vyven works with
umph of color." She advised the
1,178 elementarystudents. 44
club to avoid monotony.
The arrangementsMrs. Fort teachers and 13 student teachers
made were designed for home par- each week besides the chorus
ties. She said it was advisable work which meets at 8 a.m. part
to have one large arrangement of the year. Class room teachers
and several smaller ones. Her
main element was the use of

Students Describe

made

Boys’ State Visit

do more in the

way of

music

appreciation.
The instrumentaldepartment has
grades in which students meet an effective teaching staff with
every day for 10 weeks. This Granville Cutler for brass instrucourse includes modeling, 'letter ments, Carleton Kelch for strings
ing, color and some essentialprin- and Arthur Hills for woodwinds.
ciples of art appreciation.
Kelch explainedthe elementary
Mrs. Krum explained the high system which starts with children
school program,an electivecourse at the fourth and fifth grade level.
five hours a week for which one The grade school orchestras have
full credit is given. She said the 15 to 40 pieces. They meet one
purpose is not to prepare the stu- morning a week at 8 a.m. The alldents for a profession but for ap- city orchestra of 80 pieces is conpreciationof beauty together with sidered the best in the state. The
developing skills to be used for all-city band has 104 pieces.
hobbies which are a means of offThe Junior high orchestra of 41
setting tensions in the future.
piece- and the band of 84 pieces
Mrs. Krum recommended that a are conducted by Cutler.Th# Holcommittee be appointed to study land high band has 90 pieces with

illustratedat the Holland Tulip
Garden club meeing Thursday afternoon at Hope church parish
hall. Mrs. Fred Coleman was
chairman for the day. Mrs. William Schrier presided.
Mrs. Jesse Fort of Griffin. Ga„ possibilities of

seas.

serious handicap for the vocal department. He would like to teach
a course in theory of music and

an extra band of 30 pieces since
the band room cannot accommodate more than 90.
Hills explainedthat solo and
ensemble work for concerts starts
after the football games. Tulip
Time affords stimulus for good
work. He said the Holland high
orchestra has become outstanding
in the state. He added that bands

Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. John Kloosterman,

'

(Prince photo)

After a wedding trip through
northern Michigan and to the
Wisconsin Dells. Mr. and Mrs.
John Kloosterman. Jr., now are at
home at 88th Ave., Zeeland. They
were married in double ring rites
in First Christian Reformed

Bridesmaid.Mrs. Arnold Zuverink.

wore an

identical gown in

shrimp color. They wore headdresses of yellow and bronze
mums and carried matching bouHolland Rotary club had as
quets. Lilt tie Mary Ann Nykamp,
guests at Thursday’s meeting the
cousin of the bride, and Donnie
eight Holland representatives to
church, Zeeland, on Friday, Oct. Reuschel, nephew of the groom,
WolverineBoys’ State last sum17.
were flower girl and ring bearer.
and orchestras are seriouslyhandmer. Each representativedesThe bride, the former Elaine Willard Kloosterman assisted
icapped by lack of practice rooms
cribed some phase of the program
Jean Zw-agerman,is the daughter his brother as best man. Ushers
and storage space.
and agreed that they returned to
of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin R. were Lester Kloostermanand
Holland "prouder Americans with
Zwagerman of route 1, Zeeland. Gordon Zwagerman, brothers of
a bigger understandingof what
The groom is the son of Mr. and the bridal couple. Mr. and Mrs.
makes ours a truly great demoplenty of foliageas a pattern, fillMrs. John Kloostermanof route 2, Alvin Prins completed the wedcracy.”
ed in with flowers. Most of the
Zeeland.
ding party as master and mistress
Dave Bos, who was elected
foliage was croton, ti leaves, asOfficiatingminister was the of ceremonies.
Boys’ State governor and then
pidistra. monstera, pothos. palRev. Anthony Rozendal. Mrs. Adwas sent to Boys’ Nation in WashThe bride’s mother chose a
metto leaves and echeveria.
rian Blauwkamp,cousin of the green dress and had a yellow rose
ington, D. G, in August, described
She told the club that "everyWITH THE 3D INFANTRY DI- though Dannenberg pulled on his
Here are the top winners of the Hallowe’en costume contest, one
activitiesof Boys’ Nation with
bride, was organist and Chuck corsage. The groom's mother, who
thing that God makes is beauiful" VISION IN KOREA (Special)—For
of the highlightsof the big Junior Chamber of Commerce party
emergencybrake, his truck be- Dykstra W’as soloist. Palms, ferns, wore a wine dress, also had a rose
. headquarters at the University of
and that “we should use what we a while Army Corp. Carl J. Danwhich attracted 3,500 youngsters and adults to Riverviewpark
gan to slowly slide down into the candelabra and bouquets of white corsage.
Maryland.He included visits with
have around us, as rocks, leaves, nenberg. son of Mr. and Mrs.
water.
high government officialsand Friday night Left to right are Judith Swierenga who won first place
mums and pompons decorated the
At the reception for 135 guests
weeds ^nd hare branches."
Harold Dannenberg of route 5,
for her witch's costume, Axel and Beatrice Vander Wilt who apFirst the back wheels went, then church altar and ribbons marked
beneficalfellowshipwith boys
in the church parlors. Miss Alma
Many
guests
were
present
from
peared as the Dutch Sinter Klaas and Black Pete, and Ted HeuvelHolland, Mich., must have thought the drive shaft, and finally the
from all over the nation.
the pews.
Zwagerman and Mrs. Gordon
Lansing, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo. he was being transferred to the
horst who appeared as a scarecrow. All received priz^. The Vander
vehiclehung, radiatorskyward, by
Tom De Pree, who was sent to
The bride’s gown was fashioned Zwagerman served punch and
Grand Haven. Muskegon, South Navy’s submarine service.
Wilt children arrived here recently from the Netherlands. Their
two front wheels that gripped the of traditional white satin with im- Mbyses Jean and Esther KloosterBoys’ $Uate by Holland Rotary winning entry was in keeping with Dutch legend of Sinter Klaas
Haven and Douglas.
Dannenberg is a truck driver edge of the barge.
club, was chairman of the Nationwho visits the childrenon Dec.
(Sentinelphoto)
with the 10th Engineer Combat Although he was lying on his ported chantillylace appliqued on mau arranged the gifts. Assistalist party and described his parthe fitted pointed bodice w-ith illu- ing about the rooms were Mrs.
battalionof the 3d Infantry Divi- back in the cab. the amazed DanHolland
Man
Wounded
ty’s political convention. All but
sion neckline and long sleeves. Otto Vander Plants, in charge,
sion in Korea.
nenberg was still holding his'steerthree officials wore elected from
*n Korean Fighting
He was embarked recently on ing wheel. "Then I happened to The full circularskirt with sweep- and the Misses Marjorie, Guichhis party. He told of the German
ing train featured scalloped lace elaar. Marilyn Boersma, Virginia
a routine assignment. Part of that think I couldn't swim."
student, elected secretary of
Corp. Rudolph Falcon. 22. of assignmentrequired him to bring
panels appliqued to the hemline. Boonstra.Goldie Nagelkirk, LilFinally, both front wheels slipstate, who had aspired to that ofA crown of crushed illusion with lian Bos. Carrie Wittegen.Lois
L’o9 East Ninth St., was reported his two and a half ton vehicle
ped off and disappearedquietly seed pearls heljl her fingertipveil
fice so he could return to his
Patmos and Mary Morren.
wounded
in Korea on Oct. 14 ac- across a rher. It was no problem
country and tell fellow Germans
into some 24 feet of chilly river
of illusion. She carried a bouquet
For their wedding trip, the new
cording to a release from the De- for Dannenberg. There was a
how democracy worked.
water. Dannenberg leaped just beof white mums with ivy stream- Mrs. Kloosterman wore a blue
partment
of Defense.
barge
waiting
for
him,
and,
just
Laurence Stegink described the
fore the final submersionand
Ideal weather gave a perfect prizes in this group went to SherIn a letter to his mother. Mrs. as- he had done many times be- landed half in the water and half ers. centered with yellow roses. suit with black accessoriesand a
expenence as a "course on human
She was given in marriage by yellow rose corsage.
nature” and Ricky Linn told of setting for the annual Jaycee Hal- rie Yntema and Lynn Van Eden, John Castaneda.Falcon said he fore, he drove his truck on the on the barge.
her father.
Mrs. Kloosterman has been emwas
wounded
in
the
left
leg
and
barge
to
be
ferried
across
the
the five-mile march to the Capitol lowe’en party -for local youngsters second; Genevieve Woudwyk,
Darkness preventedany rescue
The bride's sister, Miss Jean ployed at the Bon Ton Apparel
would probably wear a cast for water.
and the introductionof a bill call- who gathered at Riverviewpark
operations on the truck until the
third. Honorablemention went to the next few weeks. The letter
"There wasn't much room to next morning when Army engi- Zwagerman, was maid of honor. Co. in Zeeland Her husband reing for capital punishmentfor 3,500 strong for an evening of fun
Glen
Nykamp. Sandra Wright, dated Oct. 26. said he was leaving maneuver." Dannenberg said, "so neers easily recoveredit with a She wore an azure blue gown cently returned home from
dope peddlers.The recreational
with strapless bodice of chantilly Korea.
Tokyo hospital in the next few a barge attendant motioned me to mobile crane.
program was described by Jack and entertainment- plus plenty ot Linda De Witt. Joan Aardema.
lace and full skirt of net and tafFour pre-nuptial showers were
cider, doughnuts and all-day suck- Bonnie Hall and Carol and Linda days for return to the United back closer to the edge of the
Kammeraad and various assem"After a thorough overhaulin
ers.
Overweg.
States. P'alcon attended Holland runway.” He complied and stop- which river water was. drained feta, with a matching jacket. given for the bride.
blies with speakers such as Gov.
Williamsand ex-Gov. Kim Sigler Junior Chamber of Commerce Prizes in the seven, eight and high school before enlisting in the ped within a safe distance of the from gear boxes, carburetor, gas
were reviewed by Bob Van members were well pleased with nine age group went to John and Army in November. 1947. He re- edge.
tank and numerous other places,
HHS Sets Night Session
results of the annual event which Wanda Van Haitsma.' first; Jack enlisted at the end of his first
Bragt.
The end of the runway was slop- my truck runs as good as ever," Cars Damaged in Crash
this
year
featured
a
costume
parhitch
in
1950.
Tanis.
second;
Karen
De
Witt,
ing,
muddy
and
slippery.
Even
From Ken Brummel. the RoDannenberg declared.
On Highway South of City For Parents on Nov. 10
tarians learned of the Boys’ State ade around th*- athletic field in- third. Winning honorable mention
concert band and a talent show in stead of thf u>aal downtown par- were Saljy Yntema, Loren Meengs.
Two cars were damaged and Today marks the close of the
Rev. Dykstra Speaks
Mue Bird Fly-Up
Patsy Smallegan and Sally
which each city was represented. ade.
Two Persons Appear
one driver was slightly injured in parent-teacher conferences which
A dozen or more members of Scheele.
Jack Klaasen enumerated beneAt ChristianSchool
Staged at Federal
an accident at 11 p.m. Friday on have been in progress all week
In Grand Haven Court
Prizes in the six-and-under
fits each boy received as a result the Fraternal society of Hope colUS-31 three miles south of Hol- at Holland high school, but school
lege
put
on
a
clown
act—
the
pergroup went to Mary Beth Elenof his experiences at Boys’ State.
The Rev. Louis Dykstra. pastor
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The Blue Bird Fly-up and memofficialshave arranged lor an
land.
introducing the speak- formers having fully as much fun baas, first; Mary IvOulse Post, sec- of Pine Creek Christian Reformed
bership party was held at Federal Robert Earl Dragoo, 32, route 2,
evening conferenceNov. 10 tor
ers. President Robert Wolbrink as the youngsters watching them. ond; Jerry Lee Elenbaas.third; church, spoke to the Holland
A '39 model driven by Robert parents unable to call in the daySpring Lake, brought back to
presented attendance record pins They paraded back and forth .n Alexander Plewes. fourth.
Christian high school student school on Thursday evening. Mrs. Grand Haven from Louisville, Ky„ Speet, 17. route 6. was stalledon
to several Rotarians. Rotarian an old car, put on footballacts, Movies provided entertainment. body during chapel exercises this Carroll Norlin, guardian of the Wednesday night, was arraigned the highway and was hit by a ‘46 time. That evening students will
John B. Scholin of Boulder, Colo., staged a wrestling match and gen- On the party committeewere Bob morning in celebration of Refor- Hantaywee girls, serving as gen- Thursday on a charge of non- model car driven by Felix Man- give a special assembly program
for parents.
eral chairman, introduced Mrs.
was a guest.
erally had a lot of fun.
Brinks, chairman, Paul Ter Avest, mation Day.
support of his five-months-old fihuske,28, Chicago. The latter's Junior high school parent-teachThe most popular presentation Bill Tower. John Boonstra.Cleo Special music was provided by James Nienhuis, extension chairchild, upon complaint of his wife, car hit the right rear fender of
er conferenceswill continueanwas the trampolineact of Newt Huizenga and A1 Piers.
a girls’ sextet composed of Shir- man.
Ruth. He waived examination the Speet car and then scraped other week. School has been disNew
Blue
Birds
welcomed
into
Loken of the University of Michiley Nonhof, Ruth Wolters. Carla
and is expected to furnish $1,000 along thet side. Manshuskewas
gan physical education departNomination of Gov. Adlai Stev- Tinholt, Loretta Wagenveld. Lois the program include Carol Dene- bond for his appearance in Circuit slightly injured but did not re- missed at 2:30 p.m. to allow the
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
individual conferences in which
ment. Movies also were shown.
enson for the presidencymade Kok and Janet Vander Zwaag, ac- kas, Marcia Ter Haar, Sally Dok- Court Nov. 13. The alleged of- quire a physician'streatment.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Wyk
parents and teachers discuss proter, Marlene Mouw and Barbara
Jean Hill, Holland's Storyland him the fifth governor to be companied by La Mae Zwiers.
fense
occurred
Oct.
6.
beputy Henry Bouwman who
left for Iowa to vb.t at the homes
Lady, aw arded prizes. Some prizes nominated on the DemocraticticPrincipal Raymond Holwerda Zuverink. Karen Atman was wel- Joel Witherell,55, route 1, Fruit- investigated said that Speet and gress of the students involved and
of the latter’s parents and other were not called for and are avail- ket since 1900.
come fo a closer understanding
comed as a transfer from Lincoln
presided.
port, charged with drunk driving two boys with him narrowly esrelatives.
on what is best for the individual
school.
able from A1 Dyk at the local
in Polkton township Wednesday, caped injury in the crash. They students.
Proceeds lor the soup supper License bureau.
Mrs. Albert Timmer presented
pleaded guilty in Justice court were trying to push the stalled
held last Friday evening by womThose conferences are still in
certificatesof promotion to Lois
Winners of the costume division
Thursday and was sentenced to car off the highway and got out the experimentalstage, but alen of the Christian Scnool aid will were Jim and Mike Van Huis,
Larion, Pearl Miles, Kathryn Potserve five days, plus a fine of $100 of the way when they saw the
be used for the debt on the school. Mike Ritsma, Walter Van Oosterready they have proved far more
ter, and Patricia Beukema, transand costs of $17.05.
Manshuske car approaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Brouwer who hout, .Doug Braun. Nicky Tanis,
successful than the former open
fer from Lincoln. She also welThe above arrests were by the
Damage to the Speet car was es- house programs.
were married recently will make Jane Ann Kouw, Bob Sanderson,
comed Marilyn Guilford as a memsheriff’s department and the ar- timated at $150, and the Mantheir home on the Brouwer farm. Mike Skutnik. Judith Swierenga,
ber of the Camp Fire group.
raignments were before Justice shuske car, $500. No tickets were
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bouwer and Ted Heuvelhorst. Axel and BeatA day at sea is divided into six
In an impressive ceremony, George
V. Hoffer.
issued.
daughter, Doris, are planning to rice Vander Wilt. Mary De Haan,
periods of four hours each.
mothers placed the ties and slides
move to Pearline.
on their daughters. These girls
Bob Belt. Jane Verecke, Karen
Mrs. John TenElshof and Dokter, KathleenMcBride, Karen
will join the Odakonya Camp Fire
daughter.Janice, of Grand Rap- Lee Ver Hey, Carl I-ooman, Susan
group under the leadershipof Mrs.
ids. spent last week Friday at Lacey and Gail Cumerford. ^
Adrian Van Putten and Mrs. John
the home of her sister. Mrs. CasLarion. „
Jack-o-lantern contest winners
per Broene.
Members of the Hantaywee
were Beverly Hill. Albert OosterA daughter,Karen Sue, was hof, John Kienstra, Kenneth
group presented a skit, "Marcia’s
born to Mr. and Mrs. John Broene James Vinstra. Teddy Hamelink,
Dream of Her Second Year in
Oct. 27 at Huizinga Memorial hos- Karen Jane Daniels.
Camp Fire.’’Ir. this skit each
pital in Zeeland. \
member told about some phases of
Window painting winners were

Holland Soldier-Truck Driver Gets

‘Submarine’

Duty-Truck and AH

6.

Ideal

Weather Prevails

For Hallowe'en Parties

.

-

Allendale

John M. Bellman, 72,

Malbadene Baker and Lome
Kooyers, Mary Ellen Steketee,

last year’s program. At the conclusion the girls sang the Camp Fire
Law. Refreshmentswere served.

Corky Van Duren, Mary de Velder, Gary Taber, Chartes Van
Lente, Marilyn Brower, Jane Van
John M. Beltman, 72. of Ben- Tatenhove, Dale Conklin, Barbara
theim, died Friday evening at his E. Gemmill, Karen Cumerford and

Injured in Collision

home route 1, Hamilton, following Bruce Rathke.
a heart attack. He had been ill
James G. Townsend and Kenabout a year. * /
neth Scripsma were co-chairmen

West Olive, was released after

Diet of Heart Attack

Surviving are the wife, Sena, of the event, assisted by a large
and one daughter, Myra; two sis- group of Jaycee members.
ters, Mrs. Hein Dannenberg of
Bentheim and Mrs. Martha Tinv
ZEELAND (Special) - About
mcr of Holland; two brothers-in- 500 children crowded into the
law. G. jf. Scholten of Overisel.high school gymnasium Friday
and Everett Vander Poppen of evening for a Hallowe’en party
Btntheim.

sponsored by the Lions club. Cos-

The body will be at Langeland tume prizes were awarded in three
Funeral home where friends may age groups. Judges were Eleanor
call Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. and De Pree and Helen Harton of
it will be taken to the ijpme Hope college and J. H. De Witt of
Monday where friend* may call Zeeland.
in ihc ailmiQQn.and
thP

-

—Wheat

evening,

«

foanf Scooter Rider

Alvin De Bidder, 15, of route

££

£

bracket of 10 and over was a trio Hallowe’en costume ‘ conteat Friday night at the big
........
_ Hallowe’en
products supply about of boys appearing as a wriggling
party for children a* Riverview park. Mary was dressed ae a panda
25 per cent of the protein in the worm. Tom Wolterink. David Tanand carried a big toy panda. She received a doll for her prize.
Average American diet. .
i* and George Buttles. Other
(Sentinelphoto)

1.

treatment at Holland hospital Friday night for facial cuts and
bruises received when the motor
scooter he was riding was struck
by an oil semi truck on US-31,
about five miles north of the M-21
intersection. The mishap occurral
at 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Riding on the scooter with Alvin
was his sister, Joyce, who escaped

A

apparent injuries.

Holland townahipa waa aat Thuraday night at a

Driver of the truck was Jack H.
Browand, 49, of Whitehall, who
said he swerved to miss the scooter an? hit it only with the lug
bolts of one wheel. Both vehicles
were headed south.
Deputy* Nelson Lucas is continuing investigation.

quota of 915,000 tor Holland city, Park and

maatlng of tha Inter-clubcouncil which handle#
In Holland Thia aum
comparea with a county quota of 937.500, the tamo
aa laat yaar. A naw feature of the drive thie year

the annual polio drive

will be a Mother’s March, to be conducted the Utter part of January. Shown going over plans at
Thuraday night’s meeting are (seated, left to

right); Mrs. Willis Welling of the Junior Cham-

ber of Commerce Auxiliary; Mrs. Jack Plewea of
the Kiwanla Queens; Mrs. Irvin De Weerd, secretary of the Ottawa dounty polio chapter; Ernie
Phlllipe, drive vice chairman representing Optimlat clubs Chairman William Aldrich of Exehangr~ctubt~Wilbur; Cobbr past chairman in an
advisory capacity; a«d Ray Helder, 1953 treasurer representingJCC. Standing are Irvin De Weerd
of Klwanie and Russell Vander Poel of 1 1 ’*,
drive secretary.Fred ’Coleman of Rotary was absant from the
(Sentinel photo)

picture.
I
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Property

NOYIMIR

«,

IW

Owners

Arthur H. Wheeler

hAlGWards

REPRESENTATIVEWANTED

'

Mich.

BUY

IT or sell it-at the Grand
Rapids “World Wide” antiques
show and sale, Nov. 10, 11, 12,

Sunday Morning
Holland li going to have a re-

13th in the silver and black

ALLEGAN (Special) —An

i •peatiooal buUdlng.
In a decisive vote in Tuesday's
ttection,propertyowner* of the
city voted 2,850 to 1,875 favoring
a 1500,000 bonding issue, calling
for 21 mills over a 10-year period.
The issue passed in all wards.
Voting on the issue were local
voters who pay taxes in Holland,
and their husbands and wives. In
all 4,725. cast votes on the special
issue. This figure is about 60 per
•ent of the total vote of 7,840.
Vote by wards follows:
,

;

Ye#

First ward

Sixth

ward

in Allegan, Aug. 19, 1895,
Mr. Wheeler received his education in the Kalamazoo public
schools.
Although his; entire business
V
life was spent with furniture mantion building proposal carried in proposal okayed for a figure of
block bounded by Eighth and ufacturing firms, he was aim an
each of the city's six wards. Work
$500,000.The building will be lo- Ninth Sts., tnd Maple and Pine ardent fan of legitimate and amaon the project is expected to start
teur theater.He was a member of
in the near future,with the bond cated on the tannery lot, In a Aves.
the board of directors of the Allegan Community Players and for
several years was a stage-hand in
Dunningvifle
Diet
Kalamazoo for touring stock comin
panies.
At Allegan Health Center

ns

Woman

New Members Welcomed
At Junior League
New members

were welcomed
into Junior Welfare league Tuesday evening at a dinner meeting
in the Woman's Literary club
house. Lovely fall flowers were
used to decorate the tables. The

Dinner

Vernon Boersma, George Dal
man, Julius Karsten, Seth Kalkman, Jack Smith, Carl C. Van
Raalte and Louis Van Slooten
Each was presented a corsage of
mums in autumn shades.
report on progress of the
league's scheduled style show,
“Christmas Gifts Walking” was
given by Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr.
chairman.Afternoon and evening
performances are planned at 3
and 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 13, at
Jr.,

A

large buffet table featured a centrplece arrangementof bronze
mums and individual tables were
centered with hurricane lamps set
in rings of fall flowers.
Miss Althea Raffenaud,league
president, gave a brief talk explaining the origin, accomplish- the Woman’s Literary club house.
ments and purposes of league and
Bridge and canasta were played
outlined projects for the year. She during the social evening.

Honeymooning

California

Adv,

HERE’S THE

A

Ref

ALLEGAN (Special)— Mrs. Ida
Wall, 73, of Dunningvilk, died
Saturday at Allegan Health Center. Funeral services were held
Wednesday at 3 pm. from the
Second Reformed church, Dun
ningville, with burial in the
church cemetery.
Survivors include the husband,
Axel three sons, Clarence, Ceroid
and Ceolin, all at home; five
daughters, Mrs. Minnie Smith,
Mrs. Flora Kreuger and Mrs.
Emma Pappel, of Parshall, N. D.,
Mrs. Ella Stewart of Chicago and
Mrs. Ruth Hitchcock, of Dunning-

Bast speakingon ‘The ReformaRev. Bast, pastor of Bethany
Reformed church of Grand Rapids, set forth as leading thoughts

in his impressive message that.
God Speaks, He speaks through
His Word. God speaks through

His whole Word the whole message of salvation through grace
by faith.”
Presidingat the rally was the

Zutphen

You are invited to ask for complete information. No obligation.

—
o

Holland Loan Association

«

0ffices

Hark Weather
Here

October

An

the Presbyterianchurch, a past month, marked jdie weather in
president of the Rotary club and Holland during October, according
the Chamber of Commerce, a life
to statistics compiled by Chart*

Oudemools Depict Work

member of the Elks lodge of
which he was secretaryat the A Steketee of Hope college.
The 41 -inch snowfall was th#
time of his death. He was also one
of the founders and a past presi- heaviest October snowfall In flv#
dent of the Allegan chapter of the years. There were only traces of
Barbershop Quartet society.
snow during that month in 1948
Survivors include the wife, andJ949 and no snow in 1950 and
Betty; a son, Donald, of St. Joseph, a daughter Mrs. Marie Even so, the precipitation for
Green, of Detroit; a step-daugh October amounted to only .82 inch
ter, Mrs. Betty Ellen Miller, of which is 2.38 inches below norAllegan; seven grandchildren, and mal.
two brothers, Clarence and Average temperaturewas 48
Charles, both of Kalamazoo.
degrees,compared with 55 in 1951,
568 in 1950, 57.6 in 1949 and
50.5 in 1948. Departurefrom norSeveral Parties Held
mal was 3.8 below in October,
At Witteveen Home
compared with 3.2 above in 1951,
4.7 above in 1950, 5.8 above in
On Friday afternoon Johnny 1949 and 1.3 below in 1948.
Witteveen entertainedthe first and
Maximum temperaturewas 78
second graders of Waukazoo compared with 89 in 1951, 82 in
school at a party at th# Jack Wit1950, 86 in 1949 and 77 in 1948.
teveen home. Pony rides and
Minimum temperature was 24,
games were conducted by their compared with 30 in 1951, 28 in
teacher, Mrs. Lester Douma, as1950, 31 in 1949 and 26 in 1948.
sisted by Mrs. Robert Fitzgerald
Precipitationwas 82 inch comand. Mrs. Jack Witteveen. Repared with 2.94 in 1951, 1.33 in
freshments were served. Mrs.
1950, 1.91 in 1949 and 1.34 in
Douma 's birthday anniversary also
1948. Departurefrom normal was
was celebrated.
-2.38 inches in October compared
Last Wednesday evening, the
with -.26 Inch in 1951, -1.87 in
eighth grade of Waukazoo school
held its Hallowe^lf party in the 1950, -1.29 in 1949 and -L86 in

About 50 were present at a

.

tion and the Reformed Church.”

as 20 months to repay.

Snow and Cold

ville.

joint meeting of Sixth Reformed
Rev. Henry Mouw, pastor of Sixth Women’s Missionarysociety and
Reformed church of Holland. Fellowship Guild Tuesday evening
Scripture was read by Dr. John in observance of Domestic Mission
R. MuldeiV' president of Western month.
Theological seminary, and prayer
The special offering was used
was led by the Rev. William Hil- for the ddldren's shelter bom# in
mert of Hope college. Music in- Winnebago, Neb.
cluded two solos by Paul Kran
Featuring the program were
endonk, student at Western The- pictures of work among the Dutch
ological seminary.Presidingat Immigrants in Canada, shown by
the organ was Roger Rietberg, Mr. and Mrs. M. OudemooL Deminister of music at Third Re- votions were conducted by Mrs. B.
formed church.
Mulder and Mr. and Mrs. James
The audience contributed an in- Barkel sang with guitar accomitial offering for an organ fund paniment. Mrs. H. Mouw closed
for the new chapel of Western with prayer.
Theologicalseminary.
Separatebusiness sessions were
held preceding the program.
Hostesses were Mrs. M. Meurer,
Hallowe'en Party Staged Mrs. 5. Mulder, Mrs. G. Mulder,

Is Promptlyavailable
here for folks who need money for
needful purposes.

1937, he served with that firm as
purchasing agent, assistantmanager and finally as a vice president.
In 1937 he helped establish the
Davies-Wheelercompany in Allegan for the manufacturerof upholstered furniture. At first he
was secretary-treasurerand man
ager, but was serving as president
of the firm at the time of his
hi
death.
tarty snowstorm which
In addition to the many local
organizations to which he belong- brought 41 inches of snow coupled
ed he was an active member of with an average temperature of 48
several trade groups in Grand Ra
degrees, which is 38 degrees bepids and Chicago.
Locally he was a member of low normal temperaturesfor the

With Dutch Immigrants

omationDag Rally

MONEY

YOU NEED!

.. M W. 8th, Holland
He served as foreman and sup(Across from Centre Theatre)
erintendent for the Kalamazoo 228 Washington - Grand Haven
Sled Co. from 1916 to 1920. ConAdv.
nected with the Michigan Seating
Company at Jackson from 1920 to

of Washington,also survive.

Rev. Bast Gives Message

dty, not of a private institution.

_

Bom

Grevengoed and W. A. Butler of
The Sentinel
The plans which were submitted to Common Council Sept. 17
grew out of requests that the city
proceed with a gymnasium-audit
torium project submitted in October, 1952^ by the Board of EducaA large and appreciative audition, Board of Trustees of Hope ence gathered at Hope Memorial
college, Board of Trustees of the chapel Friday evening for the anSociety for ChristianEducation nual ReformationDay Rally,
and tiie Holland Chamber of Com which featured the Rev. Henry
These groups banded together
to ask Council to provide the in
itiative and leadership needed to
weld the people behind the program, and to obtain financial support. The move came after Hope
college abandoned plans for building a gymnasium because potential contributors felt such a building should be in control of the

_

ter complaining of a slight illness.

James H. Klomparens and Donn
Four brothers, Julius, Melvin,
Lindeman. Working closely with
introduced the following new
Olaf and Edwin Sutter, of MinneDinner
arrangements
were
the committeewere City Manager
members : the Mesdames William made by Mrs. Robert Longstreet sota, and two sisters, Mrs. Emma
H. C McClintock, Mayor Harry
Arendshomt, William Bradford, and Mrs. William LaBarge.
Olsen and Mrs. Mary Hokensen,
Harrington,City Clerk Clarence

merce.

from

president of

Davies-Wheeler, Inc., furniture
manufacturers,and one of the
city’s most civic-minded residents.
Mr. Wheeler died at his home
on South Main St. a few hours af-

Almost 5,000 propertyowners in shown in an architect’s sketch
Holland Tuesday voted by a 1,000 above. The total vote was 2,850 in
vote margin to okay plans for the favor and 1,875 opposed, according
municipal recreation building, to unofficialfigures. The recrea-

2,850 1,875
Preliminary plans for the $500,000 building call for a combine
tion gymnasium-auditoriumwhich
would seat more than 2,700 for a
basketball game and 2,500 for a
program or concert. Plans include
adequatestage facilities,dressing
rooms, shower and locker rooms
facilities,facilitiesfor serving
banquets, a large lobby, rest
rooms, offices,game or exhibit
rooms and other accommodations
Common Council decided Sept.
17 to put the issue on the Nov. 4
ballot after a special committee
worked with architectsever since
the dty aproved expenditures for
preliminary plana in the April
election. Serving on the local com
mi t tee were Arnold W. Hertel,

greatest.Buyers will be present
all over the nation. Antiques, unusual exhibitsand collectorsitems will be on display
and for sale, brought to Grand
Rapids from all over the world.*

fatal Sunday morning for Arthur

H. Wheeler, 57

room

Gr®P,d Civio
Auditorium. Western Michigan’s

un-

expected heart attack proved

f

251
425
329
582
586
677

Second ward
Third ward
Fourth ward
Fifth ward

—

Write, Chiidcraft 400 Buhl Bldg.
Detroit,
Adv!

Dies Unexpectedly

Votefor Issue

>

WANT-ADS

,

Trinity Auxiliary Hears
Mr. ond Mrs. Nothon Joy B#cksvoort
Neighborsgave a welcome parMrs. D. Boes and Mrs. J. Bar(Prince photo)
Talk by Miss Elsie Stryker By Local Newcomers
Now honeymooning in Califor- 1 bride, the former Evelyn Doris
ty for Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schipkel
nia, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Jay Vender Kolk, k the daughter of
per and family who recently movTrinity Reformed church WoAmerican Legion club house
Becksvoortwere married Oct. 24 Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vender Kolk of
ed to the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Geraldine Smith
in Bethany ChristianReformed route 6. The groom is the son of
Ben Meinema. Attending were Mr. men’s Missionary Auxiliary met was the scene of the Newcomers
church. They plan to be at home Mr. and Mrs. Ben Becksvoort,
and Mrs. George Ensing, Mr. and Tuesday evening in the parish Hallowe'encostume party Satur- Married to Nick Tan is
at route 6 after Nov. 15. The 1 also of route 6.
Mrs. Allen Brower, Mr. and Mrs. house lounge. Mrs. Andrew Dal- day night. Pumpkins and cornAdrian Veltema, Mr. and Mrs. man conductedthe meeting. Mrs. stalks providedan appropriate
Mrs. Geraldine Smith of 144
Leonard Van Ess, Mr. and Mrs. Helen Kuite led devotions.
East Ninth St., and Nick Tanis
1948.
setting for costumed club memgarage house at the Witteveen
Adrian De Jonge, Mr. and Mrs.
Music was provided by a cornet
were
quietly married Friday afPrecipitationfell on eight days
bers and guests.
home.
Chaperones
were
Mr.
and
Marvin Zwiers, Ronald and Aria, trio, Bill Meengs, A1 Valkema and
ternoon at 5 pm. at their new
in 1952, eight in 1951, six in 1950,
Prizes for outstanding costumes
Mrs. Mike Skaalen and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William Velthuis, Carrow KleinhekselThey played
went to Herbert Childress, Mrs. residence at 205 Julia St. in AlleMrs. Lester Douma. A scavenger 11 in 1949 and 11 in 1948. GreatMr. and Mrs. Herman Loeks, Mr. two numbers, accompaniedby
*
Paul Rathke, &Mrs. Truman Lee
hunt and games were featured est precipitationin one day was
and Mrs. Vernon Ensing, Kate Delores Vanden Berg.
The marriage was performedby
and Philip Begley. After dancing,
during
the evening. Cake and cider .23 inch in 1952, 1.46 inches in
Troost, Mr. and Mrs. Horace DozSpeaker for the evening was
Members of the Holland Chris- Finn; Helen Jansen as Aunt Polly, were served.
refreshmentswere served by the Dr. Bastian Kruithof, pastor of
1951, .80 inch in 1950, .69 inch
ema, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miss Elsie Stryker, directorof re- committee in charge.
First Reformed church of Holin 1949 and .37 inch in 1948.
tian high school a cappella choir and Marlene Byker as Becky
Dorothy
Witteveen
entertained
Brower and Mr. and Mrs. John ligiouseducation at Hope church.
Mr* and Mrs. Harvey Passmore, land. Attending the couple were will present the operetta, “ MisThatcher. Supporting roles are her division of the Pioneer Girls
Loeks. The evening was spent so- In an interestingmanner, she rechairmen for the evening, were Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Klingenof Holland last week Tuesday Permission Necessary
dally and lunch was served.
sissippi
Melody,"
Charles
lated ‘The Life of Martin Luther”
played by Lawrence Stegink,
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. William berg.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kamp at- and told of the events in his life McVea, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lipchik,
Mr. and Mrs. Tanis left on a George on Thursday and Friday Merle Van Dyke, Howard Voss, evening. Leaders, Mrs. A1 Knipe
and Mrs. Ada Bock, also were To Born Leaves in City
tended the funeral of their sister, leading to the great Reformation Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Childress, short wedding trip. They expect
evenings in the Woman's Literary Earl Schipper, Ken Volkema, Ron present
Mrs. Abe Ver Strate of James- in Europe. The speaker was intro- Mr. and Mrs. &A. L. Edwards and to return on Friday, Nov. 7,
Residents planning to do a littl#
club house. The evening perform- Bulthuis, Adele Vermaat, Maritown, last Thursday.
duced by Mrs. Dorothy Vanden Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kieft.
when they will hold open house
yard cleaning and leaf burning
ances will begin at 8 p.m. while a anne Peerbolt,Betty Vander Tuuk;
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess Berg.
Ken O’Brien of Boston, Mass., for their friends.
this week-end are reminded of a
Thursday’s matinee will start at 4 Janet Vander Zwaag, Mary Kool, Former Reiident Diet
were visitors at the home 0f Mr.
Hostesses were Mrs. Lucy Van was introduced as a guest.
city ordinancewhich, prohibits
p.m.
Anita
Bratt,
Ruth
Wolters,
PatAt Home in Kalamazoo
and* Mrs. Clarence Polher. Wednes- Alsburg, Mrs. Esther Aardsema
The next club party will be a
burning of leaves, rubbish and
The
operetta,
which
portrays
in ricia Nonhof. AccompanistIs Jane
day evening.
and Mrs. Ruth Wdssenaar.
semi-formal, scheduled for Dec. 6.
other trash without permission of
music
the lives of the well-known De Weerd.
Mrs.
Dick
Craddock,
formerly
The church consistoryhas nomthe fire department.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knoll are fictional characters,Tom Sawyer
Other choir members serving on Carla Emmick, died Tuesday at 2
inated Wilbur Albrecht and John
Under a city ordinance, “No
spending
a
few
days
in
Brazil, and Huckleberry Finn, first was committeesare Myra Kemme and p.m. at her home in Kalamazoo
Loeks for elder and Laurence
person may burn leaves,rubbish,
Ind.,
with
their
daughter
and
presented
at
the
annual
juniorBeatrice
Menken,
costumes;
Alyce
following a heart attack. She was
Brower and William Aukeman for
etc. on private property within
family, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Akers. senior banquet last May. Publlp Smith, Carol Lambers and Caro- 42 years old. Bom Oct. 31, 1910,
deacon. the city limits, without the perMiss
Mildred Knoll, who has been performancesare being given by lyn Keuning, makeup; David in Holland, she lived here until 23
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Venema
mission of the fire chief.” The orthere a few weeks, plans to return request. Marvin Baas directs the .Schreur, Harold Holtrust and years ago.
have returned home after spending
dinance also forbids use of pavewith them.
production.
Costuming
is under Julian Bouwer, publicity;Ed
Surviving
are
the
husband
and
a few days with relativesin EllsMrs. Mary Essenberg was a the supervisionof Miss Ervina Van Slenk, Ron Van Til, Edgar West- om son, Charles; the parents, Mr. ment or gutters for this purpose.
worth.
City Manager Harold C. McClinguest at the home of Mrs. Henry Dyke.
enbroek, Carla Tinholt and Lois and Mrs. Charles Emmick of 586
Joyce Schipper underwent a tontock warned that the recent
Maat last week.
Kok,
properties; Paul Mulder, North Shore Dr. and two brothers,
Cast
members
include
Paul
sillectomy at Butterworth hospital,
warm weather has created an exMr. and Mrs. John Maat and Vander Leek in the role of Tom John Klingenberg and Margaret
Gerald of Holland and Robert of tremely dry condition and urged
Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Hatti# Schamper of HoUand
Sawyer; Peter Vermaat as Huck Vanden Berg, tickets.
Niagara Fails, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Jonge
caution in lighting any fires.
and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van
Ushers are Mary Vander Hill,
Funeral services will be Friday A few safe rules after one has
were informed that their little
Der Veer of Zeeland and Mrs.
Klaire Tula, LeMae Zwiers, Carol at 2 p.m. from the Dykstra Funnephew, Larry Ver Strate,is hospermission include having a water
Henry Maat were visitorsat the Mrs. Mary Elzinga Diet
Vork, Harold Holtrust,Julian eral chapel with the Rev. John M.
pitalizedfor serious bums receivhose and metal racks handy, and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ervin KimBouwer, Shirley Nonhof, Joan Hains officiating. Burial will be
ed last Saturday when he fell in
above all, do not walk away and
At Convalescent Home
ber on Tuesday evening.
Bruizeman, David Schreur, Gus in Pilgrim Home cemetery.
the bath tub.
leave a fire burning. Scatter emVanden
Berg, Roger Vander Meul- Friends may call at the Dykstra
Alnora Gaye and Jalaine Aude Mrs. Mary H. Elzinga, 74, died
bers and wet them down thoroughchapel Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. ly.
Friday evening at Martha’s Con- en and Faith Lampen.
rey Aukeman spent a week at
valescent home in Holland followthe home of their grandparents.
ing a long illness. She was the
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Dozema
,
Miss Sally De Jonge, student at widow of the late Eli Elzinga of
plan to. move to Hudsonville.
Michigan State college, East Lan- route 1, Zeeland and since the
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Victory
sing, has been chosen in the cast death of her husband she made
have moved to the upstairs
of the all-collegeplay, “Simple her home with her daughter, Mrs.
apartment at the Ralph Brinks
Simon.” Miss De Jonge, daughter Richard Bouws, until three years
home.
of Mr. and Mrs. Willard De Jonge, ago when she was taken to the
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kamps anIs a freshman at the college. The convalescent home.
nounce the birth of a daughter.
cast contains members from each'
Survivingbesides Mrs. Bouws
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Peuler and
of the four classes. The play will are a son, Dick Elzinga of Zeeon at Byron Center and Mm. and
be presentedin several cities in land. five grandchildren;two
Mm. Raymond Van Haitsma and
Michigan including Royal Oak, great grandchildren and one sisRoger were recent visitors at the
Owosso, Grand Ledge, Hillsdale, ter-in-law,Mrs. Nellie Kemme of
home of Mr. and Mm. Leonard
Grand Haven.
Oxford, Lansing and Paw Paw.
Van Ess.
.

gan.

„

Christian School Choir
Will Present Operetta

by

Crisp

At Home After Wedding Trip

Zeeland

Mr. and

Mm.

jmmmm

^

Adrian De Jonge

visited their brother, James

Ham-

Borculo

mink, at Fort Custer.

Miscellaneous

Given

Mmmmm

Shower

for Bride-Elect

Miss Mary Lynn Bontekoe, who
will be married Thursday to Jim
Rozeboom, was guest of honor at
a miscellaneous shower given last

Thursday by Misses Sena and
Tena Bontekoe at their home. 34
West 15th St
Games were played and prizes
awarded, with duplicate prizes
presented to the honored guest A
two-eburse lunch was served.
The guest list includesthe Mesdames Henry Brower, Ted Van
Huis, Marvin Vander Vlies, John
Van Huis, Harris Van Huis, B.
Vander Vlies, Oscar Bontekoe, A1
Driesenga and the Misses Lena
Brummel, Karen Van Huis and
Bea Vanda* Vlies.
•

Derrick ^

Clair
bride, the former Elaine Ruth
Wierda, now are at home at Macatawa Park after a honeymoon
trip to Niagara Falls and the Upper Peninsula.They were mar-

Civil

Defense Director

Speaks to Exchangites
I Dick Ten Broeke was taken to
Zeeland hospital on Friday. On
Fred Hieftje, Ottawa county's
Saturday he had his leg ampu- Civilian Defense Director, adtated below the knee. He is as dressed the Holland Exchange
well as can be expected following dub at a regular meeting Monday
surgery.
noon at the Warm Friend Tavern.
Mrs. John Vander Woude, Jr.,
His general topic was on the
has returned to her home from United States plans for this area
the Chicago hospital, where she in case there should be enemy
underwent surgery.
bombing of this territory.Much
Last Wednesday night John of this matter is still labeled “conEvenhuis, son of the Rev. and fidential”by the government,he
Mrs. Evenhuis, and Miss Gayle said. His part of the program was
Huyser, daughterof Mr. and Mrs. concludedby showing an official
John Huyser, were united in mar- film on the atomic bombing of
riage.

Hiroshimaand Nagasaki The film
The Rev. R, Evenhuis has re- portrayed dearly the terrible sufried Oct 16 In Maple Avenue ceived a tall from the Bethel fering and total destructioncaused
Christian Reformed fchurch. Their Christian Reformed church of Ed- by such a weapon.
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank gerton, Minn., as missionaryto
Preceding the talk by Hieftje,
Wierda of 399 West 22nd St. and Japan.
an explanation of the four propoMr. and Mrs. Dick Zwiep of 1789
Mrs. Arthur Slag spent Wed- sals to be submitted to the voters
South Shore Dr.
nesday at the home of Mr. and of the state was given by ExfPenra-Sojphoto) Mss. Gorton Kuyars mxX girl*.
changita Vernon JeaCate.

Pictured abovs are part of th* work crew of more
than 30 painter* who donated their time, energy
and euppllee- to give the City Minion on East
Eighth 8t a completo paint Job. The painter#
donated their cervices, a local paint company, who
prefer# to remain unnamed, donated paints and
other supplies,with the result that the building
{•csivsd a new coat of paint at no cost Estimated

oo«t of the paintingwould run dloa# to $500. Tho
work got undarway last Monday at $ p.m. and
continued until 10 p.m. Tuesday the men started
at 8 a.m. and finishedup at 10 p.m. that evening.
Coffee and cake were served to the paintersboth
nights and ono of th« painters said ths entire
group had an tnjoyablo time.
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Parking Meter Issue

Megan County

Court

House

1*52

Holland Beats Record

Defeated in Zeeland

Votes to Repair

1.

Of 1948 by 532 Votes

ZEELAND (Special) - Zeeland
voters defeated the proposed installation of parking meters by a
Holland set a new voting re5-3 margin in Tuesday'selection.
cord in the Presidential election
With the proposal worded such Tuesday, following a pattern set
that a 'no' vote meant favoring
all over the country.
installation, 638 ‘no’ and 1052 ‘yes’
Total vote cast in the six wards
votes were recorded. City council in. Holland Tuesday was 7,840 or
ha 1 previously approved purchase
532 more than the record of 7,308
of the meters, but a citizens comset in 1948. Total vote in Holland
mittee secured enough support to dty in 1946 was 7,306, or two
put the matter on the ballot
votes less.

chased voting machines. It took
voters considerablymore
than an hour to cast their votes,

many

because of lines at polls.
It was after the polls dosed at
8 pm. that the true value of the
County Gives Usual
voting machines came to the fore.
Republican Majority
Most wards gave complete reports
to City Clerk Clarence GrevenIn State-County Ticket
goed before 10 pm. and the last
Holland’svoting record Tues- precinct reported around 11 pm.
ALLEGAN (Special)— Attractday was 88.3 per cent of the total
Had the election officialsseted by the sentiment-loaded court
registrationof 8,881. More than tled down to the tedious work of
house tower question as well as
500 absentee ballots were cast.
counting seven separate ballots,
state and national issues, more
The vote by wards follows: it would have taken probably unthan 21,000 Allegan county voters
First ward, 980; second ward, 1,- til 5 am to complete the totals.
went to the polls Tuesday and in280; third ward, 1,129; fourth Exact vote cast in Ottawa councreased the total nearly 40 per
ward, 1,429; fifth ward, 1,438; ty was not known immediately,
cent over 1948.
sixth ward, 1,586.
but the total is somewhere in the
The county moved over even
From the time the polls opened neighborhood of 33,200 which is
more squarely into the Republican In
dm? a.m. to within a half hour of about 8,000 more than was cast
column, 29 out of 33 precinctsgivtheir closing at 8 p.m., there were in the 1948 presidentialelection.
ing Eisenhower13,987 votes to 4,Holland high school students constant lines in all precincts in Exact count on that occasion was
435 for Stevenson.
gave Eisenhower a comfortable 5 Holland. The heavy vote gave a 25,288. Total registrationfor the
All Republican county canditrue test of the recentlypur- November election was 40,617.
dates were re-electedby the same to 2 majority Tuesday in a straw

HHS

Gives Ike

5to2Margin

Straw Vote

record high of 88.3 per cent pf the cinct workers said some voter*
registered voters cast their bal- waited in lino more than an hour
lots in Holland city. Polling places during the rush period. The above
were jammed throughout the day scene, typical of the majority of
Holland streets, was taken at
a successful get-out-the-vote
cam- and surrounding area at the 8 and until closing time with some 7:45 pjn. Tupesday looking West
paign, dozens of workers spent the p.m. closing time of the polls precincts reporting lines waiting on 21st St. from the corner of Pine
early evening hours calling on showed very few dark porches. A for the 7 a.m. opening. Other pre- Ave. (Sentinelphoto)

Thousandsof Holland homes homes to remind residentsto
blazed brightly Tuesday night ad- vote. After they voted, each pervising the world that the occu- son was asked to turn on porch
pants of the house had voted. In lights. A drive through Holland

1942 with a contingent of Royal
substantialmajority given the na- vote, a procedure the school alNetherlandsnavy fliers for traintional ticket.
ways promotes during the presiing at Jackson,Miss.
In spite of local interestin the dentialelection.
Later on the west coast he marissue, the tedious ballot counting
ried a Holland girl, Arlene RosenEisenhower and Nixon polled
job allowed tabulation of results
Although the Michigan Com- one who busies himself getting
dahl, and they moved to Holland
from only 11 precinctson the in- 529 votes and Stevenson and mittee for Representative Govern- coffee and cookies for the workers
after his discharge. They have
structionreferendumin which re- Sparkman received 205 votes. Stuwhen they’re almost too rushed
two daughters,Sheryl Mae, 6, and
ment, with offices in Detroit,had
pairs and modification of thejaft Hamblen of the Prohibition
to take time out for meals. This
Connie Lee, 3i years-old.
ticket received 13 votes and Vin- filed the necessarypapers with time, John came out with service
court roof were voted on.
Availabletotals gave 3,140 votes cent Hallinan of the Progressive County Clerk Anna Van Hors- de luxe. There even was a nice
for the expenditure of up to $65,- party received two votes.
sen for supplyingchallengers in doily on the tray.
000 for the project and 2,246 U. S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford led Ottawa county precincts in Tuesthe Republican ticket with 565 day’s election, nary an outside Have you heard the latest story
against it.
In Allegan township unusual votes and U. S. Senator Blair challengershowed up, and the going the rounds? It goes some*
“advisory voting" on the question Moody led the Democrats with electionofficials went through thing like this:
of going ahead on plans to zone 299 votes for the full term.
If Eisenhower wins, within a
their duties with only the normal
the township was voted down 298
The election was held on in- problems to plague them. There week banks will be closed and solOttawa county voted its usual 3
to 215. With a 294 to 263 vote the struction ballotswhich the school were, of course, some challengers diers will be in the street!
to 1 Republicanmajorityin altownship board was “advised" not had had printed. Only the presi- in the precincts, but they were
That’s Armistice day, yah! !
to issue licenses for the sale of dential ballot and the state and Republicanworkers who check
most all offices in Tuesday’s
beer to take out. On the question county ballot Were used. The pro- poll books to see who had voted in
The threat of Detroit challengers
presidential election, < b e s i d e s
of issuing tavern licenses there ject was sponsored by E. D. Han- connection with the big get-out- in Ottawa precincts sent voters to
coming to the fore in an 8 to 1
were 347 no votes and 200 yes son’s government classes and car- the-vote program
the polls bright and early, and in
majorityon the controversialreried out through guidance groups.
most cases they stood in line for
votes.
Only six of 36 precinctshad re- Voting was done in the morning
quite
a
time.
Easy
chatter
naturapportionmentissue on the stat*
Holland was ablaze with porch
ported the vote on constitutional and resultswere tabulated in the lights Tuesday night, signalling ally turned to speculating on challegislature.
amendments,but it was felt that afternoon.
that voters in the household had lengers.
The county as a whole cast
these totals definitely indicated a
The state and county tickets cast their vote for the day.
When three unknown men apmore than 33,500 votes, but th«
follow:
county trend.
The porch light program was peared in the polls at Longfellow
presidential ballot which appearOnly six of 36 precinctshad reGovernor— Alger, 451; Williams, an innovation this year, more or school and stood there just doing
ed separately was a good 3,000
ported the vote on constitutional288.
less dreamed up by Harold Luth, nothing, they were regarded with
Typical of the huge crowds that 2:15 p.m. when several hundred .west entrance of Van Raalte. The votes behind the regular state
amendments,but it was felt that
Lieutenant governor— Reid, 492; who was the guiding light behind suspicion by the lines of people.
turned
out for Tuesday’selection persons were lined up prior to record-breakingthrong caused ticket. Nevertheless, Eisenhower
these totals definitely indicated a Connolly, 255.
the program to split wards into One fellow even characterised
voting. The line wound double in voting officialsto route the line won over Stevenson in Ottawa
Secretary of state— Cleary, 495; zones and zones into blocks.
county trend.
them as "fugitives from a crap is the group above waiting to the voting room, double lined through the school rather than out county by a comfortablevote of
For proposal No. 1, 3,955 voted McAllister, 242.
The all-timerecord set Tuesday, game who ended up in a gospel vote in ward 4 at Van Raalte through two rooms, out a hallway in the school yard as previously 22,429 to 7,835 in the county’s 36
Attorney general— Millard, 515; plus the blaze of lights in the mission.’*
yes, and 490 no.
precincts.
school. The picture was taken at and up the steps leading to the I planned. (Sentinelphoto)
For proposal No. 2, 568 yes, and Damm, 211.
They were only officials from
early evening, attest to a well
Following a pattern of several
Treasurer— Brake, 485; Johnson, organized program
4,031 no.
another city studying voting mayears, Sheriff Geraid Vanderbeek
For proposal No. 3, 3,925 yes, 235.
chine procedures!
again led the county, ticket with
and 394 no.
Auditor general— Martin, 521;
Holland city set a good record
25,047 votes, with Rep. Gerald
For governor, 26 precinctsgave Baker. 210.
Most of the calls that came into
of 88.3 per c?nt in its get-out-the
Ford, ProsecutorWendell Miles
Alger 11,710 to 4,712 for Williams.
U. S. Senator (full term)— Pot- vote program, but the third pre- the office Tuesday night were
and CoVoner Joe Kammeraad not
For U. S. Senator, with 22 pre- ter, 447; Moody, 299.
cinct of Holland township did even questions about the municipal
far behind.
cincts in. Potter received 9,438
U. S. Senator (short term)— better. Out of 894 persons regist- building.On the whole, people
As was expected, Gov. G. Menvotes to 3,872 for Moody for the Potter. 452; Moody, 280.
ered, 818 votes were cast for a were pleased at the outcome. Many
nen
Williamsled the Democratic
full term. The vote on the vacancy
U. S. Representative
Ford. percentage of 91.2.
calls came from excited young
ticket in the county, polling 10,term was approximately the same. 565; O’Neill, 162.
people. The building was referred
425 votes to 23,1Q2 for his ReFor representativein Congress State senator— Geerlings, 537
To Port Sheldon townshipgoes to by various names. One youngpublican opponent, Fred Alger.
from the 4th district 22 precincts Hodges, 189.
ster
wanted
to
know
if
the
civil
the honor of being the first preU.S. Senator Blair Moody who
gave Hoffman 9,612 to 3,oT2 for
State Representative
Van cinct to report in the county this building passed.
polled 10,013 votes in the fullMerle E. Gorton.
Peursem, 548; Hierholzer, 194.
year. The township, one of the
term contest was .the only other
For state representativein AlProsecutingattorney
Miles, smaller precincts in Ottawa counErnie Penna was checking his
Democrat on the Ottawa ticket
legan county, Ben E. Lohman led 556; Misner. 163.
ty, had its vote compiledby 8:09 block for porch lights and found
to hit the 10,000-mark.
Robert P. Fletcher 8,065 to 2,945
Sheriff— Vanderbeek, 554; Cher- p.m. and called in to the Sentinel the home of Judge Fred T. Miles
Ottawa vojprs approved Proposin 20 precincts.
ven, 177.
at 8:12 p.m. Olive township was practically in darkness— at least
al No. 1 (search and seizure of
For state senator from the
County clerk— Van Horssen, the second to report.
he couldn’t see the porch light.
narcotics), voted against proposeighth district, 20 precincts gave 513; Flieman, 217.
He called the judge who said
al
No. 2 (the CIO plan for reEdward Hutchinson 8,241 votes to
County treasurer— Fred Den Sentinel newsroom employes certainly his porch light was on.
apportionmentof the legislature)
2,876 for Franklin Ryan.
Herder. 515; Wentzel. 210.
who worked all night compiling He had turned it on and he cerand approvedproposal Na 3 (th*
Only six precinctswere tabulatRegister of Deeds— Robert Kam- the vote and getting out the tainly had voted. Ernie didn’t
alternate reapportionmentplan).
ed in the voting for supreme court meraad. 514; Harrison, 208.
morning election extra— the first argue.
Justices. King received 1,627; AdDrain commissioner—De Vries, such edition in several years Later the judge called back and
ams, 2,008, and Eden, 384.
511; Schermer, 214.
were particularlygrateful for the apologized. He had put on his
State Republican candidates pilCoroners— Joseph Kammeraad, coffee and snacks sent in by Mary porch light, and then when he
ed up roughly the same majorities 524; Vande Water, 543; Stearns, Jane cafeteriaand Cumerford’s picked up his Sentinel he turned
as that given to FYed M. Alger 190; Zwemer, 173.
restaurant during the long hours it off just out of habit.
for governor, but this paralleldid
County Surveyor— Bowen, 533; an dfor the case of soda pop sent
not hold true on the Democratic Duga, 200.
over by the night crew of city
When The Sentinel photograpner
side of the ballot where Williams
police.
looked over town for a good shot
ran substantiallyahead of other
of porch lights, he finally settled
Part of the 1,129 persons who ing throngs all day long. One offi- Lincoln school. Slight delays were State Sen. Clyde Geerlings ol
Fillmore Township
state and local candidates
One voter in the first ward cer- on a block on West 21st St. look- voted in ward 3 at Lincoln school cial said the line never seemed to reported but generally officials Holland won an easy victory for
With over three-quartersof the Has Big GOP Majority
said the line moved smoothly
taihly believes in being impartial. ing west from Pine Ave. He set
Tuesday check through the line slack off but kept coming right up throughout the 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. re-election over his Democratic
precinctsreportingin the 4th ConThe absentee ballot gave one vote up his camera on a tripod and
opponent, William S. Hodges of
gressionaldistrict, Clare Hoffman
Sweeping Republican majorities, to Potter for the short term and a walked up and down the block prior to entering the voting booths. until the 8 p.m. closing time. Pic- voting hours in all wards. (Sen- Muskegon, in Tuesday’selection.
received 75,689 votes to 21,474 in some cases almost 10 to 1. fea- vote to Moody for the long term firing a flash gun at various spots All wards reported record break- tured is the crowd at 2:30 p.m. in tinel photo)
Geerlings piled up a big margin
votes for Gorton, his Democratic tured the vote in Fillmore town- for U. S. senator.
of votes in Ottawa county and*
to give the houses some light. This
opponent. The district includes ship Tuesday when 1,594 ballots
maneuver puzzled a lot of people.
Hodges piled up a margin of less
Barry. Berrien, Cass, St. Joseph, were cast out of a possible 1,700
Election workers in the sixth On baffled housewife even turned
than 3,000 votes in Muskegon
Van Buren and Allegan counties. registered.Eisenhowerled Steven- ward have a soft spot in their off her porch light.
county.
son. 1,378 to 146.
hearts for the genial janitor of
Unofficial vote in 83 of the 90
white streaks running
Gov. G. Mennen tVilliams with Longfellow school, who not only is through the center of the picture
precincts in the 23rd district which
213 votes and Blair Moody with a nice fellow to have around, but are the lights of passing cars.
comprises Ottawa and Muskegop
204 votes were the only candicounties was 46,180 for QeerlinsV
dates to hit the 200-mark. All
and 33,844 for Hodges.
state and county candidates hit
Geerlings' vote in Ottawa counmuch the same ratio.
ty’s 36 precincts was 24,273 and
in
The township came through in
Hodges received 9,033.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A characteristic fashion
the
In 47 out of 54 precinctsin Mustruck belonging to the Komejan amendments. Proposal No. 1 was
kegon county, Geerlings received
Lumber Co., driven by George favored 1,425 to 83. Proposal No.
21,907 votes and Hodges, 24,81L
An autumn tea for new mem- said the primary aim is to get
Tien, 54, of 668 Central Ave., 2 lost 1,482 to 53 and Proposal No.
Six of the seven remainingtownHolland,was struck in the right 3 was favored 1,488 to 52.
bers, a collectionfor Philanthropy the United States equal to the
ships are predominatelyRepubliside by a car driven by Max De
King led the supreme court race Day and a stirring address on moral leadershipof the world. She
can.
Witt, 35, route 5, Muskegon at the receiving700 to 476 for Adams
Geerlings was elected to the
“This Is My Country” featured used a succession of "creepy,
intersection of highwaysUS-31 and and 135 for Eden. Lelia Boyce and
state senate in a special election
the weekly meeting of the Wo- crawly and slimy" adjectives to
M-104 near the state police post Irving J. Tucker were elected cir- man's Literary club Tuesday af- describe the gradual spread of
April 2, 1951, to fill the vacancy
at 8:45 p.m. Tuesday. Officers cuit court commissioners.
caused by the death of Frank E.
ternoon.
socialism in this country, a threat
allege a car ahead of De Witt was
McKee of North Muskegon. In the
Mrs. Fredrick Olert of Rich- she said is far more difficult to
attempting to make a left turn and
senate, Geerlings has been a
mond, Va , gave her listeners a fight than militant communism.
instead of waiting, De Witt swung
member of the standings commitnew appreciation of America in
“When the state government
to the right and struck the truck.
tees on electionsand municipaliher thought-provoking address on takes over rights the people
The daughter born to Mr. and
De Witt was charged with failure
ties, and was appointed to the
what it means to be an American, should have it’s time to do someMrs. Paul Winchester,104 East
to yield the right of way.
special interim committee for the
plus sharing the blessings and thing. If you don’t realize how
Cars driven by Wayne McPhen 28th St. on Oct. 30 has been nam- responsibilities
purpose of studying toll roads.
of such an heri- far we have gone into socialism,
ed
Barbara
Lynn.
son. 18, route 2, Grand Haven,
just read some newspapers of 10
tage.
Marcia Ann is the name of the
and John N. Dreese, 49, route 1,
She described some of her for- years ago — read the editorials
Mrs. Simon Dykstra, 69,
Grand Haven, were involved in daughter born Oct. 31 to Mr. and eign travels and the inevitabletie- and realize just how far we are
an accident on Mercury Dr., Mrs. Peter Jacobusse, route 4.
up with something at home which drifting, not only in socialism
Succumbs at Hospital
The daughter bom Oct. 31 to always caused her to think, “This but in our thinking. Ten years
Grand Haven township, at 7 a.m.
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Julius
Brower,
130
Tuesday. McPherson, attempting
Is My Country,"sometimes with ago it would t\ave been unthinkMrs. Gertrude Dykstra, 69, of
to pass the Dreese car, cut off Clover Ave., has been named Lin- pride and sometimes with not sc able even to consider a presidentEast 24th St., died Tuesday evethe latter to avoid striking an da Sue.
ial candidate who is
divorced
ning in Holland hospitalof a heart
much pride.
Mr. and Mr|. Harry Schamper, Emphasizing the unique aspects man, yet today :ve have just
oncoming car, and ran into a teleattack following a short illness.
phone pole. State police charged route 2, and his mother, Mrs. John of the homeogenous American emerged from one of the roughest
She is survived, by the husband,
McPherson with excessive speed. Schamper, 175 West 17th St., left people, sh^ listed 60 million Ang- campaign* on record and divorce
Simon; two sons, Willard and
csx-vear-oldThomas Rogers, son Monday morning for Ripon, Calif., lo-Saxons,20 million Teutons, 10 was not even a major issue. We
Simon, Jr., two daughters, Mri.
erf Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers, where they will spend a month. million Scandanavians, five million must have more ethical creeds if
Carl (Julia) Myrick, all of Holti.-* 2. Spring Lake, is in Blodgett They will visit Mrs. Russel Dou- Italians, five million Jews and 14 democracy is to survive and
land and Mrs. Robert (Mary
and early Tuesday but hundreds of other perStanding at tha head of the line of voters In the
hospital, Grand Rapids, with a ma, a daughter of Mrs. John million Negroes, all engaged in flourish,"she said.
Jane) Smh of Grand Rapids;
sons had the same Idea. Thl* picture waa taken
fourth ward polling place in Van Raalte echool
fractured right leg and bruises re- Schamper.
Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh,
seven grandchildren; one sister,
the most unique experiment in the
a few minute* after 8 a.m. just as Hans was about
Is Hans Suzenaar. new American citizen, who
Mr. and Mrs. James Van Roekel whole world— democracy.
ceived when struck by a car drivclub president,introduced 39 new
to cast hie vote. Actual count of the line at that
Mrs. Martin R.
Haan of
gives hie polllqgcredentialsto Harvey Outer of
(Sentinelphoto)
en by James M. Butler, 27. De- announce the birth of a daughter,
the election board. Hans was at the polls bright
time was 45.
Grand Rapids; three brothers,
To these people go equal free- members identified for the day
troit, near the Rogers home at Ruth Jean, bom Nov. 1 at Bron- dom under the law innhls great with corsages provided by the
Thomas W. Venhuizen, Henry J.
11:25 a.m. Tuesday.The boy had son hospital, Kalamazoo. Mr. Van program of getting people to. live Warm Friend flower shop. Tea was
Venhuizen and Lester Venhuizen,
years.
all of Holland.
alighted from another car and ran Roekel is a senior at Western together, to trust one another, served in the club tea room. The
Now 31 years old, Hans has Mrs. Dykstra was the daughter
across the highway into the path Theological seminary.
and in some measure even love offering for Philanthropy Day
Marjorie Hoeve, Ralnie Talsma, each other- She added that Chris- amounted to about $169. These
spent equal time in the Nether- of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
of the Butler car. The driver was
not held by state police who inves- Marian Brouwer,Carolyn Bolman, tianity and democracy are inte- contributionsare used to purchase
lands and in Indonesia where his Venhuizen and a charter member
Marian Grit, Iris Dalman, Jean grally tied up— that democracy gifts for person* in the County
tigated.
parents .still live. His father has of FourteenthStreet Christian
Kraai, Nola Swanson, Wayne would fail without Christianity. Home at Eastman ville at Thanksoccupiedhigh positions with the Reformed church, the Ladies’
Schipper, Harvey Beltman, Arthur . She gave a challenge to Am- giving time and Christmas and
One
of the happiest guy* to cast early along with hundreds of Department of Economical Af- Bible class ami the Sisters of
Identical Twins
Dekker and Norman Vruggink at- erican mothers one that even Easter.
Bethany.
a vote in today's big presidential other Holland citizens heeding the fairs at Jakarta (Batavia).
FENNVILLE (Special)
Mr. tended a conference of the Great the politicianshave not figured
Funeral services will be held
“I haven’t heard from Dad in
election was Hans Suzenaar, row call to vote early. This took place
and Mrs. Henry Lockman have re- Lakes region of InternationalSo- out— that a Christian citizen must
Hospital Notes
about six months but that's noth- Friday at 1:30 pm. private at the
ceived word of the birth on Oct. ciety of Christian Endeavor, in put more into life than what he
Hospital birth* included a American citizen late of the in Van Raalte School the polls for ing to be worried about. I'm a home and at 2 pm. at Fourteenth
25 of identical twins to their son- Gary, Ind., during the week-end. gets out of it
poor letter writer,"Hans said. He Street church. The Rev. John F.
the fourth ward.
daughter, Kathy Louise, born Netherlands and Indonesia.
in-law and daughter, Mr. and They are officersof the Golden
She paid tribute to the late Monday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald It was a new role for the Dutch
Hans received his citizenshipadded that his mother is current- Schurmann will officiate.Burial
Mr*. Harold Eariey of Portland, Chain CE union.
President Roqsevelt’s Four Free- Pot, 606 East 24th St.; a daugh- native who for the last 2 years has papers last Jan. 14, 1952. He had ly vacationing in Switzerlamf an£ will be in Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Ore. The •twins, weighing five
doms— freedom of worship, free- ter, Marcia Lynn, bom Tuesday appeared as the town crier in Hol- applied for them shortly after his the rest of the family, two sisters The body k at Langelend Funeral
pounds, 10 ounces and six pounds,
Any telephone user in the Unit- dom of speech, freedom from want to Mr. and Mrs. Abe Vander land's Tulip Time parades, shout- arrival in Holland June 9, 1948, and four brothers, are all In the home and will be taken to the
have been named Janice Evelyn ed States can be connectedwith and freedom from fear— as some Ploeg. 312 West 13th St.; a son ing his Dutch message to the as- following his discharge from the Netherlands, some of them still in family
Thursday noon
and Joyce Marie. Mrs. Earley was more than 90 other countries on of the most effectivethinking bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Louis sembled throngs.
where friends may call in the alRoyal Netherlands Naval Air school.
Jotmeriy Evelyn Lockman.
all continents.
ever put into a slogan. Then she Van Hemert, 16 Wert 30th SL
Hans first came to America in ternoon and evening.
Tuesday, Han* went to the polk Force la which ha served nine
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